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Safety-driven Early Concept Analysis and Development
by

Cody Harrison Fleming

Abstract
As aerospace systems become increasingly complex and the roles of human opera-

tors and autonomous software continue to evolve, traditional safety-related analytical
methods are becoming inadequate. Traditional hazard analysis tools are based on an
accident causality model that does not capture many of the complex behaviors found
in modern engineered systems. Additionally, these traditional approaches are most
e↵ective during late stages of system development, when detailed design information
is available. However, system safety cannot cost-e↵ectively be assured by discovering
problems at these late stages and adding expensive updates to the design. Rather,
safety should be designed into the system from its very conception. The primary bar-
rier to achieving this objective is the lack of e↵ectiveness of the existing analytical
tools during early concept development.

This thesis introduces a new technique, which is based on a more powerful model
of accident causality that can capture behaviors that are prevalent in these complex,
software-intensive systems. The proposed approach builds on a new accident causal-
itymodel, called Systems-Theoretic AccidentModel and Process, developing amethod-
ology on the model so that it can be applied during the early concept development
stages of systems engineering.

The goals are to (1) develop rigorous, systematic tools for the analysis of future
concepts in order to identify hazardous scenarios, and (2) extend these tools to assist
stakeholders in the development of concepts using a safety-driven approach.

This work first develops a methodology for hazard analysis of a concept of oper-
ations (ConOps) using control theory to generate a model of that ConOps. Formal,
systems-theoretic concepts such as hierarchy, emergence, communication, and coor-
dination are used to analyze the model and identify hazards in the concept. These
hazardous scenarios then guide the development of requirements and the generation
of a system architecture, defined as a hierarchical control structure.

This model-based approach represents a significant departure from the state of the
art; in the new approach a concept is defined, developed, and analyzed according to
a control theoretic model rather than free form, natural language text. The power of
the proposed approach—called Systems-Theoretic Early Concept Analysis—is demon-
strated on a concept currently being developed by the United States Federal Aviation
Administration.

Thesis Supervisor: Nancy Leveson
Title: Professor of Aeronautics and Astronautics
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Safety must be designed and built into airplanes, just as are performance,
stability, and structural integrity. [Stieglitz, 1948]

Often the perception among engineers and other stakeholders is that safety is expen-

sive. Safety-related features are also seen as intrusive because they seem to result in

reduced performance, increased weight, or unnecessary complexity. In fact safety of-

ten is costly, both in terms of economics and technical performance, but this is not due

to any intrinsic property of safety itself. Rather, the reason safety costs so much is that

it is often considered only after the major architectural tradeo↵s and design decisions

have been made. Once the basic design is finalized, the only choice is to add expensive

redundancy or excessive design margins [Leveson, 2009].

It has been estimated in the defense community that 70-80% of the decisions af-

fecting safety are made in the early concept development stages of a project [Frola and

Miller, 1984]. As Figure 1 illustrates, compensating later for making poor choices at

the beginning can be very costly. Stieglitz’ quote is appropriate for all complex sys-

tems, not merely airplane design. Safety must be designed and built into systems from

the very beginning of concept development.

Unfortunately, traditional tools used for analyzing and improving safety are only

applicable in the later stages of system development, when detailed design informa-

tion is available. These same tools were developed long ago, when the primary cause of

accidents was due to mechanical failure [Vesely et al., 1981]. Modern systems exhibit

hazardous behavior due to a series of factors that extend well beyond hardware fail-

ure. The introduction of new technology, such as computers and software, is changing

the types of accidents we see today [Leveson, 1995, 2012].

Hazardous behavior arises in systems due to unsafe interactions between compo-

nents, even when the components have not necessarily failed. Given the complexity of

today’s systems, these interactions are increasingly di�cult to understand and predict.

The underlying assumptions of traditional hazard analysis tools also oversimplify the

role of human operators [Dekker, 2005; Rasmussen, 1997;Woods et al., 2010] and soft-

ware requirements errors [Leveson, 2009; Lutz and Carmen Mikulski, 2003]. Not only
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are traditional hazard analysis techniques incapable of analyzing systems that are im-

mature in terms of design detail, they are also very limited with respect to these new

accident causation factors, which will become increasingly prevalent in tomorrow’s

systems.

C
os
t,
E↵

ec
ti
ve

ne
ss

80% of Safety
Decisions [Frola
& Miller, 1984]

21
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and performance
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System & Sub-
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Figure 1: Decision E↵ectiveness during Life Cycle (adapted from [Strafaci, 2008])

1.1 Motivation

The current1 national airspace (NAS) system in the United States has achieved

historically low accident rates, with an exponential decrease in major2 accidents since

1960 [Boeing, 2009]. However, the forecasted growth in passenger and freight flights

is expected to be more than 5% in the coming decades [Netjasov and Janic, 2008], and

the current air tra�c management system cannot sustain this growth. In addition

to increasing capacity demands, the United States national airspace faces increasing

pressure to reduce greenhouse gas emissions and operator costs.
1 “Current” refers here to the system as it exists (existed) before NextGen implementations.
2 Major accidents, per the Boeing study, include those with fatalities and/or hull loss.
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To meet these challenges, the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) has devel-

oped a program called NextGen, which “integrates new and existing technologies,

policies and procedures to reduce delays, save fuel and lower aircraft exhaust emis-

sions to deliver a better travel experience” [FAA, 2013]. The proposed changes must

also maintain or improve the FAA’s stated top priority, ensuring safe skies and air-

fields. The European counterpart to the FAA, EUROCONTROL, faces similar chal-

lenges and has an analogous program to NextGen called Single European Sky ATM

Research (SESAR) [Patteau, 2009].

NextGen calls for increased focus on more e�cient flight paths, a shift in respon-

sibility from ground-based crews to flight crews and their flight deck-based decision

support tools, the use of trajectory-based operations instead of clearance-based ma-

neuvering of aircraft, and many other changes. In short, NextGen will result in in-

creased reliance on automation, greater coupling between ground and aircraft tech-

nology, a major shift in the way airspace information is gathered and disseminated,

and a total revamping of how aircraft paths are managed. All of these changes will

come as the result of incremental upgrades that span years and even decades.

The FAA and other institutions involved in NextGen recognize that these changes

pose a risk to safety-related properties of the current national airspace. Fortunately,

these institutions have also recognized the importance of understanding safety-related

risk early in development of NextGen improvements as well as including safety during

concept development and design selection activities [FAA, 2012; JPDO, 2012]. Unfor-

tunately, however, many of the existing techniques are limited with respect to these

goals [Harkleroad et al., 2013].

While the FAA and EUROCONTROL are faced with new issues in air tra�c man-

agement, aircraft manufacturers have their own challenges. Aircraft manufacturers

deal with customers who increasingly weigh cost factors as well as improvements in

performance, comfort, and environmental e↵ects [Croft, 2005]. As a result, Boeing de-

veloped the B787 and B737-MAX, Airbus developed the A380 and A350, and smaller

companies like Embraer and Bombardier also continue to innovate. Boeing selected

lithium cobalt oxide (LiCo) batteries for its B787 power system in order to save weight

while meeting power requirements. Multiple incidents with these batteries caused

the entire B787 fleet to be grounded [Brown, 2013]. The problem was extremely di�-

cult to fix due to constraints on space and weight, taking months of design work and

thousands of hours of testing to complete [Yeo, 2013].
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Airbus has had its own problems, as Qantas grounded its entire A380 fleet after an

uncontained engine failure [ATSB, 2013]. One suggestion was to reduce the allowed

thrust on the engines, but this was deemed unprofitable [Yeo, 2010]. Ultimately the

engines had to be replaced [Kollewe and Gabbatt, 2010].

The issues with the B787 and A380 highlight the di�culty of identifying and miti-

gating hazards in complex systems with highly coupled sub-systems and components.

The issues also show how di�cult, expensive, and sub-optimal it is to modify an ex-

isting design in order to mitigate safety-related issues.

Other aerospace domains face similar challenges. The United States ponders re-

turning to the moon and sending astronauts to Mars while the European Union, Japan,

China, India, and Russia attempt to advance their human spaceflight programs [Drake

et al., 2010; Irvine, 2007]. As the United States National Aeronautical and Space Ad-

ministration (NASA) learned throughout its space shuttle program, early architectural

decisions have significant and sometimes irreversible implications for safety. As just

one example, all previous US manned space vehicles had launch escape systems, and

such a system was discussed for the shuttle program. However, NASA did not im-

plement a launch escape system for programmatic and technical reasons [McCurdy,

1993]. After the Challenger disaster, the shuttle orbiters were fitted to allow for crew

evacuation, though this could only be used when the shuttle was in a controlled glide.

The crew would have had to reach the exit from their seats and jump out, and this so-

lution is irrelevant for launch events [Petty, 2002; Dumoulin, 1988]. Like the Boeing

and Airbus problems, the shuttle program illustrates the importance of safety consid-

erations during early architectural decisions and the diminishing returns after design

decisions have been made.

This thesis is not intended to be a critique of recent aircraft designs or of the shut-

tle program. However, the problems Airbus, Boeing, and NASA have experienced

highlight the fact that early design decisions have significant implications for safety

and can have major cost impacts later in the program (Figure 1). The importance of

integrating safety analysis into early systems engineering activities cannot be overem-

phasized.

1.2 Research Objectives

Current preliminary hazard analysis and risk assessment techniques are limited

with respect to the kinds of scenarios they identify and how risk is communicated to
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decision makers. Instead of using traditional failure-based approaches to analyze a

concept, this thesis uses a di↵erent approach. The proposed approach to analyzing

and developing a concept is based on control- and systems-theory that identifies more

hazardous scenarios and assists stakeholders in the development and refinement of a

concept. By identifying more hazardous scenarios with limited design information,

decision makers can eliminate or mitigate hazards by the selection of appropriate ar-

chitectural options when the cost of doing so is much less than when a design is nearly

complete.

Therefore, this research has two main objectives. The first objective is to develop

rigorous, systematic tools for the analysis of future concepts in order to identify haz-

ardous scenarios and undocumented assumptions. Related to this theme is the prob-

lem of assessing safety-related risk when little design detail is available, with the goal

of assisting concept development and design when modifications are most e↵ective.
The second objective is to extend these tools to assist stakeholders in the development

of concepts using a safety-driven approach. Ideally, this safety-guided concept de-

velopment would supplement existing system engineering activities, including archi-

tectural and design studies that occur during tradespace exploration. Both objectives

especially apply to systems where the tradespace includes human operation, automa-

tion or decision support tools, and the coordination of decision making agents.
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Chapter 2

Literature Review

The earlier you find a problem in a...project, the better o↵ you are. The
cost to fix an error found during requirements or early design phases is
orders of magnitudes less to correct than the same error found during
testing. [Clements et al., 2003]

Much of the literature regarding safety during early system engineering activities fo-

cuses on the development of preliminary hazard lists, preliminary hazard analyses,

and the assessment of those results. Safety is rarely included explicitly or analytically

in traditional early system engineering activities such as concept generation, concept

selection, and tradespace exploration.

Preliminary hazard analysis (PHA) is one of the earliest safety-related activities,

and many of these analyses not only attempt to assess risk but also suggest potential

mitigations or design modifications. However, as section 2.2 describes, PHA is still

limited with respect to influencing design and ensuring that safety-related properties

are integrated into the system as early as possible. Recall from Chapter 1 the im-

portance of considering safety in the design process, when design modifications have

minimal cost and maximum influence.

In order to define what is meant by “preliminary” and to assess how safety is cur-

rently considered during preliminary phases, Section 2.1 first provides a brief review

of general system engineering activities that occur before detailed design begins. Then

Section 2.2 focuses on the state of the art of preliminary hazard analysis, safety risk as-

sessment, and their limitations. Section 2.3 concludes with a review of existing hazard

analysis techniques that may be used to improve preliminary hazard analysis.

2.1 Systems Engineering and Concept Development

It is beneficial to review define general system engineering activities and review

if (and how) safety is integrated into these activities. The earliest phases of system

development are particularly important for this review.

Systems engineering has its roots in systems theory and as a scientific discipline

extends back to the 1950s and perhaps earlier [Booton and Ramo, 1984]. Systems
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engineering places emphasis “on defining goals and relating system performance to

these goals...on decision criteria, on developing alternatives, on modeling systems for

analysis, and on controlling implementation and operation” [Miles Jr, 1973]. Impor-

tantly, systems engineering focuses on the design of the whole, rather than merely the

design of the parts. Therefore, systems engineering activities should focus on identi-

fying, analyzing, and controlling the interactions among components, in addition to

developing those individual components. Notably, this thesis also relies on systems

theory, as opposed to the reductionist approach of many traditional safety methods.

Chapter 3 defines and describes several important concepts in systems theory, includ-

ing emergence, hierarchy, control, and communication.

System engineering activities that occur before detailed design is performed in-

clude stakeholder analysis, system requirements definition, concept generation, ar-

chitecture development, and tradespace exploration. These activities are called by

many names, but they generally occur during the “concept” or “study” phase [Arnold,

2002; Kapurch, 2010; Haskins and Forsberg, 2011], which is followed by the design

phase and ultimately system verification. Figure 2 depicts the system engineering ac-

tivities and the relationships between these activities in what is referred to as the Vee

Model. While safety is almost always a priority for stakeholders involved in devel-

Systems engineering
overview

Stakeholder
Analysis

Requirements
definition

System
architecture,

concept generation

Tradespace
exploration,

concept selection

Lifecycle
management

Commissioning
operations

Verification
and

validation

System integration
interface

management

Design definition,
multidisciplinary

optimization

Cost and schedule
management

Human
factors

System
safety

Figure 2: System Engineering Vee Model [de Weck, 2009]

oping a system with any societal impact, safety has not explicitly been considered in
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many of these early phase system engineering activities [Crawley et al., 2004].

Most of the e↵ort in proceeding from a set of stakeholder needs to a design that

can be implemented involves the selection of how to meet those requirements. Stake-

holders trade o↵ di↵erent properties or design decisions in order to obtain a system

that meets requirements and satisfies certain performance criteria. Common system

properties used in tradespace exploration of aerospace systems include mass, range,

fuel/propulsive e�ciency, speed, mission life, and others [Ross and Hastings, 2006;

O’Neill et al., 2011]. Safety properties are not included in any of these trade analyses.

Because preliminary hazard analyses (see Section 2.2.1) are not conducted until

preliminary design, this portion of the literature review describes three aspects of

system engineering that occur earlier in system development—developing a concept

of operations, systems architecting, and developing requirements.

A Concept of Operations (ConOps) can be developed in many di↵erent ways, but

usually share the same properties. In general, a ConOps will include a statement

of the goals and objectives of the system; strategies, tactics, policies, and constraints

a↵ecting the system; organizations, activities, and interactions among participants

and operators; and operational processes for fielding the system [McGregor, 2005].

A ConOps

describes how the system will be operated during the life-cycle phases to
meet stakeholder expectations. It describes the system characteristics from
an operational perspective and helps facilitate an understanding of the
system goals [Kapurch, 2010].

Systems architecting is

the process by which standards, protocols, rules, system structures, and
interfaces are created in order to achieve the requirements of a system;
trade-o↵ studies may precede the determination of system requirements
[de Weck et al., 2011].

A system architecture is

an abstract description of the entities of a system and the relationships
between those entities. Architecture is important in most technical fields,
including not only civil architecture of buildings but of physical products,
software, computer networks, large engineering systems, and
infrastructures [Crawley et al., 2004].
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A slightly di↵erent definition from software engineering states that an architecture is

the structure or structures of the system, which comprise software
components, the externally visible properties of those components, and the
relationships among them [Bass et al., 1998].

The above definitions of system architecture notably omit the role of human operators.

A more appropriate definition for this thesis might be: system architecture—a func-

tional description of the entities of a system and their relationships, including physical

products, software, and human operators. Chapter 3 introduces and defines a control

structure, which defines the part of the architecture in systems-theoretic terms and

will be used throughout this thesis.

In addition to developing a concept of operations and system architecture, early

systems engineering activities should result in defining technical requirements. Re-

quirements are

statements of what the system must do, how it must behave, the properties
it must exhibit, the qualities it must possess, and the constraints that the
system and its development must satisfy [Northrop et al., 2007].

Requirements should ensure that the system achieves stakeholder objectives and sat-

isfies formally imposed standards, regulations, or contracts [Radatz et al., 1990].

Concept generation, architecting, and early requirements generation do not ex-

plicitly include safety even though it would be highly beneficial during this part of

system development [Frola and Miller, 1984]. This exclusion of safety-related activ-

ities is perhaps appropriate given the current state of the art. Though some of the

concept generation, system architecting, and requirements identification frameworks

have become increasingly formalized, the techniques still do not yield the level of de-

tail necessary to perform most traditional types of hazard analysis [Harkleroad et al.,

2013].

The limitations for safety-related analysis during preliminary system activities are

mostly due to limitations of the hazard analysis methods themselves, not due to lim-

itations of general systems engineering activities. There is nothing inherent in many

preliminary system engineering activities that prevents the inclusion of hazard anal-

ysis, except that detailed design information is necessarily limited during these activ-

ities.
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2.2 Safety Activities during Preliminary Design

Traditionally, safety-related activities conducted during the preliminary phases of

an engineering program include developing Preliminary Hazard Lists (PHL), perform-

ing Preliminary Hazard Analysis (PHA), and informing decision-makers by using risk

assessment techniques. The primary objective of a preliminary hazard list is to iden-

tify very high level hazards during concept development, while the objective of pre-

liminary hazard analysis is to categorize the risk level (hazard level) of the identified

hazards.

Comparisons of system architectures and design alternatives are based on trade

studies that incorporate performance objectives such as (for aerospace systems) mass,

speed, range, and e�ciency, as well as cost estimates. While PHA e↵orts typically

begin before an architecture is selected, these safety e↵orts are performed in parallel

with architecture studies and therefore have little impact the general systems engi-

neering process. That is, the PHA is totally independent of the architectural study. In

addition, the focus on component failure inherent in current PHA techniques severely

restricts the ability to identify hazard causality due to human behavior, software re-

quirements flaws, and the interaction between human operators and software.

Preliminary hazard analysis is a guided e↵ort for identifying hazards, their associ-

ated causal factors, e↵ects, and level of risk. Mitigating measures are also sometimes

included [Ericson, 2005]. Currently and in the past, PHA has focused on failure modes

of sub-systems or components, but such a focus is limited for several reasons.

First, there are many causes of hazardous behavior other than component failures

or faults, which is explored further in the next section (Section 2.3). Second, PHA

starts during concept formation when little design detail is available. This lack of

design detail, combined with the novelty of many systems being developed today,

makes it infeasible to assign a likelihood and/or consequence to a component failure.

Before describing the preceding limitations in greater detail, current PHA guidance

and their underlying assumptions must be discussed.

2.2.1 Preliminary Hazard Analysis

Standard preliminary hazard analyses include a list of hazards to be avoided, po-

tential causes of those hazards, e↵ects on the system, severity level of the hazards, and

supporting comments or recommendations [Vincoli, 2005]. Table 1 shows a generic

PHA table and expected contents. Most of the guidance for conducting a PHA comes
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from military or regulatory bodies, although there are notable exceptions in the aca-

demic and practitioner literature. This sub-section explores both government and

academic sources.

Table 1: Sample Preliminary Hazard Analysis (PHA) Worksheet, adapted from
[Vincoli, 2005]

PRELIMINARY HAZARD ANALYSIS
PROGRAM: DATE:
ENGINEER: PAGE:
ITEM HAZARDOUS

CONDI-
TION

CAUSE EFFECTS RAC ASSESS-
MENTS

RECOMMEN-
DATIONS

Assigned
number
sequ-
ence

List the nature
of the
condition

Describe
what is
causing
the stated
condition
to exist

If allowed to
go
uncorrected,
what will be
the e↵ect or
e↵ects of the
hazardous
condition

Hazard
Level
assign-
ment

Probability,
possibility
of
occurrence:
-Likelihood
-Exposure
-Magnitude

Recommended
actions to
eliminate or
control the
hazard

Military and aerospace standards provide further guidance on expected inputs

and outputs for a preliminary hazard analysis. The United States military standard

for system safety includes a relatively systematic procedure for identifying hazards,

classifying mitigation measures, and documenting all of the above. The U.S. military

specifies that the PHA shall identify hazards by considering the potential contribution

to mishaps from: system components, energy sources, hazardous materials, interfaces

and controls, software, human factors engineering and human error analysis, and sev-

eral other factors [US DoD, 2012]. Other military standards provide similar guidance

for conducting a preliminary hazard analysis, see for example [UK MoD, 1996].

The United States Military Standard 882E [US DoD, 2012] additionally requires

that a risk assessment be performed for all the factors identified in the PHA. Sub-

section 2.2.2 discusses general aspects of risk assessment during preliminary phases

of system development and includes a description of military standards.

The United States Federal Aviation Administration prescribes a five-step process

for performing a risk assessment and recommends several analytical processes or tech-

niques for identifying hazards and causes [FAA, 2008]. Operational Hazard Assess-

ment (OHA) and Comparative Safety Assessment (CSA) are touted as the most rel-

evant tools for hazard analysis during concept development or preliminary design.
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Both OHA and CSA share characteristics with e↵orts labeled PHA throughout this

sub-section.

OHA contains a list of operational hazards1, their e↵ects, and severity classifica-

tions for each item. Like the other PHA outputs described in this sub-section, CSA in-

cludes a severity and likelihood classification for each hazard, cause, and e↵ect. CSA
is di↵erent frommany of the other references in that it is intended for use when design

or operational changes are proposed for the national airspace. Therefore, the results

of CSA are meant to be compared with some baseline system.

Roland and Moriarty [2009] suggest a slightly di↵erent set of activities that should
be included in PHA. While the artifacts of the analysis remain the same (hazards,

causes, likelihood, consequence), Roland and Moriarty suggest specific activities and

aspects of the system that should be scrutinized. The PHA should consist of a review of

historical safety experience in similar systems; an examination of basic energy sources;

an examination of safety-related interfaces; exposure to environmental hazards such

as shock, vibration, extreme temperatures; an examination of software modules in

their interfaces with hardware, operators, or other software for possible hazards; and

safety related equipment including interlocks, redundancy, and fail-safe designs.

Ericson [2005] describes the necessary inputs, desired outputs, and expected pro-

cess of a PHA. To perform a PHA, the analyst must have (1) a preliminary hazard list,

(2) design knowledge, and (3) hazard knowledge. Preliminary hazard lists are devel-

oped even earlier in a project’s development than a PHA and are typically the first

safety-related assessment of a project. To possess design knowledge, Ericson empha-

sizes the importance of having a list of system components and their intended function.

Hazard knowledge is derived from hazard checklists and consists of a basic knowledge

of hazards, their sources and components (element, initiating mechanism, and target),

and hazards in similar or heritage systems. According to Ericson, hazard checklists

should include :

1. Energy sources

2. Hazardous functions

3. Hazardous operations

4. Hazardous components

5. Hazardous materials

6. Lessons learned from similar type systems

1 Operational Hazards in the FAA’s OHA framework are equivalent to hazard causes in the other PHA
references.
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7. Undesired mishaps

8. Failure mode and failure state considerations

Figure 3 depicts the mapping of top-level mishaps (TLM) to system safety require-

ments (SSR) and safety critical functions (SCF) via a decomposition of top-level mishaps

into lower-level failure modes. In addition to outlining what should be expected in

terms of inputs, outputs, and process, Ericson provides several real-world PHA exam-

ples as well as a list of common mistakes to avoid.

Although Ericson providesmore comprehensive guidance and documentation than

the other literature reviewed here, the underlying theory and expected outputs of all

of the preceding literature are mutually consistent. PHA is intended to generate a

list of hazard causes arising from faulted or failed components, assign a probability

of occurrence along with severity of consequence, and then (combined with potential

mitigation measures) assess the relative risk of each cause.

Figure 3: PHA Inputs, Process, and Outputs [Ericson, 2005]

For illustrative purposes consider a recent example of PHA from the aerospace do-

main. Table 2 on the following page includes a subset of the PHA results for trajectory-

based operations (TBO), a proposed upgrade in the NextGen program. Observe the

emphasis on component failure, likelihood of occurrence, and significance of failure

in Table 2. The emphasis on component failures in this analysis is linked to an acci-

dent causality model, although this link is not explicitly stated in any of the literature

on PHA. The next section describes and compares accident causality models.

In summary, PHA has historically been a framework for identifying hazard causes

in terms of component and sub-system failures or faults. In addition to their e↵ects
on system hazards, these causes are further identified in terms of their severity of

consequence and probability of occurrence. The results of PHA are used to assess

risk, the primary form of which is called a Risk Assessment Matrix or Risk Assessment
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Table 2: PHA for Trajectory-Based Operations, adapted from [JPDO, 2012]

Hazard
ID

Hazard
Name

Hazard
Descrip-
tion

Causes Signifi-
cance

Likeli-
hood

Assumed
Mitigations

Strength
of Mitiga-

tions

Outcome
Risk

Justification

TBO-
0004

ADS-B
Ground
System
Comm
Failure

GBA does
not
receive
ADS-B
message

Receiver
failure

High Low Redundant
equipment; SSR;
Primary Radar;
Overlapping
ADS-B coverage;
Multi-Lat;
Design and
Equipment
Certification
Requirements

Medium Medium Strength of
Mitigations
depends on the
type of backup;
Multi-lat should
be used if spacing
requirements are
tighter than they
are today. ...

TBO-
0021

GBA
fails to
recog-
nize
dynamic
situation
and is
unable
to find a
solution

The
software
lacks ro-
bustness
in its
imple-
mentation
that leads
to
inability
to find a
solution

Design
flaw,
coding
error,
insu�-
cient
soft-
ware
testing,
soft-
ware
OS
prob-
lem

High Med Comprehensive
system testing
before
certification and
operational
approval. TCAS;
See and avoid.
Pilot could
recognize in
some cases;
Controller could
recognize in
some cases

Low /
Medium

Medium
/ High

Anything that is
complex can lead
to this situation
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Code.

2.2.2 Use of PHA in Risk Assessment

PHA is not merely intended to generate a list of hazard causes. Rather, it is in-

tended to guide decision makers and system designers by assessing the highest areas

of safety-related risk and thus influence how resources are (or are not) allocated. A

risk assessment matrix is often used to identify and compare risk, and risk assessment

matrices are required by certain military and government programs [US DoD, 2012;

Kapurch, 2010; UK MoD, 1996; FAA, 2008].

For the purposes of assessing safety-related risk, risk assessment matrices contain

the hazard causes identified in the PHA, with each cause categorized by its hazard

level assignment2 and probability3. Observe the areas of High, Serious, Medium, Low,

and Eliminated risk in Table 3. A hazard cause with “Catastrophic” or “Critical” con-

sequences, combined with a “Frequent” or “Probable” probability is deemed high risk.

Alternatively, causes with “Negligible” severity and only “Occasional”, “Remote”, or

“Improbable” consequences can be considered low risk. Each cell is labeled accord-

ing to its location in the matrix, with entries such as “High”, “Serious”, “Medium”,

or “Low”. The assignment in each cell is referred to as the Risk Assessment Code

(RAC) and will sometimes be di↵erentiated by numbers instead of words. In theory,

by organizing hazard causes in this way, system developers are able to e↵ectively focus
resources and e↵ort in order to improve the safety-related properties of the system.

Roland and Moriarty [2009] provide a more theoretical approach to modeling

safety-related risk, which takes the form,

P (Ctn) =
i

X

j
X

k
X

P (Ii)P
⇣

Cj/Ii
⌘

P
⇣

Lk/Cj

⌘

P (Ctn/Lk) (1)

2 In the literature, “hazard level assignment” is also called “severity”, “consequence”, or some combi-
nation therein.

3 Probability is used interchangeably with “likelihood” in the PHA literature.
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Table 3: Risk Assessment Matrix [US DoD, 2012]
 

RISK ASSESSMENT MATRIX 
SEVERITY 
 

PROBABILITY 
Catastrophic 

(1) 
Critical 

(2) 
Marginal 

(3) 
Negligible 

(4) 

Frequent 
(A) High High Serious Medium 

Probable 
(B) High High Serious Medium 

Occasional 
(C) High Serious Medium Low 

Remote 
(D) Serious Medium Medium Low 

Improbable 
(E) Medium Medium Medium Low 

Eliminated 
(F) Eliminated 

 

where

n = Loss type

P (Ctn) = probability of cost, Ctn, per exposure unit

P (Ii) = probability of initiating event, Ii

P
⇣

Cj/Ii
⌘

= conditional probability of consequence, Cj , given Ii

P
⇣

Lk/Cj

⌘

= conditional probability of loss, Lk , given Cj

P (Ctn/Lk) = conditional probability of cost, Ct , given Lk.

The expected loss per exposure unit is computed by:

E (Cte) =
n

X

P (Ctn)Ctn, (2)

and total risk is determined by evaluating the expected cost of the loss, E(Cte) over all
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exposure units.

Risk =
e

X

E (Cte) (3)

where e = exposure units.

Though the formulation of Roland and Moriarty is more formalized relative to the

classic risk assessment matrix approach, the underlying assumptions are much the

same, with a subtle di↵erence. Although using di↵erent nomenclature, both Roland

and Moriarty and the risk assessment matrix framework use probability of failure

condition along with severity of consequence to “measure” risk. Note that the proba-

bility and severity axes of a risk assessment matrix are orthogonal, implying that risk

assessment matrices assume independence between probability and consequence. In

equations 1 through 3, Roland and Moriarty assume some degree of coupling between

probability of cost (which is analogous to severity of consequence) and probability of

loss (which is analogous to the general likelihood/probability metric in RAC).

Modarres [2006] provides a survey of techniques for ranking the relative risk in a

system, including the Birnbaum importance [Birnbaum, 1968], Fussell-Vesely [Fussell,

1975; Vesely et al., 1983], Risk Reduction Worth (RRW), Risk Achievement Worth

(RAW) [Chadwell and Leverenz, 1999], and Di↵erential Importance Measure (DIM).

The formalism of probabilistic risk assessment (PRA) underlies these measures. That

is, each metric involves ranking the probability of a scenario relative to the probabil-

ity of all the identified scenarios. The metrics di↵er in how individual scenarios are

weighted but are grounded in the following assumptions: (1) hazards are caused by a

linear chain of events and (2) the probabilities of each event can be calculated. Each

of these metrics is best suited for completed designs and still su↵er the limitations

below.

The hazard analysis and risk assessment approaches described thus far are in-

tended for sub-system and component faults or failures. However, the approaches

have been applied to systems with human operators and software controllers, in ad-

dition to mechanical electro-mechanical hardware. Estimates for probability of oc-

currence have been used for software failure4 and human error [RTCA, 2011; JPDO,

2012].

At later stages of system development, when more design detail becomes available,

there are several statistically-driven approaches for modeling risk. Many of these ap-

4 Software does not “fail” in the same way that a mechanical component fails. This is one limitation of
the existing PHA approaches, which is discussed in the following Sub-section.
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proaches use Bayesian statistical models and Monte Carlo simulations to approximate

relative risk given certain initial conditions, or changes in risk due to the introduction

of safety-related features. For example, Kochenderfer et al. [2010] use Bayesian net-

works and fast-time simulation to estimate the relative decrease in risk of near midair

collision due to the introduction of collision avoidance algorithms on unmanned air-

craft. Kuchar and Drumm [2007] use fault tree analysis to identify failure scenarios

and then fast-time (Monte Carlo) simulation to assess sensitivity to changes in colli-

sion avoidance logic.

2.2.3 Limitations in Current Approaches to Preliminary Hazard Analysis

Many accidents in modern, software-intensive systems involve the interaction of

components, the incorrect specification of software requirements, and unsafe human

behavior due to a myriad of factors including human errors caused by confusion re-

sulting from the automation design [Leveson, 2012]. Safety is an emergent property;

that is, safety (or lack thereof) only emerges from the interactions of a system’s com-

ponents. The next section describes emergence in greater detail.

Much of the guidance for identifying hazard causes during PHA—for example doc-

umenting energy sources, hazardous materials, or faulted (failed) modes of mechani-

cal components—is a necessary but insu�cient aspect of hazard analysis. The under-

lying model of accident causation in the PHA literature is reductionist and assumes

that if all component failure modes of a system have been identified, then so have

all potential sources of hazardous behavior. Current PHA literature provides little to

no guidance for how to identify hazardous interactions amongst components; incor-

rectly specified software requirements; or human operator errors due to poor design

of procedures, computer interfaces, and underlying logic of automation and decision

support tools. One could list “component interaction error”, “software design error”,

or “operator mode confusion” in a hazard list like Table 1 on page 28. However, there

is no guidance on how to identifywhy these factors might occur. That is, simply listing

“software error” without further explanation does not add any useful information to

the engineering process.

Consider again the example from Ericson [2005]. Table 4 on page 36 lists the po-

tential failure modes for the missile rocket booster subsystem of a fictitious missile

system. PHA-4 lists “erroneous initiate commands”, with software faults and human

error as potential causes. The recommended action is then to use multiple switches or

conduct a fault tree analysis of the fuze design. Though the example PHA correctly
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identifies software and human operators as potential sources of hazardous behavior,

the method is limited in helping the analyst to reason about specific causal factors5.

That is, all hazards are caused by hardware, software, or humans. Simply listing a

generic set of factors is not very helpful, and PHA techniques su↵er from a lack of

guidance in identifying causal factors that lead to specific hazardous states that stake-

holders wish to avoid.

Table 4: ACE Missile Example (adapted from [Ericson, 2005])

Subsystem: Missile Warhead Subsystem
No. Hazard Causes E↵ects Recommended

Action
PHA-4 Inadvertent

W/H explosives
initiation due
to erroneous
initiate
commands

Erroneous
commands from
hardware faults;
software faults;
human error

Personnel
death/in-
jury

Use multiple
independent
switches in fuze
design
Conduct FTA of fuze
design

PHA-5 Inadvertent
W/H explosives
initiation due
to external
environment

Bulletstrike,
shrapnel, heat

Personnel
death/in-
jury

Use insensitive
munitions
Provide protective
covering when
possible

PHA-6 Failure of W/H
explosives to
initiate when
commanded

Hardware faults;
software faults

Dud
missile; not
a safety
concern

Finally, PHA requires the analysts to assign a probability of occurrence, which

could be either a probability of a faulted mode, the probability of its a↵ect on the sys-

tem, or both. There are several problems with this approach. First, PHA occurs near

the beginning of a project when very little design detail is available. Often the analyses

rely on heritage data to extrapolate a probability for identical or similar components.

However, in the case of software and human operators, heritage data does not, and

cannot, exist. Even when software modules are reused, either the context in which

they will operate or some details of the code will be modified. Of equal importance,

human and software behavior is not stochastic.

Software behaves exactly as it is specified and coded [Leveson, 1995], and human

behavior is highly dependent on context, both in the system design and due to en-
5 This is not a critique the specific example in [Ericson, 2005] but is a critique of PHA methods in
general.
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vironmental factors [Dekker, 2005; Leveson, 2012; Klien et al., 2004; Reason, 2000;

Vicente, 1999]. Even in later stages of system development, or during operations, soft-

ware error probabilities cannot be calculated and human error probabilities can only

be attained with limited applicability.

In summary, the types of causes identified by PHA techniques is limited to electro-

mechanical faults or very generic causes related to human or software behavior. These

generic types of causes are not particularly useful for guiding the design. In addi-

tion, when PHA requires probability estimates, the probabilities of many sources of

hazardous behavior are di�cult or impossible to validate. The probabilities are either

highly uncertain (due to limited design detail at the beginning of a program), un-

knowable (due to human behavior in a complex environment), or irrelevant (because

software behavior is strictly deterministic).

Limitations of Current Risk Assessment Methods

Risk assessment methods used in preliminary design are limited with respect to

the input data, the internal mathematical foundation of the methods, and the inter-

pretation of the results. The previous sub-section provided an argument about the

limitations inherent in the data being input into risk assessment methods, which is

the list of hazard causes and associated probabilities and recommendations. Chapter

3 proposes a di↵erent analysis technique that can identify more types of causes with

limited design detail.

Proponent of existing approaches insist that the probabilities are merely “likeli-

hoods” and are only meant to guide decision making, as opposed to representing a

rigorous mathematical formulation. That is, the probabilities are intended to be qual-

itative in nature and should be treated as such. Ignoring arguments about the validity

of probabilities (and ignoring the limitations with respect to comprehensiveness de-

scribed above), there are other issues in the approaches used to assess risk during

preliminary hazard analysis.

Consider a hypothetical case where the list of hazard causes is “complete”, the as-

sociated probabilities are known with certainty, and the probabilities can be validated.

For illustrative purposes, this hypothetical case has three hazard causes and the risk

assessment approach uses a 5x4 risk assessment matrix prescribed in U.S. military

programs (Table 5).
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Table 5: Hypothetical Risk Assessment Matrix, 5x4

Catastrophic (1) Critical (2) Marginal (3) Negligible (4) 1

Frequent (A) High High Serious Medium
0.8

Probable (B) High High Serious Medium
0.6

Occasional (C) High Serious Medium Low
0.4

Remote (D) Serious Medium Medium Low
0.2

Improbable (E) Medium Medium Medium Low
0

1 0.75 0.5 0.25 0

Severity

Pr
ob

ab
ili

ty Cause 2 

Cause 3 

Cause 1 

When the axes are scaled linearly on the interval [0,1], the risks for each cause are

calculated as follows,

Riski = Likelihoodi ⇥ Severityi
Risk1 = 1⇥ 0.25 = 0.25

Risk2 = 0.5⇥ 0.7 = 0.35

Risk3 = 0.25⇥ 1 = 0.25

With a logarithmic probability axis on the interval
h

10�10,100
i

and a logarithmic sever-

ity axis on
h

108,100
i

, the risks are

Risk1 = 100 ⇥ 103 = 103

Risk2 = 10�5 ⇥ 105 = 1

Risk3 = 10�7 ⇥ 108 = 10

The risks receive the same ranking, “Serious”6, and yet are both qualitatively and

quantitatively di↵erent. The first risk will result in some relatively inconsequential

loss with certainty, while the third risk has a relatively low chance of resulting in a

6 According to the matrix prescribed in [US DoD, 2012].
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catastrophic loss. The second risk is quantitatively greater than the other two using

the linear axes and quantitatively the least when using logarithmic axes. Yet, all three

risks are considered to be intermediate. Is a 50% chance of a critical loss actually worse

than the certainty of a marginal loss? Or, what about a 25% chance of a catastrophic

loss? Cox formalizes this critique, explaining that not only does the risk assessment

matrix violate desirable mathematical properties (e.g. weak consistency and transla-

tion invariance), it can also provide inconsistent or misleading qualitative information

[Cox Jr, 2008]. Roland and Moriarity [2009] employ a more sophisticated approach to

combining likelihood and risk, but the approach is still limited by the uncertainty and

validity of the probabilistic analysis as well as the following factors.

Not only do risk assessmentmatrices su↵er from both qualitative and formal math-

ematical flaws, risk assessment matrices also do not explicitly consider the cost or

e↵ectiveness of mitigations. The ability to eliminate or e↵ectively mitigate a hazard

is a vital aspect of system safety [Dulac and Leveson, 2005], and this is neglected in

classic risk assessment matrices. Some PHA tables do include suggested mitigations,

however, and many even include the suggested mitigation as part of the overall as-

sessment (ranking) of a particular hazard cause.

Cost estimates should be considered along with e↵ectiveness of mitigation, but the

cost estimates su↵er the same limitations associated with existing PHA techniques.

The focus on failures and faults implies only a certain class of mitigations. Put another

way, the emphasis on reliability calls for redundancy, fault tolerance, or large design

margins7. These kinds of design solutions may be necessary, but they are generally

very expensive and are either irrelevant or ine↵ective for many kinds of problems in

software- and human operator-intensive systems [Miller, 1988].

In addition to the inherent limitations described above, risk assessments are of-

ten presented (and thus interpreted) inappropriately. Probabilistic assessment has

some degree of uncertainty, even when the artifact being assessed exhibits very pre-

dictable, stochastic behavior. This uncertainty must be declared, although often it is

not [Downer, 2013]. Qualitative assessments of human and software error are per-

haps best left out entirely, lest the entire space of the risk assessment matrix be filled

with error bars. The statistically driven, simulation-based approaches used to assess

relative risk are somewhat e↵ective at providing some quantifiable measure of risk,

but these methods are only appropriate when there are relatively high fidelity models

7 Also called safety factors or factor of safety, which is the strategy of designing a component to with-
stand its predicted use case plus some margin.
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of risk scenarios. Such models are only valid at later stages of systems engineering.

A di↵erent approach is needed for including safety in the early phases of systems

engineering. A new approach to preliminary hazard analysis should do a better job

of identifying potentially hazardous behavior due to the kinds of factors prevalent

in modern, socio-technical systems. These factors include hazardous component in-

teraction, inappropriate human behavior, incorrect specification of software require-

ments, confusion or complacency due to human interaction with automation, as well

as hardware faults found in traditional systems. The safety-related activities should

also guide in developing the system by helping engineers to identify safety-related re-

quirements and to develop an architecture that eliminates or mitigates hazards.

2.3 Accident Causality and Hazard Analysis Techniques

There is an increasing prevalence of software and human-computer interaction,

and thus a changing nature of accident causation in modern engineered systems. It is

therefore important to review the accident causality models upon which hazard anal-

ysis techniques are based. There exist several hazard analysis techniques that have

typically been applied once a design is complete but could be applied during prelim-

inary hazard analysis. After a review of accident causality models, this section briefly

describes several analytical techniques and their e↵ectiveness during early phases of

systems engineering.

2.3.1 Chain-of-Events Accident Models

Amajor di↵erence between the methods introduced in Section 2.3.2 (and used this

thesis) and traditional hazard analysis techniques is the underlying model of accident

causality. Most current hazard analysis and safety assessment techniques are based on

a chain-of-events model of causality, where the events represent component failures.

Each failure event leads to the next one in the chain with a direct relationship between

the two. An example chain-of-events model used in aviation is called the Swiss Cheese

Model.

The Swiss Cheese model argues that accidents are caused by failures in four stages:

organizational influences, unsafe supervision, preconditions for unsafe acts, and un-

safe acts [Reason, 1990]. Each stage can be represented by a slice of Swiss cheese and

the holes in the cheese represent a failed or absent defense in that layer. Figure 4

depicts this model, which has become increasingly popular in aviation [Nance, 2005].
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The model assumes that the holes representing individual weaknesses are ran-

domly varying in location and size. Eventually the holes come into alignment so that

a path is possible through all slices, representing a sequence of failures throughout

several layers of defense. Failures then propagate along the path through each defense

barrier and cause an accident. The Swiss Cheese model not only assumes a linear

chain of events structure but also assumes random behavior of components and in-

dependence between failures in each layer. Critics argue that these assumptions do

not hold in practice, especially for safety-critical software and human behavior [e.g.

Hollnagel et al., 2007; Dekker, 2013].

Figure 4: Swiss Cheese Accident Model [Reason, 1990]

Many of the hazard analysis techniques used for NextGen assume a linear, chain-

of-events causality model. For example, “each [event sequence diagram] begins with

a triggering event (primary system failure) and proceeds through a logic diagram to

show how backup systems and procedures are used either in series or parallel to pre-

vent the ultimate bad outcome from occurring.” [JPDO, 2012, p.17]
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Techniques based on Chain-of-Events Model

Fault Tree Analysis (FTA) was developed in the 1960s at Bell Laboratories [Watson,

1961] and expanded in the 1980s to formalize and standardize the rules of application

[Vesely et al., 1981]. FTA is the primary technique for scenario modeling in Probabilis-

tic Risk Assessment (PRA) [Modarres, 2006] and is perhaps the most popular hazard

analysis technique. For aeronautics applications, FTA is recommended to be applied

in between “Preliminary Design” and “Detailed Design” (as well as later phases) [SAE,

1996]. FTA is most e↵ective when more design detail is available than what is typi-

cally available during concept development. It is therefore rarely used during concept

development or system architecting.

Failure Modes and E↵ect Analysis (FMEA) was developed to systemically evaluate

the e↵ect of individual component failures on system performance. The United States

Department of Defense developed FMEA in 1949 as part of its weapon systems pro-

gram [USDoD, 1949], and the technique has been applied in many domains including

aerospace [SAE, 1996]. Like fault tree analysis, FMEA is based on a chain-of-events

model of accident causation. However, unlike FTA, FMEA is an inductive process

that starts with a basic component failure or fault, and then the analyst reasons about

this failure’s e↵ect on the overall system behavior. FMEA may be described as a “bot-

tom up” approach, while FTA is a “top down” approach that begins with system-level

events rather than component-level events.

Event Tree Analysis (ETA) was developed in 1974 during a nuclear power plan

study [Rasmussen, 1975] and has been adopted in the aerospace domain [RTCA, 2008].

Like FTA and FMEA, ETA is based on the chain of events accident model, and in fact

event trees were originally intended to be combined with fault trees as part of an over-

all Probabilistic Risk Assessment [Leveson, 1995]. The first step in ETA is to identify

an initiating failure event such as a structural failure or loss of fuel. The next step

is to list, in the anticipated sequence of operation, the set of barriers or protective

functions intended to prevent the initiating event from leading to an accident. Last,

a logical tree is constructed by tracing forward in time from the initiating event and

inserting a binary branch at each barrier to represent the possible success or failure of

that barrier.

ETA is similar to FMEA in that it is forward-searching, or “bottom up”, and traces

forward from a failure condition to a potential hazardous state. ETA is similar to FTA

in its logical decomposition of conditions, and event trees are e↵ective for quantitative
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analysis if the probabilities of each barrier condition are known. Another similarity

between ETA and FTA is that each barrier is assumed to operate independently, which

means that the probability of each end state is simply the multiplication of each of the

probabilities along the path to its end state.

Limitations of Chain-of-Events Models

Based on some chain-of-events structure such as the Swiss Cheese Model, tradi-

tional safety engineering techniques then focus on preventing or reducing the proba-

bility of component failure to prevent accidents. FTA and FMEA, at least as commonly

used and as used in the TBO safety assessment discussed below, also assume that most

of the component failure modes are independent. Human operators and software are

treated as if they fail like mechanical hardware, and likelihood of error is assigned

to them. Given the critical role that software and human decision making play in

modern complex systems, these assumptions are unrealistic.

Accidents often arise due to unanticipated failures or due to unsafe interactions

among components that have not failed. Starting a hazard analysis from failures puts

the analysis at risk of identifying only a subset of the possible causes, as opposed to

beginning with hazards and identifying the interactions that could possibly lead to

hazardous states, including those not involving component failure (see Figure 5).

The systems approach used in this thesis recognizes that software does not ‘‘fail,’’

but merely performs the way it was designed: it can therefore be hazardous due

to flawed requirements (or implementation) or unsafe interactions with the rest of

the system. Most software-related accidents arise due to flaws in the software re-

quirements [Leveson, 1995]; therefore, obtaining a complete and correct set of safety-

related requirements and constraints on software behavior is key to preventing software-

related accidents.

Human operators also do not fail in the sense that hardware does and most of their

errors are not random. Instead, humans are influenced by the design and operation

of the overall system, as well as the operational context, and can thus make unsafe

decisions. These decisions may be due to the factors in Figure 6 on page 48, such as

incorrect mental models of the process they are controlling, possibly due to missing

or incorrect feedback.

The human error identification process in these traditional methods is incomplete,

but the problems involve more than just incompleteness. In methods such as FTA or

FMEA, human error is treated in exactly the same way as a physical failure, that is, as
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Figure 5: The consequences of equating safety and reliability

a deviation from a predefined behavior or procedure. Unfortunately, this treatment of

human error oversimplifies it as a binary decision between right and wrong. Many of

the most important situations involved in accidents are overlooked because they are

di�cult or impossible to model in this way, including when [Fleming et al., 2013]:

• The correct behavior is not predefined or not clear.

• The prescribed behavior is thought to be incorrect by the person responsible for
following it.

• Procedures conflict with each other, or it is not clear which procedure applies.

• The person has multiple responsibilities or goals that may conflict.

• The information necessary to carry out a procedure is not available or is incor-
rect.

• Past experiences and current knowledge conflict with a procedure.

• The procedure is misunderstood or the responsibility for the procedure is un-
clear.

• The procedure is incorrect.

Although some accidents still occur today due to failures or combinations of failures,
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many of them arise due to a complex combination of factors. As such, identifying

a failure and its predicted e↵ect is insu�cient. Most accidents happen due to the

interaction of components and dynamic behavior of the agents—which include human

operators and software—and only sometimes is a failure even necessary. Examples of

these complex factors abound in aviation, for example Air France 447 [Wise et al.,

2011], Asiana 214 [Sherry and Mauro, 2014], and several runway overshoot accidents

[e.g. CIAIAC, 2006; Hawkins et al., 2013].

Other Techniques

There are several methods based on Bayesian Belief Networks (BBN) and/or sim-

ulation that have been developed to model safety-related risk in the aerospace do-

main. Examples of BBN- or simulation-based approaches include Causal Models for

Air Transport Safety (CATS) [Ale et al., 2008], Aviation Safety Risk Model (ASRM)

[Luxhøj and Coit, 2006], Human Factors Analysis and Classification System (HFACS)

[Wiegmann and Shappell, 2012], and Tra�c Organization and Perturbation Analyzer

(TOPAZ) [Stroeve et al., 2009]. These simulation-based methods have improved the

ability to capture influences between agents relative to traditional hazard analysis

techniques. However, these methods su↵er from some of the same limitations as the

chain-of-events based methods (FTA, FMEA, ETA), such as relying on the identifica-

tion of component failures and their probabilities. In addition, these simulation-based

methods are inappropriate for application during concept development because they

require relatively complete designs [Harkleroad et al., 2013].

2.3.2 Systems Theoretic Accident Model and Process

System-Theoretic Accident Model and Processes (STAMP) was created to capture

more types of accident causal factors including social and organizational structures,

new kinds of human error, design and requirements flaws, and dysfunctional interac-

tions among non-failed components [Leveson, 2004, 2012]. Rather than treating safety

as a failure problem or simplifying accidents to a linear chain of events, STAMP treats

safety as a control problem in which accidents arise from complex dynamic processes

that may operate concurrently and interact to create unsafe situations.

Accidents can then be prevented by identifying and enforcing constraints on com-

ponent interactions. This model captures accidents due to component failure, but also

explains increasingly common component interaction accidents that occur in complex

systems without any component failures. For example, software can create unsafe sit-
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uations by behaving exactly as instructed or operators and automated controllers can

individually perform as intended but together they may create unexpected or danger-

ous conditions.

STAMP is based on systems theory and control theory. In systems theory, emergent

properties are those system properties that arise from the interactions among compo-

nents. Safety is a type of emergent property. The emergent properties associated with

a set of components are related to constraints upon the degrees of freedom of those

components’ behavior [Checkland, 1999]. There are always constraints or controls

that exist on the interactions among components in any complex system. These be-

havioral controls may include physical laws, designed fail-safe mechanisms to handle

component failures, policies, and procedures. Such controls must be designed such

that the safety constraints are enforced on the potential interactions between the sys-

tem components. In air tra�c control, for example, the system is designed to prevent

loss of separation among aircraft.

System safety can then be reformulated as a system control problem rather than

a component reliability problem—accidents occur when component failures, external

disturbances, and/or potentially unsafe interactions among system components are

not handled adequately or controlled, leading to the violation of required safety con-

straints on component behavior (such as maintaining minimum separation). System

controls may be managerial, organizational, physical, operational, or in manufactur-

ing. In STAMP, the safety controls in a system are embodied in the hierarchical safety

control structure. The next chapter describes hierarchy theory in greater detail.

Control processes operate throughout the hierarchy whereby commands or control

actions are issued from higher levels to lower levels and feedback is provided from

lower levels to higher levels (see Figure 8 in the next chapter). Accidents arise from

inadequate enforcement of safety constraints, for example due to missing or incorrect

feedback, inadequate control actions, component failure, uncontrolled disturbances,

or other flaws. STAMP defines four types of unsafe control actions that must be elim-

inated or controlled to prevent accidents:

1. A control action required for safety is not provided or is not followed

2. An unsafe control action is provided that leads to a hazard

3. A potentially safe control action is provided too late, too early, or out of sequence

4. A safe control action is stopped too soon or applied too long

One potential cause of a hazardous control action in STAMP is an inadequate pro-
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cess model used by human or automated controllers. A process model contains the

controller’s understanding of 1) the current state of the controlled process, 2) the de-

sired state of the controlled process, and 3) the ways the process can change state.

This model is used by the controller to determine what control actions are needed.

In software, the process model is usually implemented in variables and embedded in

the program algorithms. For humans, the process model is often called the “mental

model” [Leveson, 2004]. Software and human errors frequently result from incorrect

process models. Accidents like this can occur when an incorrect or incomplete process

model causes a controller to provide control actions that are hazardous. While process

model flaws are not the only cause of accidents in STAMP, it is a major contributor.

The generic control loop in Figure 6 shows other factors that may cause unsafe

control actions. Consider an unsafe control action for an air tra�c controller: a flight

crew is instructed to increase altitude while another aircraft is flying through that

new altitude. The control loop in Figure 6 would show that one potential cause of that

action is an incorrect belief that the airspace above the aircraft is clear (an incorrect

process model). The incorrect process model, in turn, may be the result of inadequate

feedback provided by a failed sensor, the feedback may be delayed, the data may have

been corrupted, etc. Alternatively, the system may have operated exactly as designed

but the designers may have omitted a feedback signal or the feedback requirements

may be insu�cient.

Techniques Based on STAMP

Systems-Theoretic Process Analysis (STPA) is a hazard analysis technique that is

based on the STAMP accident model. Causal Analysis based on STAMP (CAST) is used

for accident analysis, and STPA-Sec is used for security analysis. STPA is significantly

more powerful than failure-based techniques in the ability to capture a wider array of

hazardous behaviors, including organizational aspects, requirements flaws, design er-

rors, complex human behavior, and component failures [Leveson, 2012]. While many

hazard analysis techniques stop once a sequence of events or failures has been identi-

fied, STPA helps explain the complex reasons why a sequence of events might occur,

including underlying processes and control flaws that may exist without any compo-

nent failure.

Although STPA is relatively new compared to traditional methods, it has been

demonstrated successfully on a wide range of systems including aviation [Fleming

et al., 2013], spacecraft [Ishimatsu et al., 2010; Nakao et al., 2012; Fleming et al.,
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Figure 6: STPA Control Loop with Causal Factors

2012], missile defense systems [Pereira et al., 2006], civil infrastructure [Dong, 2012],

and others.

STPA has only been applied to existing, operational systems or to projects with

a significant amount of design detail, although Harkleroad et al. [2013] identified it

as a potentially e↵ective method during concept development. STPA has been most

e↵ectively applied when the actions available to a control agent are discrete or when

an agent’s available actions are pre-specified. In addition, STPA has not been used to

compare architectures or design tradeo↵s in terms of safety-related risk.

Figure 7 shows the analytical tools that are based on the STAMP accident causality

model. In addition to STPA, CAST is an accident investigation tool based on STAMP,

and STPA-Sec is a new technique used to identify and control vulnerabilities in the se-

curity domain [Young and Leveson, 2014]. These tools are especially adept at captur-

ing behavior in modern complex human- and software-intensive systems where com-

ponent interaction accidents (or security incidents) have become increasingly common
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and traditional chain of events models are inadequate. STECA, the new concept devel-

opment technique described in the next chapter, is also based on the STAMP accident

causality model. These tools then support more general processes, such as systems

engineering, management, operations, and regulation.

STPA CAST STPA-Sec STECA

STAMP

Systems Engineering Management Operations

Tools based on
STAMP

Theoretical
accident
causality model

General
processes

Figure 7: Techniques based on STAMP Accident Causality Model

2.3.3 General Assessment of Accident Models and Hazard Analysis Techniques

Tomorrow’s aerospace systems will be highly coupled, involve nonlinear dynam-

ics, and require changing roles among human operators and software systems. The

hazard analysis must be able to handle these issues. Additionally, the motivation de-

scribed in Chapter 1 calls for a method that can be applied early during concept devel-

opment and system architecting, when little design detail is available and analytical

techniques can help guide system development.

There are two general (and related) limitations to many of the traditional haz-

ard analysis techniques, which include FTA, FMEA, and ETA. Although attempts

have been made to extend some of these methods to include interaction and depen-

dence among causal factors, the methods are still limited by their underlying accident

causality models. This chain-of-events causality model assumes that accidents are

caused by a linear succession of discrete, failure-based events and necessarily omits

feedback and interaction elements of accident causality.

Moreover, these methods came along when engineered systems were much di↵er-
ent than today. The use of software and computer systems has exploded since the
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1960s, and although many attempts have been made to adapt these methods the orig-

inal assumptions persist.

FMEA is a good method for analyzing component reliability, while FTA is a more

e�cient hazard analysis technique because it considers only those failures that lead

to the higher level events. ETA is only e↵ective when events proceed in a consistent,

chronological order. None of the above techniques are particularly e↵ective during

concept development and tradespace exploration, when little design detail is avail-

able.

STPA has many advantages over the traditional techniques due to its underlying

model of accident causation and the guidance it provides analysts in identifying haz-

ardous scenarios. Because of its demonstrated ability to identify software design and

requirements flaws; potentially hazardous, context-dependent human behavior; and

hazardous interaction among components, STPA has the most potential for successful

application to complex aerospace systems. In addition, STPA relies on a functional

model of the system, as opposed to a physical model, which provides further rationale

for its application in the early phases of development. STPA will need to be extended

in order to handle the problems inherent in concept development and system archi-

tecting.

2.4 Summary

The systems engineering approaches during concept development and tradespace

exploration do not explicitly consider and thereby do not provide a formal, systematic

means of accounting for safety-related properties. The initial safety-related activity

in most aerospace projects, the preliminary hazard analysis, is limited by an accident

causality model that pre-dates the development of computer-intensive systems. The

guidance given for conducting preliminary hazard analysis is restricted to considera-

tion of mechanical failures or oversimplifies the role of human operators and software

in modern, complex systems.

While progress has been made in generating safety-related requirements during

certain systems engineering activities, little has been done to include safety in other

activities such as concept generation and tradespace exploration. In fact, given the

current body of tradespace exploration literature it may be inappropriate to include

safety analytically (currently), due to the necessity of directly measurable metrics in

many of the tradespace exploration frameworks.
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A new approach is needed to overcome these di�culties. This thesis introduces a

new process, based on the STAMP model, for analysis of a concept of operations to

assist in safety-driven design from the early stages of system engineering.
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Chapter 3
Systems-Theoretic Early Concept
Analysis

You think because you understand “one” you must understand “two”
because “one and one” makes “two”. But you forget you must also
understand “and”.

–Rumi

Chapter 1 outlined two broad objectives for this research. The first objective is to

develop rigorous, systematic tools for the analysis of future concepts in order to iden-

tify hazardous scenarios and undocumented assumptions. The second objective is

to extend these tools to assist stakeholders in the development of concepts using a

safety-driven approach. Both goals especially apply to systems where the tradespace

includes human operation, automation or decision support tools, and the coordination

of decision making agents.

In order to improve upon the existing state of practice and theory of including

safety during concept development, a methodology should help analysts and stake-

holders to systematically:

Objective 1) identify missing information or undocumented assumptions that will be

required for e↵ective operation of the system;

Objective 2) identify inconsistent or conflicting information within a concept that

may lead to hazardous behavior;

Objective 3) identify where more specific operational concepts are required to un-

derstand safety- and functionally-related behavior of the system;

Objective 4) identify requirements or safety constraints for O1–O3; and

Objective 5) identify the mitigation strategies associated with factors identified in

O1–O3

Because of this thesis’ emphasis on introducing systematic methods into earlier

phases of systems engineering, it is important to note a general distinction between the

above objectives. The first three objectives (O1–O3) involve developing and applying
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more sophisticated techniques in order to improve upon the current limitations of

PHA, which lack systematic guidance and focus on component failure. The latter two

objectives (O4–O5) extend to slightly di↵erent phases and goals of system engineering.

Generating safety-related requirements and identifying mitigation strategies should

explicitly be part of the early systems engineering e↵ort and result in a process called

safety-guided design and development.

To put these objectives in perspective, consider the Vee Model in Figure 2, on

page24, and the following question: what is needed tomove from a high-level Concept

of Operations to later stages of systems engineering? By identifying hazardous scenar-

ios in the ConOps and using this information to generate requirements, the approach

can assist stakeholders and engineers in developing a system architecture.

Before describing the model-based approach to achieving these objectives, it is im-

portant to develop the theoretical underpinnings of the approach.

3.1 Theoretical Foundations

This thesis extends the System Theoretic AccidentModel and Process (STAMP) and

its associated hazard analysis technique (STPA – Systems-Theoretic Process Analysis)

for analysis of an existing ConOps. The reasons for selecting this accident model and

its associated analytical processes include: (1) during early system engineering activ-

ities, STAMP’s focus on the functional behavior of a system makes it a strong candi-

date relative to other techniques that rely on analyzing physical hardware [Harkleroad

et al., 2013]; (2) STAMP’s ability to identify component interactions, software de-

sign flaws, and potential sources of hazardous human behavior, which are prevalent

in many future systems under development in the aerospace industry; and (3) the

systems- and control-theoretic underpinnings of the STAMP accident causality model

can potentially be extended into more rigorous, formalized techniques that can guide

early system engineering e↵orts.
The focus of this thesis requires further explanation of some of the general charac-

teristics that are often present during concept development. The primary artifact of

concept development, the ConOps (see Chapter 2), often consists of natural language

text and/or low fidelity graphical depictions of work- and information-flows. ConOps

should contain some reference to stakeholder goals and system-level requirements,

but they rarely contain specific design requirements.

Because a ConOps is developed long before the system becomes operational, it typ-
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ically includes (often implicit) assumptions about the future that are not necessarily

true when the document is being developed. For example, a ConOps may contain as-

sumptions about future technologies that do not yet exist. Finally, often in practice a

ConOps is developed by committee, with disparate members who have di↵erent goals
and perspectives [JPDO, 2011]. All of these characteristics make it di�cult to system-

atically analyze a Concept of Operations and in particular to rigorously, systematically

achieve Objectives 1-3 in the introduction to this chapter.

3.1.1 Systems Theory, STAMP, and STPA

STAMP and STPA are explained briefly in chapter 2, and the proposed extension

rests on two related principles of the STAMP model of accident causality; (1) emer-

gence and hierarchy and (2) communication and control. In fact, these two principles

form the basis of general systems theory.

In systems theory, a level of complexity is characterized by properties that do not

exist at lower levels [Checkland, 1999]. These properties are called emergent, and the

study of any property that cannot be accounted for at lower levels of complexity is

referred to as the theory of emergence. Safety is an emergent property, not a property

of individual components.

For example, consider a pilot and an air tra�c controller. One of the primary ob-

jectives of a pilot is to ensure that the aircraft follows a stable trajectory. Alternatively,

from the perspective of an air tra�c controller, who is tasked with managing (part

of) the national airspace, the aircraft following a stable trajectory does not by itself

constitute safety. From the level of the national airspace system, safety only emerges

when the air tra�c controller coordinates multiple aircraft trajectories and considers

terrain, airspace restrictions, weather, aircraft capability, and other factors.

Hierarchy theory is concerned with the fundamental di↵erences between one level

of complexity and another. In the airspace example, at one level of complexity an air

tra�c controller must manage the trajectories of all the aircraft in his or her sector. At

another level, a pilot simply cares about following his or her assigned trajectory. The

pilot then must manage lower level characteristics such as thrust and control surface

trim, which when combined will help in achieving that trajectory. Hierarchy theory

provides an account of the relationships between di↵erent levels and how hierarchies

are formed [Checkland, 1999]. That is, what separates the levels and what links them?

In a hierarchy of open1 systems, such as the national airspace, maintaining the
1 An open system is one that exchanges material, energy, and information with its environment.
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hierarchy involves processes where there is communication of information in order to

control lower levels. Checkland [1999] states that a system requires communication

and control if it is “to survive the knocks administered by the systems’ environment”.

Returning to the air tra�c control example, if the air tra�c controller is tasked with

ensuring safe separation between aircraft, (s)he must have means to control or impose

constraints on individual aircraft behavior. The air tra�c controller must also be pro-

vided information about aircraft states, for example if aircraft have to change altitude

due to turbulence. Therefore, imposing constraints (control) plays a fundamental role

in the proposed approach in this thesis, as does feedback (communication).

Four conditions are required for process control [Ashby, 1957; Leveson, 2012]:

1. Goal condition: the controller must have a goal or goals

2. Action condition: the controller must be able to a↵ect the state of the system,
typically by means of an actuator or actuators.

3. Model condition: the controller must contain a model of the system

4. Observability condition: the controller must be able to ascertain the state of the
system, typically by feedback from a sensor

Figure 8 depicts a hierarchical system, where the components interact with their en-

vironment, one level imposes constraints on the level below it, and feedback about

its performance is transmitted back to the level above it. The proposed approach in

this thesis recognizes that safety is an emergent property. System components interact

with the environment and with each other, and safety is enforced by a set of control

laws or goal conditions that constrain the behavior of these components. With safety

viewed as a control problem, accidents occur when component failures, external dis-

turbances, and dysfunctional interactions among components are not adequately con-

trolled [Leveson, 2012]. This view of accident causality forms the basis of STAMP, and

STPA is the hazard analysis approach based on the STAMP model.

3.1.2 Outline of Approach

These concepts—hierarchy and emergence, and communication and control—are

fundamental to the model-based approach proposed in this thesis. For the purposes of

analysis, these concepts should be used in the opposite order. Control-theoretic con-

cepts are used first to construct a model of the system, and theories of hierarchy and

emergence (in addition to control and communication) are then used to interrogate
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Level n
Subsystem

Level n � 1
Subsystem

Level 1
Subsystem

Constraints Feedback

Input Output

Input Output

Input Output

Feedback

Constraints

Figure 8: Basic Features of a Hierarchical System (adapted from [Mesarovic et al.,
1970])

the model itself. The process is conducted according to Figure 9, where the main con-

tributions from this extension are represented by the lower four boxes. The following

sub-sections describe the theoretical development as well as provide a brief example

for illustrative purposes.

Like a typical STPA hazard analysis, the systems-theoretic early concept analysis

(STECA) begins with accidents and hazards, a high level decomposition of control

functions, and then a set of high level safety responsibilities. These are basic system

and safety engineering activities that should be done for any project (first box, Figure

9). Chapter 4 provides an example of how to identify a hierarchical list of safety

responsibilities that is based on systems theory.

3.2 Systematic Control Model Development

Potential benefits of model-based systems engineering include the use of repeat-

able processes, promoting consistent views of the system, and formal application

of modeling to support requirements generation, design, analysis, and verification

[Friedenthal et al., 2007]. It is in this vein that this research seeks to develop ConOps

in terms of models rather than informal documentation.
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GENERAL,
SYSTEMS-THEORETIC
CONOPS ANALYSIS

Identify System Hazards
• Demonstration: Section 4.2

Identify Control Concepts
• Description: Section 3.2
• Demonstration: Section 4.3

Identify Hazardous Scenarios
and Causal Factors
• Completeness Criteria: Sec 3.3.1
• Analyze Safety Resp: Sec 4.4.2
• Coordination & Consistency: Sec 3.3.3
• Demonstration: Section 4.4

SAFETY-DRIVEN DESIGN

Derive System
Safety Constraints
• Demonstration: Sec 4.2

Derive Refined
Safety Constraints
• Description: Sec 3.4
• Demonstration: Chapter 5

Refine, Modify
Control Structure
• Description: Sec 3.4
• Demonstration: Chapter 5

ConOps

Figure 9: Proposed Methodology—STECA

Recall that the objectives of this research are to identify missing information or un-

documented assumptions that will be required for e↵ective operation of the system;

identify inconsistent or conflicting information within a concept that may lead to haz-

ardous behavior; and identify where more specific operational concepts are required

to understand safety- and functionally-related behavior of the system. Consider also

that a ConOps typically contains natural language text and graphical depictions of op-

erating concepts, neither of which contain specifications nor rigorous, formal account-

ing of roles and responsibilities. The following modifications of STPA are needed to

allow an analyst to rigorously and systematically develop a system model based on

the descriptions contained in a ConOps.

Consider the STPA causal factors described in Chapter 2 and included again here
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in Figure 10. These guide-words are very e↵ective for analyzing complete or nearly

complete designs or specifications, and for identifying potential flaws in a system.

However, a control-theoretic approach can also be used for understanding and spec-

ifying how a system should behave. Recognizing the roles that components of the

control loop play in enforcing safe behavior can help in developing and analyzing a

concept, where detailed design information is unavailable and using the guide-words

in Figure 10 may not yet be the most e↵ective.

Controller
Inadequate Control
Algorithm
(Flaws in creation, Process
changes, Incorrect
modification or adaptation)

Process Model
inconsistent,
incomplete, or
incorrect

Actuator
Inadequate
Operation

Controlled
Process

Component failures
Changes over time

Sensor
Inadequate
Operation

Controller
2

Inappropriate,
ine↵ective
or missing

control
action

Delayed
operation

Incorrect or no
information
provided
Measurement
inaccuracies
Feedback delays

Inadequate or
missing
feedback
Feedback delays

Control input or external
information wrong or
missing

Unidentified or
out-of-range
disturbance

Conflicting
control actions

Process input
missing or wrong

Process output
contributes to

hazard

Figure 10: STPA Control Loop with Causal Factors

3.2.1 Operational Roles in a Control-Theoretic Framework

Rather than directly using the control flaws (causal factors) from Figure 10, first

examine the basic functions of each entity in the control loop. That is, what is required

of each entity in the control loop for e↵ective, safe system behavior? What are the

responsibilities of the controller, actuator, controlled process, and sensor? How do

these entities interact with each other, with the environment, and with other control

loops?
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The Controller:

• creates, generates, or modifies control actions based on algorithm or procedure
and perceived model of system

• processes inputs from sensors to form and update process model

• processes inputs from external sources to form and update process model

• transmits instructions or status to other controllers or entities in the system

The Actuator:

• translates controller-generated action into process-specific instruction, force, heat,
torque, or other mechanism

The Controlled Process:

• interacts with environment via forces, heat transfer, chemical reactions, or other
input

• translates higher level control actions into control actions directed at lower level
processes (if it is not at the bottom of a control hierarchy)

The Sensor

• transmits continuous dynamic state measurements to controller (i.e. measures
the behavior of controlled process via continuous or semi-continuous, digital
data)

• transmits binary or discretized state data to controller (i.e. measures behavior
of process relative to thresholds; For example, sensor has algorithm built-in to
determine a threshold but has no control authority)

• synthesizes and integrates measurement data (e.g. takes location data from dif-
ferent types of sensors to create an estimate, like a Kalman filter)

This information can be built into a template that analysts and stakeholders use when

developing, analyzing, and discussing a concept of operations. In fact, this infor-

mation can be formalized into a formal, mathematical model that can be rigorously

queried to ensure completeness and consistency. Such a formalization will be shown

in the next sections.

The roles of the controller, actuator, controlled process, and sensor, and their in-

teractions with the environment and other control loops can be summarized with 15

generic keywords or guide words. Figure 11 on the next page depicts these guide

words in the familiar control loop format. With a proper accounting of these 15 items,
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the control loop can achieve the four necessary conditions2 of process control and ade-

quately interact with its environment, other processes, and other controllers. In other

words, these guide words are necessary to ensure that a control loop is controllable

and coordinable with other controlled processes.

1. Controller
7. Control
Action

6. Control
Algorithm

5. Process
Model

2.
Actuator

3. Controlled
Process

4.
Sensor

Controller
2

9. Control input
(setpoint) or other

commands

8. Feedback to higher
level controller

14. Process
disturbance

12. Alternate
control actions

13. External
process input

15. Process
output

10. Controller
output

11. External
input

Figure 11: Control Loop with generic entities

The information in Figure 11 and the above lists (Controller, Actuator, Controlled

Process, Sensor) can then be used to systematically parse and query the natural lan-

guage description or graphical depiction in a concept of operations. The resulting

model and subsequent database are easy to interrogate and visualize. These quali-

ties help the analyst to check for internal inconsistencies and/or missing information

that may result in unsatisfied control conditions, and also to check for inconsistencies

across the system hierarchy.

Table 6 provides a series of prompts that an analyst can use when reading a text or

graphic in a ConOps.

In order to obtain a “complete” model of the ConOps, this model development

approach should be applied recursively over the entire ConOps document. The key-

words, with associated questions and comments (Tables 6 and 7), can be applied to

2 See page 56.
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Table 6: Control-theoretic Analysis of Text

Source /
Subject

What is the primary subject of the text? What is the primary source
of action that the text (or graphic) is describing?

Role Is the Source or Subject a Controller, Actuator, Controlled Process,
or Sensor?

Behavior
Type

For the given role, which type(s) of behavior does it exhibit? See
the lists starting on page 60.

Context Provide a justification for categorizing the text (or graphic) in the
chosen manner.

individual sentences, paragraphs, and/or graphical depictions3.

3.2.2 Formal Expression of Model Development

This section develops a mathematical formalism that is intended to achieve two

ends. First, the formalism allows the analyst to achieve more rigor than using the text-

and graphics-based descriptions in the previous section. That is, the formalism allows

the analyst to apply the technique in a repeatable fashion and develop a model that

is easier to query. Second, the formalism lends itself to tool development in future

work. The model-based systems engineering paradigm is ultimately focused on de-

veloping both the theory and tools to assist in managing complexity and assisting in

development and analysis. A control-theoretic formalism of a Concept of Operations

is as follows.

Using the development from Mesarovic et al. [1970], the basic feature of a hier-

archical system is that at one level a subsystem applies constraints to, and receives

feedback from, a lower level subsystem (see Figure 8 on page 57). These features are

now re-formulated in control-theoretic terms. A controller, actuator, process, and sen-

sor at some level i will be denoted as Ci ,Ki , P i , and Li , respectively. What is important

to note in hierarchy theory is that the controlled process at one level can actually be a

controller at the level below. That is

8i , 1, P i = Ci�1 (4)

where the controller Ci�1 has its own actuators, controlled processes, and sensors
⇣

Ki�1,P i�1,Li�1
⌘

. Without loss of generality, the following development drops the

superscript notation, except where necessary.

3 For example, a graphical depiction of information flows in a ConOps could provide the information
necessary for model development
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Table 7: Database Version of Control Model

See Fig. 11 Description
1. Controller Which controller is being described in the text?

2. Actuator What mechanism(s) does the control have in order to
a↵ect the process?

3. Cntl’d Process What process does the controller have control over?

4. Sensor What type of feedback does the controller receive about
the process it controls?

5. Process Model What states and variables does the controller know about
the process it controls?

6. Cntl Algorithm Does the controller use an algorithm or procedure to
generate action?

7. Control Actions What types of action can the controller generate?

8. Controller
Status

Does the controller provide feedback to higher level
controllers?

9. Control Input Does the controller receive set points or other types of
commands?

10. Controller
Output

Does the controller have output other than through the
actuator? This often includes transmission of information
to other controllers.

11. External Input Does the controller receive external input, either in terms
of other system information or other controller action(s),
or other (e.g. a power source)?

12. Alt Controller Does the process receive action from controllers other
than in item 1, 2?

13. Process Input Does the process require external input to function?
Examples include pressure, power, and heat.

14. Proc
Disturbance

What environmental factors does the process interact
with?

15. Process Output Does the system require that the process output
something to other components? (e.g. power, pressure)

The entire ConOps document is denoted, C, and the document consists of a struc-

tured group of elements that contain information about how the concept should be-

have. These elements could be sentences, paragraphs, or graphical objects such as

figures that depict information flows or sequences of events. These “information ele-
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ments” are denoted I . The ConOps is then the set:

C =

8

>

>

<

>

>

:

[

i

Ii

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

(Ii 2 I)^
⇣

Ii \ Ij = ;
⌘

, 8i , j ; i, j 2N
9

>

>

=

>

>

;

(5)

where I is any element that conveys information about operational concepts in terms

of prose or graphics, and N is the total number of elements in a document. Equation

5 ensures that the model generation process does not use duplicate or overlapping

information. The process is repeated recursively over each element I , resulting in

completeness while avoiding duplication and potential inconsistency. Decomposing

a document into a coherent, mutually exclusive set of information elements requires

some basic understanding of grammar4.

Identifying the Components of the Model

The following formalism provides guidance for how to identify the elements nec-

essary to generate a model of the concept. Each information element I is defined as a

tuple (S ,R,B,A) where:

• S is the source or subject of the information object I . Any complete sentence

in English should have a subject and predicate. Identifying S is often similar to

identifying the subject of a sentence in grammar, while identifying the predicate

of the sentence yields the rest of the information in the tuple. The information

object, I , could be a set of sentences or paragraphs that share the same subject.

Identifying the subject of a graphical object may not be as straightforward as in

natural language text, and graphics may contain multiple subjects or sources of

responsibility5. Much of the information of a graphical object can be inferred

using the associated text that refers to the graphic or by using the model or data

that underlies the graphics.

• R is the responsibility of the subject in control-theoretic terms.

R 2 {C,K,P ,L} (6)

4 To a certain extent, decomposing a document also depends on the competency of the original authors.
5 In fact, this is one of the benefits of using graphical depictions and of model-based systems engi-
neering in general. That is, graphical depictions allow for the storage of many di↵erent kinds of
information in one concise space.
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where

C := controller,

K := actuator,

P := process being controlled,

L := sensor.

• B is the type of behavior prescribed to the source, and BR represents the possible

behaviors ascribed to an arbitrary responsibilityR. The available behavior types
are

B 2
n

Bc,BK,Bp,BL
o

. (7)

– The controller (Bc) represents a transformation Fc from input signals, Ic, to
output signals, Oc. The input-output model for the controller is

Bc =
�

(Ic,Oc) | Oc = Fc ⇥ Ic, Fc = f (G,⇢)
 

(8)

where the set of controller inputs, Ic, consists of feedback information, Is,
communications from other controllers, Io, and higher level commands or

set points,R. The set of controller outputs,Oc, consists of the available con-

trol actions, Oa and information transmission to other controllers, Oo. The

control function, transformation Fc, is a function of the algorithm (or proce-

dure, decision-making process, or policy),G, and process model, ⇢. Further-

more, formation and maintenance of the process model is performed via

feedback and external information sources, ⇢s and ⇢e, respectively. There-

fore, in terms of operational concepts, a controller is comprised of a sub-set

of behaviors related to processing inputs and generating outputs:

Bc 2
n

BI c
,BOc

o

, (9)

BIc : Ic! ⇢,

BOc : ⇢ ⇥G! Oc.

– Actuator behavior (BK) is a signal mapping from controller commands, Oc,

to manipulated process variables, Vc. The behavioral model of the actuator
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is

BK = {v |Oc! Vc } (10)

– Process behavior
⇣

Bp
⌘

is a transformation Fp from input signals, Ip, to out-

put signals, Op.

Bp =
⇢

⇣

Ip,Op

⌘

�

�

�

�

Op = Fp ⇥ Ip, Fp = f (V )
�

(11)

where the set of process inputs, Ip, consists of an actuator signal intended

to manipulate certain variables of the process, Vm, actions from other con-

trollers, VA, external process inputs, Ie, and disturbances, D. Fp is the pro-

cess dynamics of the system. The set of process outputs, Op, consists of

external outputs, Oe and signals related to variables under control, Vc. A

controlled process exhibits two behavior types:

Bp 2
⇢

BCp ,BDp

�

, (12)

BCp : I
i
c ! I i�1c ,

BDp
: Vm ⇥VA ⇥ Ie ⇥D! Oe ⇥Vc.

Note again that for any controller, Ci (re-introducing the superscript no-

tation), the role of its controlled process is also that of a controller of a

lower level process when i , 1. In other words, process behavior of type

BCp should automatically trigger a recursion, where a lower level analysis

produces another set of actuators, processes, and sensors. That is,

BCp =) P i = Ci�1 (13)

subject to the rule in equation (4). Rather than exhibiting the dynamic

behavior typically associated with process control, the transformation per-

formed by the process is equivalent to the mapping performed by a con-

troller
⇣

F i
p ⌘ F i�1

c

⌘

. Alternatively, at the bottom level,

i = 1 () Bp ⌘ BDp
. (14)

Thus, if the process is at the lowest level of the system hierarchy, the trans-

formation Fp represents the system dynamics. In the controls literature this
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mapping is often represented in state space as a dynamic, feedback control

system of the form,

ẋ(t) = f (x (t) ,u (t)) (15)

y(t) = g (x (t) ,u (t))

where x(t) represents the dynamics of the system subject to control input

u(t). The second equation, y(t), represents the feedback terms. In most

engineered systems, the hazardous states that should be eliminated or mit-

igated can be approximated by a vector of continuous or semi-continuous

functions, as in equation (15)6.

– Sensor behavior (BL) represents a signal mapping frommeasured variables,

Vm, to controller inputs, Is. The behavioral model of the actuator is

L = {i |Vm! Is } (16)

The type of feedback controller input defines the behavior of the sensor,

which consist of the set

BL 2
n

BLc ,BLd ,BLs
o

(17)

BLc : Vm! Is,c
BLd : Vm! Is,d
BLs : Vm! Is,s

where Is,c is a continuous signal (or semi-continuous digital signal) rep-

resenting the evolution of the process, Is,d is discrete data representing a

state transition of the process P , and Is,s is a synthesis of measured process

variables into a lower-dimensional data stream
�

dim
�Is,s

�

< dim(Vm)
�

.

• A is the context or set of assumptions, which provides the analysts’ justification

for assigning the first three elements to the quadruple I . Context can simply

be a textual rationale, reference to other parts of the ConOps, reference to other

documents, or other means of inference. A is ultimately not a part of the control-

6 In other systems that have very real hazards, such as investment banking, such dynamic equations
may not exist. However, a mapping Fp for inputs to outputs should still exist.
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theoretic model development, but it is an important aspect of making explicit the

often undocumented assumptions that are present during concept development.

Each information element, I , can easily be stored in a database consisting of the source

or subject, its responsibility within the system, its behavior, and the assumptions or

context used to define, identify, or classify the information element. Not only can the

model that results from the aggregation of tuples be analyzed (see next section), but

also the model is easily traceable back to the original ConOps.

Because this thesis advocates for a systems approach to developing a concept, it

is insu�cient to simply identify and store all the model information according to the

tuple (S ,R,B,A) and then analyze their individual behavior. The analyst must also

identify the relationships between all of the elements and then analyze both compo-

nent behavior and interactions between those components.

Synthesizing Information into Hierarchical SystemModel

The previous development involves parsing the ConOps by mapping information

elements I into control-theoretic constituents defined by the tuple (S ,R,B,A). The re-
sulting tuples do not, however, by themselves represent a model of the entire concept.

The above analysis should result in a set of controllers, each with its own actuators,

processes, and sensors. Section 3.1 describes the importance of emergence and hier-

archy in systems theory, but it is important to develop that theory further here. In

systems theory it is inappropriate to analyze individual control loops and then make

a determination about the overall behavior of the system. Furthermore, it is inappro-

priate to analyze individual components like sensors, actuators, or controllers.

Rather, the behavior of the system can only be determined in the context of all

the components and their interactions. Instead of focusing solely on understanding

the behavior of each component, the relevant issue here relates to how the individual

control elements relate to each other. This section develops a formalism, based on

hierarchy theory, to determine the relationships between control components.

Though the following section presents a formalism for checking the consistency

across the hierarchy, this section presents heuristics for identifying or constructing the

hierarchy based on information contained in the ConOps. This research proposes the

use of several abstractions that can be used to determine the “vertical” and “hori-

zontal” relationships between control components. This section also introduces the

formal mathematical notation to be used later.

Several di↵erent (but related) notions of hierarchy, or abstraction, may be used to
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generate a system control model from the individual control loops generated from—

and stored in—the tuples (S ,R,B,A). For example, Mesarovic and Takahara [1975]

describe three types of hierarchies: strata or levels of description, layers or levels of

decision complexity, and echelons or organizational decomposition. In the controls lit-

erature the hierarchy is typically layered in terms of time scale, for example, schedul-

ing (weeks), system-wide optimization (days); local optimization (hours); supervisory,

predictive, or advanced control (minutes); and regulatory control (seconds) [Skoges-

tad, 2004]. The echelon hierarchy—described by Mesarovic and used in the controls

literature [e.g. Morari et al., 1980]—is often used to decompose a system using the no-

tion of decision-making authority. That is, some decision-making units are influenced

or controlled by others.

A specific characteristic of the echelon hierarchy is that there are many elements

within a given level, which implies another dimension of organization. Intent Specifi-

cations [Leveson, 2000b] organize system information according to three types of hier-

archy: level of intent, part-whole abstractions, and refinement. Part-whole abstraction

provide another horizontal decomposition of the system. That is, while decision com-

plexity, time scale, or authority defines a hierarchy vertically, part-whole abstractions

describe the organization and relationships horizontally within a given level.

Hierarchical Control Structure

Any level of a system can be represented as S : X ! Y , a mapping from a set of

outside stimuli, X to a set of responses, Y .

X = X1 ⇥X2 ⇥ · · ·⇥Xn, and Y = Y1 ⇥Y2 ⇥ · · ·⇥Yn. (18)

The ith level of the system is then the mapping

Si : Xi ! Yi (19)

The previous step should have identified a set of stimuli and responses, in particular

in the controller and process behaviors, Bc and Bp, respectively. The ith mapping is

then comprised of the controller inputs and outputs. From equation (8), the mapping
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consists of:

Xi =
n

I io,I iS ,Ri
o

(20)

Yi =
n

Oi
a,Oi

o,F i
o

(21)

Building on the concept introduced in equation (4),

(i) Si : I io ⇥ I iS ! Oi
a ⇥Oi

o if i = n,

(ii) Si : I io ⇥ I iS ⇥Ri ! Oi
a ⇥Oi

o ⇥F i if 1 < i < n, (22)

(iii) Si : I io ⇥Ri ! Oi
o ⇥F i if i = 1.

The set of systems Si , 1  i  n, is a hierarchical control structure if there exist two

families of mappings hi : Yi ! Fi+1,1  i  n and ci : Yi !Ri�1,1  i  n, such that for

each x in X and y = S(x):

(i) yn = Sn (xn,hn�1 (yn�1)) ,

(ii) yi = Si (xi , ci+1 (yi+1) ,hi�1 (yi�1)) , 1 < i < n, (23)

(iii) y1 = S1 (x1, c2 (y2)) .

Safety and Authority within Control Structure

The structure described in equations (19)–(23) represents a general description

of input-output systems and their hierarchical relationships. Each sub-system, Si ,

could simply contain a feedback control algorithm, for example PID7. However, in

systems with su�cient complexity there often exists a set of decisions, and the con-

trol agent must select among alternatives. That is, the mapping Si : Ri ! Ri�1 is a

decision-making unit. In this type of hierarchy, there exists a family of decision prob-

lems Di (�i), �i 2 Ri and a transformation Ki such that for any input �i the output

�i�1 = Si (�i) is given as �i�1 = Ki (xi) where xi is a solution of the decision problem

Di (�i). The inputs �i 2 Ri from the decision-making unit immediately above act as

a parameter in the decision problem of sub-system Si . Alternatively, the outputs �i�1
obtained from the transformation Ki are parameters for the lower level decision units.

Such a decision-making hierarchy exists when Si has “priority of action” or “control

authority” over Sj .

7 PID⌘Proportional-Integral-Derivative, a form of feedback control widely and successfully used in
industrial systems.
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In the management literature, the hierarchical structure of an organization is de-

scribed in terms of general decision making. For example, a decision making problem

under conditions of uncertainty may be specified as a satisfaction problem by the 4-

tuple
⇣

g,⌧,Xf ,⌦
⌘

: find a solution x in the feasible set Xf such that for all uncertainties

! in ⌦:

g (X,!)  ⌧ (!) (24)

where  is a given relation, ⌧ is a tolerance function, and g is an objective function.

In safety-driven design, the organization need not be defined in terms of general de-

cisions. Rather, the safety-driven approach focuses on the identification and preven-

tion of unsafe decisions; in the paradigm of hierarchical control, these unsafe decisions

are defined more precisely as unsafe control actions. Building upon the formalism of

unsafe control developed by Thomas [2013], an unsafe control action in the STAMP

accident model can be expressed formally as a 4-tuple
⇣

Ci ,T ,C ,Co
⌘

where:

• Ci is the source controller that can issue control actions in the system. The con-

troller may be automated or human.

• T is the type of control action. There are two possible types: Provided describes

a control action that is issued by the controller while Not Provided describes a

control action that is not issued.

• C is the control action (i.e. command) that is output by the controller.

• Co is the context in which the control action is or is not provided.

Section 3.3 further develops this formalism; the tuple provides a rigorous way to trace

controller actions to hazards and vice versa. For the purpose of merely developing the

model, an important omission8 from the above 4-tuple is the destination of the control

action. Thus, the definition is extended to include a destinationC j
i , i, j 2 N , which

represents a control action from the j th source to the ith destination.

Without loss of generality, a three-layer “decision” hierarchy is then:

S1 :W1 ⇥C 3
1 ⇥C 2

1 ! C 1
1 , (25)

where W1 is feedback information from the controlled process. C 2
1 and C 3

1 provide

constraints on the set of actions available to controller C1. Depending on the architec-

ture of the control system, this level might receive constraints only from the immedi-

8 An omission that Thomas acknowledges, and can be extended.
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ate level above it. That is, C j
i = ; for j � i � 2 for completely stratified systems.

The second layer is represented by a mapping

S2 :W2 ⇥C 3
2 ! C 2

1 , (26)

andW2 is feedback available to the second-level controller. At this level, the controller

may not have direct access to hazard variable states V
⇣

C1
⌘

but may have additional

information about the environment that the lower level controller does not have access

to. The final layer of this three-layer hierarchy is

S3 :W3! C 3
1 ⇥C 3

2 . (27)

At some point in the hierarchy, the system must have access to information about

hazardous states. That is, Wi should provide information about the variables relevant

to system hazards present in the controlled process of controller C1.
Consider a very simplified example in aircraft guidance and navigation. The flight

crew (S3) is informed of convective weather (W3) and inputs a new series of waypoints

into the Flight Management System (S2). The Flight Management System then sends

commands to the aileron hydraulics (S1). The local aileron control system uses sensor

input about its position (W1) to adjust pressure in the hydraulics. The Flight Manage-

ment System uses aircraft position data (W2) to update commands to the local aileron

controller as well as to send position information to the Flight Crew. In this case

W2 ⇢W1.

In the above aircraft example it is apparent that many more components9 are re-

quired to direct the aircraft in the proper direction. These lower-level control compo-

nents are highly coupled, and the guidance of an aircraft depends on the simultaneous

manipulation of many variables Vm. This relationship suggests another dimension of

decomposition that must be accounted for when identifying and synthesizing a con-

trol structure model.

Other Vertical Relationships

The level of a given controller may not be obvious at this early stage of concept

development. That is, decision-making priority may not be evident, or may not have

even been defined yet, in an early concept of operations. Other notions of vertical

9 Ailerons, elevators, rudders, spoilers, thrust, and many others are required to control an aircraft
trajectory.
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decomposition are described here in order to guide this process of identifying the

appropriate level of a control agent.

Decision Complexity represents another type of decomposition in control hierar-

chies. Increasingly complex decisions tend to lack well-defined and complete specifi-

cation of uncertainties, input conditions, problem constraints, and processes involved

in transforming input conditions into desired output states [Simon, 1977]. Such com-

plex decisions often require selection among multiple alternatives and involve inter-

related factors with time dependence and nonlinearities such as feedback lag, delayed

e↵ects, singularities, tipping points [Forrester, 1987; Sterman, 1994]. Decision com-

plexity in systems theory often implies that a decision at one level involves processing,

understanding, and coordinating decisions at a lower level (see equation 23).

Time scale constitutes another form of vertical decomposition. For example, an

aileron control (sub)system in an aircraft measures and adjusts commands on the or-

der of fractions of seconds; a pilot (in a highly automated civilian aircraft) might be

adjusting flight plans or profiles on the order of minutes or hours. In this case there

is already a built-in priority of action in most aircraft systems, but these timing dif-

ferences serve as another indication of a hierarchical decomposition. A heuristic for

vertical decomposition of control agents is then

⇢

Si = f (ti) ,Sj = f
⇣

tj
⌘

�

�

�

�

ti � tj
�

=) i > j (28)

where S = f (t) represents a control output as a function of time interval, t. The fol-

lowing notions describe additional aspects of control hierarchy.

1. Higher level units are concerned with larger portions of the system, which can

be modeled using the STAMP notion of a process model, along with the concepts

of aggregation and set theory.

n

9⇢i 2 Ci ,⇢j 2 Cj
�

�

�

⇣

⇢i � ⇢j
⌘

_
⇣

⇢j 2 ⇢i
⌘o

=) i > j (29)

That is, if a process model of one controller (i) either is a superset of, or contains,

the process model of another controller (i) then controller i is supremal to con-

troller j . If aspects of ⇢i are in ⇢j and vice versa, but the superset condition does

not hold, then the relationship is most likely horizontal and not vertical. The

next sub-section describes horizontal decomposition.

2. Higher level units are not only concerned with the slower aspects of the systems’
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operation (see equation 28) but also: the exchange with the environment takes

place at a lower frequency, the dynamics of concern is slower, and the period

between decision time is longer.

�i (f (xi))⌧ �j

⇣

f
⇣

xj
⌘⌘

�i (Di)⌧ �j

⇣

Dj

⌘

T
⇣

C i
⌘

� T
⇣

C j
⌘

9

>

>

>

>

>

>

=

>

>

>

>

>

>

;

=) i > j (30)

where �k (f (xk)) is a fundamental mode of the dynamics of subsystem Sk , �k (Dk)

is a fundamental mode of the disturbances to subsystem Sk , and T
⇣

C k
⌘

is the

time between control actions associated with Sk .

3. Abstraction hierarchies [Rasmussen, 1986] decompose the system in terms of level

of description. A control agent may be concerned with functional purpose, ab-

stract function, generalized function, physical function, or physical form. The

Functional Purpose level describes the goals and purposes of the system, and

systems typically include more than one system goal such that the goals con-

flict or complement each other. The relationships between the goals indicate

potential trade-o↵s and constraints within the work domain of the system. For

example, the goals of a flight planner might be to achieve a desired route while

trading o↵ between flight time versus fuel consumption.

The Abstract Function level describes the underlying laws and principles that

govern the goals of the system. These are typically empirical or theoretical laws

in an engineered system, but economic or judicial principles underlie a social

system. Aircraft flight is governed by laws related to thrust, lift, and drag.

The Generalized Function level explains the processes involved in the laws and

principles found at the Abstract Function level, i.e. how each abstract function

is achieved. Causal relationships exist between the elements found at the Gen-

eralized Function level. To generate thrust, a turbofan uses fuel injection and

intake air, which has implications at the Functional Purpose level.

The Physical Function level reveals the physical components or equipment as-

sociated with the processes identified at the Generalized Function level. The

capabilities and limitations of the components such as maximum capacity have

implications all the way up the hierarchy.
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The Physical Form level describes the condition, location, and physical appear-

ance of the components shown at the PFn level. In the aircraft example, the

wings, turbofans, and fuselage are arranged in a specific manner, basically illus-

trating the location of the components.

Horizontal Decomposition

Developing a systems-theoretic model of a concept lies primarily in identifying the

vertical relationships described above. However, within any level of control, Si , there

may exist a number of individual control agents, controlled processes, and other enti-

ties. The starting point is to recognize vertical position of the units according decision-

making priority, abstraction, or other types of vertical relationships. Decomposition

within one level of a hierarchy can then be done in terms of part-whole abstraction

[Rasmussen, 1986; Leveson, 2000b] or echelons [Mesarovic et al., 1970].

Part-whole abstractions involve refinement and its opposite, aggregation. An in-

tuitive description of aggregation is as follows. Suppose that ⇢1 is a mathematical

description of a physical system using a given set of variables, and ⇢2 is a consistent

description of the same system using a smaller set of variables. Then ⇢2 is termed

an aggregate model for ⇢1, and the variables of the system ⇢2, are termed aggregate

variables. Any of the variables within the refined model ⇢2 can then be said to have

horizontal relationships in the control hierarchy. The following section explores some

consistency properties related to aggregation and horizontal decomposition.

Another way to reason about horizontal relationships is to consider span of control.

In an organizational hierarchy (also called a “Multi-echelon hierarchy”), any agents

under the same span of control will have horizontal relationships. Building on the

previous formalization of hierarchical control structures, and using the notation of

Mesarovic and Takahara [1975], the following development formalizes the horizontal

relationships among control agents. If C is a (finite) family of sub-systems Si , i 2 N ,

whereN is a finite set, and if > is a strict partial ordering ofN , then (C,>) is a hierarchy

of systems. If (C,>) is a hierarchy of control systems, and the ordering > is such that

i > j i↵ Si has priority of action over Sj , then (C,>) is a control structure hierarchy.

Echelons in a control structure hierarchy (C,>) are recognized in terms of the or-

dering >, representing priority of action. The first echelon units are the minimal units

of C; the family

C1 = {Si | i 2N1 }
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is the first echelon, where

N1 = {i | i is a minimal element of N } .

The ith echelon units are the minimal units of C when all lower echelons are omitted;

the family

Ci = {Sk |k 2Ni }

is the ith echelon, where

Ni = {k |k is a minimal element of N � [N1 [N2 [ · · ·[Ni�1] } .

Finally, define multi-echelon control structures as a subclass of general control hier-

archies. A hierarchy of control systems (C,>) is a multi-echelon control structure if,

8i, j 2N , there is at most a unique k 2N such that 8l 2N ,

l > i and l > j =) l > k.

This condition implies that any member of C has at most one unit of the immediately

higher echelon which has control authority over it. In other words, a strict multi-

echelon control structure is a “pyramid” structure, which is rare in real systems. That

is, there is almost always overlap in control authority, often for good reason. In fact,

there is often a trade-o↵ between the simplicity of having the strict multi-echelon

property and the availability of multiple controllers. The following section describes

methods for assigning control responsibility and for identifying issues with coordina-

tion and consistency among multiple controllers. Regardless of this trade-o↵, system-

atically identifying the span of control provides another way of identifying horizontal

relationships. If multiple entities (control agents) respond to the action of the same Ci

(that is, they are under the span of control of the same controller) then they are on the

same level of the hierarchy and have horizontal relationships.

Continuing the aircraft example, the FMS tries to coordinate between many pro-

cesses in order to achieve some flight path objective. These lower-level processes and

associated control systems are dynamically coupled and operate in parallel, for ex-

ample adjusting thrust while manipulating (multiple) control surfaces to achieve a

smooth turn or climb. In the case of an aircraft, the control structure is not a strict

multi-echelon hierarchy, because lower level control systems must respond to either
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FMS signals, manual pilot inputs, or both.

3.3 Systems-Theoretic Analysis of Model

Much of the control- and systems-theoretical foundation used to develop themodel

of the concept is also used to guide the analysis of the model. However, the focus

shifts from modeling to identifying potential causal factors and invalid assumptions.

According to Leveson [2012], there are several fundamental vulnerabilities in a hierar-

chical system. “At each level of the hierarchical control structure, inadequate control

may result frommissing constraints (unassigned responsibility for safety), inadequate

safety control commands, commands that were not executed correctly at a lower level,

or inadequately communicated or processed feedback about constraint enforcement”

[p.81].

The control-theoretic approach emphasizes the importance of process models in

enforcing adequate control: a process model must contain “the required relationship

among the system variables (the control laws), the current state (the current values

of the system variables), and the ways the process can change state” [Leveson, 2012,

p.87], or the dynamics of the process. The four fundamental requirements of process

control (see 1.a-d below) described in the previous sub-section must also be satisfied.

Once the control model of the ConOps has been built (previous sub-section), the

hazardous scenarios and causal factors can be identified using these systems-theoretic

views of accident causality. Specifically, the analysts, engineers, and stakeholders

should ask:

1. Are the control loops complete? That is, does each control loop satisfy a Goal

Condition, Action Condition, Model Condition, and Observability Condition?

(a) Goal Condition – what are the goal conditions? How can the goals violate

safety constraints and safety responsibilities?

(b) Action Condition – how does the controller a↵ect the state of the system?

Are the actuators adequate or appropriate given the process dynamics?

(c) Model Condition – what states of the process must the controller ascertain?

How are those states related or coupled dynamically? How does the process

evolve?

(d) Observability Condition – how does the controller ascertain the state of the
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system? Are the sensors adequate or appropriate given the process dynam-

ics?

2. Are the system-level safety responsibilities accounted for?

3. Do control agent responsibilities conflict with safety responsibilities?

4. Do multiple control agents have the same safety responsibility(ies)?

5. Do multiple control agents have or require process model(s) of the same pro-

cess(es)?

6. Is a control agent responsible for multiple processes? If so, how are the process

dynamics (de)coupled?

As in the previous section, these questions can be formalized, and further description

is provided with the following formalization. Question 1 relates to completeness of

the individual control loops, questions 2-3 relate to assigning safety-related responsi-

bilities to various control agents, and questions 4-6 relate to coordination of multiple

control agents. The analysis therefore proceeds through three basic areas, which are

explored in the following subsections and depicted in the bottom left of Figure 12.

3.3.1 Completeness Criteria for Individual Control Loops

Completeness criteria for process control systems have been developed elsewhere

[e.g. Leveson, 2000a]. While existing specification languages10 are formal and exe-

cutable, it is often not desirable—and perhaps not possible—to specify an entire sys-

tem formally. The purpose of the formalism here, during concept development, is not

necessarily intended to support simulation but rather to provide a rigorous means for

identifying gaps in the control loops. Because this thesis is intended to support safety-

driven design and development, completeness criteria are explicitly linked to system

hazards.

In addition to the original descriptions in Figure 11 on page 61, the control loop

in Figure 13 assigns the variables and mappings presented in the formalism of the

previous section.

Every system has a set of hazards, which are undesirable states of the system11.

Define the set of states V ✓ X , where X is the entire set of system state variables and
10There are many examples, including SpecTRM-RL [Leveson, 2000a], Statecharts [Harel, 1987], Pro-
totype Verification System [Owre et al., 1996], AsmL [Barnett and Schulte, 2001], etc.

11Section 3.4 has amore complete definition of a hazard, but the above definition su�ces for the current
development.
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SAFETY-DRIVEN DESIGN

Derive System
Safety Constraints

Derive Refined
Safety Constraints

Refine, Modify
Control Structure

ConOps

Figure 12: Proposed Methodology—Analysis

V is a set of variables associated with hazard H. For example, loss of separation (LOS)

between aircraft occurs when they violate some minimum separation distance. Thus,

HLOS consists of the states, V = {x1, y1,h1,x2, y2,h2}, which are the current position of

aircraft1 and aircraft2 in three dimensions each.

The control-theoretic approach to safety also assumes that processes are dynamic

and can evolve over time or abruptly change. State dynamics typically take the form

Ẋ = f (X ,U ,D) or Xk+1 = f (Xk,Uk,Dk). Recall that, for higher level control agents,

the controlled process itself could be a control agent and these dynamics may not be

continuous. In the following formalism, process dynamics take the form X ⇥U ⇥D 7!
X .

1. Goal Condition—the goal condition relates to preventing, and recovering from,

hazardous states. In safety-driven design, the goal condition should seek, in

order of decreasing priority, to (1) eliminate hazards, (2) avoid hazards, and (3)

recover from hazards. That is,

8V 2H, 9G,Oa [G! Oa ^Oa =) ¬V ]
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Figure 13: Generic Process Control Loop

and the negation of V can take several forms. Hazard elimination implies that

the hazard does not exist (¬V =) H = ;), hazard reduction or avoidance implies

that the system state will never become a hazardous state(¬V =) Oa ⇥ x 7! x0 |x,x0 <H),
and hazard control or recovery seeks to minimize the amount of exposure to the

hazard (8x 2H,9Oa [Oa ⇥ x 7! x0,x0 <H] , that minimizes the time from x! x0).

2. Action Condition—for every hazardous state variable, there is a signal that can

manipulate that state, causing it to change. Furthermore, the actuator maps the

controller output into the signal that can manipulate (hazardous) process states.

8V 2H, 9K [Oa ⇥K 7! VK ^VK ⇥V 7! V 0] , (31)

where X 0 represents some change in state from X .
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3. Model Condition—the model condition asserts that the control agent must have a

model for how the system evolves ⇢ = [I ,V |I ⇥V 7! V 0 ], where I = {C,D,E} are
the control inputs, environmental disturbances, and other inputs from within

the system, respectively. V 0 represents the evolution of the potentially hazardous

state variables due to inputs and internal dynamics. Rather than consider every

state in the system, in safety driven design emphasis is given to V 2 H, the evo-

lution of process variables that may lead to a hazard.

4. Observability Condition— there is a signal that measures the states v, and the

signal can also help discern the evolution from V to V0 due to action A

8V 2H, 9L [Oa ⇥V ⇥L 7! IL _V 7! V 0 =) IL ⇥ ⇢ 7! ⇢0] ,

where ⇢0 represents some update of the model ⇢. The above definition of observ-

ability not only asserts that the signal must be updated for every change in the

(hazardous) process states, the signal must also explicitly discern the change (or

lack of change) due to action, Oa.

3.3.2 Analyzing Safety-Related Responsibilities

This part of the analysis is intended to ensure that all hazards and safety con-

straints are accounted for in the hierarchical control structure and to identify goals

and responsibilities that conflict with safety constraints.

Given a set of system hazards, Hi 2 H, then a safety constraint represents control

over system behavior that prevents the hazardous states from occurring. That is,

9�i 2 ⌃, �i =) ¬Hi. (32)

where ⌃ is a set of constraints, and �i is a safety constraint. There are two fundamental

hazardous scenarios associated with system hazards and safety constraints. The first

is that a safety constraint is unaccounted for. The second basic type of scenario is

when the enforcement of a particular safety constraint (or general system goal) can

cause a di↵erent hazard. In the framework of a hierarchical control structure, safety

constraints and system goals are enforced via control actions, C .

Let P (x,S) be defined for all pairs (x,S), where

P (x,S) ⌘ x results in S. (33)
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The predicate P (x,S) is true, i↵ S is a defined condition or system state, and x is an

action resulting in that condition.

A control structure that enforces every safety constraint is one that has available

actions that result in equation (32). That is,

8�i 2 ⌃, 9c 2 C [P (c,�i)] , (34)

which states that, for every safety constraint there exists at least one available control

action that causes the constraint to be true. A control structure with gaps is defined

as a system that does not satisfy equation (34) and does not have appropriate control

actions available to the various control agents.

Alternatively, theremay be actions that conflict with safety constraints and actually

cause the undesired hazard.

(8Hi 2H) (¬9c 2 C ) [P (c,Hi) ^ P (c,G)] (35)

where G is a system goal state or system hazard such that G = Hj, i , j . A system

that does satisfy equation (35) is not necessarily a bad design or inherently unsafe.

Rather, the identification of gaps (systems that do not satisfy equation 34) and conflicts

(systems that do not satisfy equation 35) is intended to simply flag potential hazardous

scenarios and causal factors.

These scenarios identify areas in the concept where architectural decisions, fu-

ture design decisions, and refinement of safety-related and non-safety related require-

ments should be considered with great care. In fact, this analysis brings to bear design

decisions and requirements that previously have not been identified as safety-related,

as the example in Chapter 4 demonstrates. Thomas [2013] has developed a formal

definition for hazardous control actions and a means for identifying them using STPA.

Refer to Appendix C for the formal definition of unsafe control actions and hazards.

The preceding development assumes that hazardous control actions, which represent

violations of safety constraints, can be identified using STPA. Identifying hazardous

control actions becomes increasingly powerful as more design detail becomes avail-

able.
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3.3.3 Coordination and Consistency

It is important to ensure that all safety responsibilities are accounted for, and often

the system design results in either (a) one entity being responsible for enforcing multi-

ple safety constraints or (b) multiple entities being responsible for enforcing the same

safety constraints. Combinations of both do exist, especially in su�ciently complex

systems.

Much theoretical work in systems theory has been dedicated to hierarchical control

strategies related to problem (a) above. That is, much of the work attempts to ensure

that there exists some policy guaranteeing that lower level control agents will achieve

their individual objectives simultaneously with the higher level objectives [Mesarovic

and Takahara, 1975]. The process control literature and other fields related to con-

trol theory have developed both the practice and theory of decomposing systems so

that some coordination principles exist between the relatively de-coupled processes

[e.g. Acar and Ozguner, 1989; Morari and Stephanopoulos, 1980; Zheng et al., 1999;

Skogestad, 2004; Tatjewski, 2008].

This work neglects the latter problem—problem (b) above—where control deci-

sions come from multiple sources and actuate on the same process variables. Often in

process and chemical control, control structure designers are able to decouple the sys-

tem su�ciently so that there is no overlap in responsibility. This is often not possible

or not desirable in many complex socio-technical systems and/or systems with a high

degree of dynamic coupling.

Safety-driven design is concerned not only with ensuring that coordination princi-

ples exist within the control structure but also in coordinating scenarios where mul-

tiple control agents have responsibility over the same process(es). Cowlagi and Saleh

[2013] have suggested an approach and research direction for hazard analysis that

builds upon some of the systems-theoretic concepts developed byMesarovic [1970], as

well as the approach to hazard analysis used here and originally proposed by Leve-

son [2004]. This thesis builds on that work but also includes the so-called “Multiple

Controller” problem [Ishimatsu et al., 2010] in a formal way.

The first principle of safety-driven design relates to coordination of multiple con-

trollers, which asserts that there must be some priority of action, or “leader”, if pro-

cesses (or control agents) can be manipulated by more than one source.
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Define the priority of action function P (·, ·), as follows:

P (c,d) () c > d, (36)

where the inequality implies that the action of c takes priority over action d. Con-

versely, if d takes priority over c or if there is no priority, then P evaluates to false.

That is

¬P (c,d) () d > c_ c = d. (37)

Priority of action must also satisfy a transitive property,

P (a,b) ,P (b,c) =) P (a,c) . (38)

Now define the action process predicate, A (c,V ) i↵ c ⇥ V ! V 0. That is, A is true

whenever the action c can cause a change in state(s) from V to V 0. The coordination

principle for two controllers (without loss of generality as long as transitive closure

holds) is then,

(8c 2 Ci)
⇣

8d 2 Cj

⌘

9 (P (c,d)_P (d,c))
h

A
⇣

c,Vp
⌘

^ A
⇣

d,Vp
⌘i

, (39)

where Vp is some system state, and actions c and d are generated from the i and j

control agents, respectively. Equation (39) also enforces a control hierarchy. While the

development and modeling e↵ort may have identified control agents within the same

level of the hierarchy, priority of action must be given if these control agents have

overlapping control authority.

The second principle of safety-driven design is related to consistency of action.

Any two controllers with safety-responsibilities related to the same process variables

must ensure certain consistency characteristics. These controllers must have a con-

sistent understanding or model of the current state, other actions that can a↵ect that
state, and how the state will evolve from those actions. The consistency principle for

two controllers is:

⇣

8v 2 V , 8c 2 Ci , 8d 2 Cj

�

�

� A (c, v)^ A (d, v)
⌘ h

⇢i(a,v) ⌘ ⇢j(a,v) ^ Gi ⌘ Gj

i

, (40)

where ⇢k (a,v) is the kth control agent’s model of state dynamics, v, subject to inputs,

a = {c,d,✏}. The latter aspect of this set, ✏, represents “other” inputs to the process.
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See equations (11) and (12) on page 66 for more detailed description of process inputs,

which include but are not limited to environmental disturbances. Gk defines the goal

condition of the kth controller. The equivalence properties in equation (40) can be

described using a property of aggregation called dynamic exactness. Suppose that the

model ⇢1 is described by the state equation

ẋ (t) = Ax (t) +Bu (t) (41)

and the model ⇢2 is described by

˙̂
x (t) =M x̂ (t) +Nu (t) (42)

In order for ⇢2 to be an aggregated model of ⇢1, it is required that

x̂(t) = Cx(t) (43)

for all t. This requirement is termed dynamic exactness. It is easy to see that dynamic

exactness is achieved i↵ the matrix equations,

MC = CA (44)

N = CB, (45)

are satisfied.

The equivalence property in equation (40) is relatively straightforward for many

computer systems, where input-output behavior can be simulated and all relevant in-

puts are known. For human control agents, assuring—or even understanding—the

consistency of mental models is more di�cult, as is anticipating all possible input se-

quences for a complex computer system. As will be demonstrated in the following

chapter, the coordination and consistency principles are intended to help the analysts

identify potential scenarios that could arise due to independent sources of informa-

tion, independent mathematical models, di↵erent goals or policies, and other factors.

Such characteristics could be qualitative (such as for human operators or autonomous

systems which are immature in terms of design detail) but could become increasingly

quantitative (such as black box input-output models) as the concept matures.

As was the case with Analyzing Safety-Related Responsibilities (sub-section begin-

ning on page 81), the system is not necessarily unsafe if conditions in equation (39)
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and (40) do not hold. Rather, these conditions represent potentially hazardous aspects

of a ConOps that require further inquiry and may need to be refined or modified in

order to avoid potential conflicts.

The above description and formalism makes no distinction between deterministic

or probabilistic signals or information, for example cases where a control or feedback

signal only has some probability of reaching its intended destination. Because this

analysis focuses on worst-case conditions and assumptions (see definitions in Table 9

on page 89), the analyst must reason about system behavior if/when the signal does

not reach its destination. Such reasoning is with respect to (a) control conditions, (b)

fulfillment of safety-related responsibilities, and (c) coordination and consistency of

control agents.

The framework presented in this section is based on control- and systems theory.

It allows an analyst to systematically, rigorously interpret and decipher a natural-

language description of a concept using guidewords and a series of generic roles and

questions. Then, using a systems-theoretic view of accident causality, the framework

asks a series of questions about the model to ensure completeness and consistency and

to identify areas where further investigation is necessary. Results using this approach

show that it identifies many more types of scenarios and factors than traditional PHA

approaches (see Chapters 4 and 6). Additionally, the approach helps analysts, engi-

neers, and other stakeholders to identify and document more explicit and implicit

assumptions about the concept.

3.4 Using STECA in Early Systems Engineering

The early phases of systems engineering involve identifying system objectives and

criteria, defining top-level requirements, defining a system-level architecture, and

then performing trade studies that ultimately lead to a design (see, for example, [Leve-

son, 2000b; de Weck et al., 2011; Kapurch, 2010; INCOSE, 2011] and Figure 2 on page

24). As Chapter 1 argued, safety engineering should be integrated into these activities,

and thus what follows is a brief explanation of those specific safety-related activities

and their resulting artifacts. Table 8 depicts the relationships between safety-driven

design activities and their counterparts in general systems engineering.

Once the model and scenarios are identified, this information can be used to guide

the system design. The methodology presented in Section 3.2 results in the definition

of a control structure. This control structure should be representative of the descrip-
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Table 8: General Systems Engineering and Safety-driven Design

General Systems Engineering � Safety-Driven Design

Identify System Objectives, Criteria � Identify Accidents and Hazards

Define Top-level Requirements � Define Top-Level Safety Constraints

Define a System Architecture � Define a Functional Control Structure

tions contained in the ConOps, and this control structure could help define part of a

baseline architecture for the system.

However, the analysis in Section 3.3 will identify potentially hazardous scenarios

and associated causal factors. These scenarios drive the development of safety-related

requirements and constraints (as well as functional requirements). The hazardous

scenarios will also result in a refined or modified control structure. Alternative control

structures should attempt to eliminate or mitigate against the hazardous scenarios

found using the techniques and theory in Section 3.3.

Figure 14 shows the basic aspects of systems-theoretic early concept analysis. The

figure captures the fact that the control model generated from the ConOps, and the

subsequent analysis, form the inputs to STECA.

What is particularly noteworthy about the process is that modifying the control

structure may fundamentally change some of the assumptions about the ConOps. For

this reason, there is an upward arrow shown in Figure 14. This arrow depicts the fact

that safety-driven design is, like any design e↵ort, much more iterative and nonlinear.

Changing the control structure should eliminate or mitigate certain hazards, but it

may introduce new hazards. The figure also references the relevant sections later in

this thesis.

The two processes in the bottom right of Figure 14, then, form the basis of safety-

driven design: (1) derivation of refined safety constraints and requirements and (2)

generation of a control structure and potential alternatives. Again, the control-theoretic

modeling e↵ort and subsequent analysis serve as inputs to these two activities.

Table 9 contains the definitions used throughout the rest of the thesis.

The first safety-related activity involves identifying a set of accidents and high level

hazards. While system-level objectives define what the system should do, system-level

hazards define what the system should not do (see Table 9). An accident is simply a

loss that stakeholders must avoid, and a hazard is defined as “a system state or set of
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Identify System Hazards

Identify Control Concepts

Identify Hazardous Scenarios
and Causal Factors

SAFETY-DRIVEN DESIGN

Derive System
Safety Constraints

Derive Refined
Safety Constraints
• Demonstration: Section 5.1

Refine, Modify
Control Structure
• Demonstration: Section 5.2

ConOps

Figure 14: Proposed Methodology—STECA

conditions that, together with a particular set of worst-case environmental conditions, will

lead to an accident (loss)” [Leveson, 2012].

For example, accidents for a train system would include loss of human life or in-

jury. Hazards for a simple automated train door include:

[H-1] Doors close on a person in the doorway

[H-2] Doors open when the train is moving or not in a station

[H-3] Passengers or sta↵ are unable to exit during an emergency

Identifying Safety Constraints

In safety-driven design, requirements typically take the form of a safety constraint.

These constraints allow, control, or restrict the behavior of components as well as their

interactions.

For the train door hazards listed above, the associated safety constraints would be:

[SC-1] Doors must not close when a person is in the doorway

[SC-2] Doors must not open when the train is moving or not in a station

[SC-3] Train must allow passengers/sta↵ to exit during an emergency
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Table 9: Definition of Terms in Safety-Driven Design

Term Definition
Accidents undesired event that results in a loss, including human life

or injury, damage to property, environmental pollution, etc.
Hazard a system state or set of conditions that, together with a

particular set of worst-case environmental conditions, will
lead to an accident (loss)

Safety
Constraint

limitation or restriction on system behavior. In
safety-driven design the constraint should prevent
hazardous behavior from occurring

Scenario set of events, actions, or behaviors that can lead to a
hazardous state (includes requirements flaws,
inappropriate human behavior, dysfunctional interactions
among components, and component failures)

Causal Factors lower level or refined events, actions, or behaviors that
contribute to a scenario

Control
Structure

hierarchical structure where each level imposes constraints
on the activity of the level beneath it

STECA systems-theoretic early concept analysis, an analytical tool
based on the STAMP accident model that can be used in the
early systems engineering process

The safety constraints are simply written in such a way that prevents the associated

hazard from occurring. Much like the system-level safety constraints depend on iden-

tifying the appropriate system-level hazards, identifying lower-level safety constraints

depends on identifying lower-level hazardous scenarios and causal factors.

That is, just as the system-level safety constraints are written to prevent the occur-

rence of a hazard, so are the lower level constraints written to prevent the occurrence

of hazardous scenarios and associated causal factors. The safety-related constraints

and requirements will only be complete to the extent that the analysis used to identify

causal factors is complete. Developing refined requirements and constraints, then,

is made possible by rigorously defining the control structure (via methods described

in Section 3.2) and then identifying potentially hazardous scenarios (via methods de-

scribed in Section 3.3).

For example, a hazardous scenario might arise if the system does not satisfy Com-

pleteness Criteria for Individual Control Loops (section 3.3.1). The train door may

close on a passenger if it cannot sense the presence of passengers in the doorway. In

this case, the Observability Condition is unsatisfied, and refined requirements related

to the first hazard involve sensing and detecting the presence of passengers in the
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doorway.

Another issue might arise if the train door can be controlled by both the train

conductor and automated systems. The conductor and automation might issue con-

flicting “Close Door” commands and violate Coordination and Consistency postulates

(section 3.3.3). Refined requirements would then constrain the behavior of the door

whenever multiple agents issue simultaneous commands.

The following chapters present an example of the approach used to identify sce-

narios, applied to an important concept being developed for the next generation of

air tra�c management. Chapter 5 then uses those results to systematically identify

requirements and constraints that will prevent these scenarios from occurring.

Generating the Control Structure

Developing the control structure takes the following steps. The first step is devel-

oping a control model from the ConOps, using the theory and process described in

Section 3.2. That is, the theory and process developed in Section 3.2 results in a model

that describes the structure of the system and the relationships between components.

These types of information are consistent with a general definition of architecture

given in Section 2.1. However, a control structure provides additional information

about the relationships between components. These relationships are based on sys-

tems theory, where the control structure is represented by a hierarchical structure and

each level imposes constraints on the activity of the level beneath it. Therefore, a con-

trol structure contains not only general information exchanges but also hierarchical

and authority relations, control roles, and safety-related responsibilities.

For example, a general12 architectural relationship might state that Component

X exchanges data Y with Component Z. However, in a control structure there is ad-

ditional information, which might state that Component X enforces constraints on

Component Z via actuator signal Y. Component X is therefore at a higher level in the

system hierarchy.

The theory in Section 3.2 and demonstration in the following chapter represent

a process for developing the initial system control structure. However, this initial

control structure is based on an informal ConOps that may have flaws or missing

information, and thus the control structure itself may have flaws. That is, because the

analysis in Chapter 4 focuses on identifying causal factors and missing information,

the control models also containmissing or potentially hazardous relationships. As will
12See the definitions of a general architecture in Section 2.1, page 23.
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be shown shortly, these causal factors can be used to further develop and/or modify

the system control structure.

The resulting control model is then refined using the scenarios and causal factors

identifying using the theory in Section 3.3. These scenarios and causal factors can be

used in at least two ways to refine or modify the system control model.

The first way to refine the control structure is by developing requirements and

additional constraints on component behavior. Just as the system safety constraints

are worded to prevent the occurrence of system-level hazards, the refined safety con-

straints are intended to prevent the occurrence of lower level scenarios and causal

factors.

The previous section described safety requirements and constraints, which is im-

portant in and of itself. The constraints also help define the system control structure.

For example, if the analysis identifies a missing feedback link from a lower level com-

ponent to a higher level component, then an additional requirement would add the

feedback. This additional requirement (or constraint) represents an update to the

control structure.

The second way to use, and hopefully prevent, the hazardous scenarios and causal

factors is to change the control structure itself. Recall that a hierarchical control sys-

tem consists of control agents, controlled processes, constraints going down the hier-

archy in the form of control actions, and information going up the hierarchy in the

form of feedback (see Figure 8 on page 57). A modification of the control structure,

then, consists of modifying the order of the hierarchy itself (i.e. the authority that one

component has over another), the available control actions, and the available feedback.

Consider again the train door example, where the train door can be controlled by

both the train conductor and automated door controller. The previous section de-

scribed a potential safety constraint regarding order of priority if there is a conflict in

commands between the two door control agents.

That example, and the ensuing requirements, assume some existing control struc-

ture (that both the conductor and autonomous system can open or close the door).

Based on this control structure, there exist several possible requirements to deal with

the case of conflicting commands. Each of these requirements has a tradeo↵.
An alternative approach is tomodify the control structure itself. In the train example,

an alternative structure might disallow simultaneous door commands altogether. One

control structure would eliminate manual control via the train conductor entirely and
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use only the automated system (or vice versa).

Clearly, modifying the control structure also has tradeo↵s. It is often the case,

however, that a change in the control structure is simpler and more e↵ective than the

alternative, which is attempting to derive detailed safety requirements based on an

existing structure (and its associated hazardous scenarios). Chapter 5 presents such

an example in the air tra�c control domain.

Summary

This chapter has described the theoretical underpinnings of a new approach to

concept development and safety-driven design. Following this theoretical develop-

ment, the chapter proceeds with the proposed approach.

The process consists of identifying the control concepts within a ConOps, gener-

ating an initial control model, and then interrogating that model in order to identify

hazardous scenarios. Once the initial control concepts and hazardous scenarios are

identified, this information can then be used to generate safety-related requirements

and constraints and to modify or refine the system control structure.

The following chapters describe the process, applied to an example in the air tra�c

control domain.
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Chapter 4

Application of STECA Approach

At the heart of this vision (NextGen) is the concept of Trajectory-Based
Operations. [Toner, 2011]

Recall the goals of this research from the previous chapters. The first goal is to de-

velop rigorous, systematic tools for the analysis of future concepts in order to identify

hazardous scenarios and undocumented assumptions. The second goal is to extend

these tools to assist stakeholders in the development of concepts using a safety-driven

approach Both goals especially apply to systems where the tradespace includes hu-

man operation, automation or decision support tools, and the coordination of decision

making agents.

Systems-theoretic early concept analysis (STECA) has been applied to the Trajectory-

Based Operations (TBO) concept being developed by the United States Federal Avi-

ation Administration as part of the NextGen air tra�c management modernization

program. After a brief description of this concept, the following sections present the

application to the case study, showing how the objectives can be achieved in a system-

atic, rigorous fashion.

4.1 Trajectory-Based Operations

The United States air transportation is already under stress, and demand in air-

craft operations is expected to increase significantly in the next decade and beyond

[FAA, 2013]. In addition, there are growing concerns about air transportation’s ef-

fect on the environment and national security. It is assumed in the aerospace com-

munity that current technologies and procedures in the national airspace cannot meet

these increasing demands; therefore, the United States is creating the Next Generation

Air Transportation System (NextGen) air tra�c management modernization program.

The goals of NextGen are to expand capacity, ensure safety, protect the environment,

and grant flexibility and equity to airspace users.

The TBO Concept of Operations proves to be a useful case study for this thesis.

There are several reasons it is compelling as a case study, in addition to the technical
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reasons to be described momentarily and their relationship to the literature gap iden-

tified in Chapter 2. First, TBO is an important real-world problem, and its successful

implementation will have a significant impact on tomorrow’s airspace. Past attempts

at modernizing the national airspace have failed, in part due to the ine↵ectiveness
or lack of tools necessary to develop new technologies and procedures [Cone, 2002;

O�ce, 1986].

Second, a professional working group has conducted a preliminary hazard analysis

of the TBO concept, and they used the TBO ConOps as the primary source of infor-

mation for their analysis [JPDO, 2012]. The existence of results developed using the

traditional approach provides a basis on which to compare the results of this research.

Trajectory-Based Operations (TBO) is a shift from the current Air Tra�c Manage-

ment (ATM) and control strategy of clearance-based operations, intended primarily

to increase capacity and improve e�ciency. Today’s operations rely on relatively lit-

tle automation, in comparison to the TBO framework where aircraft will follow four

dimensional paths, called trajectories, which are computed by autonomous systems

and decision support tools (DST) [JPDO, 2010]. When fully realized, these trajecto-

ries will represent an aircraft’s gate-to-gate movement and will be the basis for Air

Tra�c Control (ATC) and Air Tra�c Management (ATM) that focuses on tra�c flow

and airspace use and autonomy of individual aircraft. The primary themes of TBO are:

moving from clearance-based to trajectory-based airspace management, increasing re-

liance on automation and decision support tools, and distributing tra�c management

responsibilities throughout the system.

A key term in TBO is the four dimensional trajectory, or 4DT, which defines the

aircraft in 3-dimensional space and time and is described in the list below. TBO uses

the 4DT “to both strategically manage and tactically control surface and airborne op-

erations” [JPDO, 2011]. The 4DT represents not only the aircraft’s current state but

also its intent, or where it will be in the future in both space and time. There are

several other key terms that are listed here for reference:

• 4DT— Four dimensional trajectory, defined laterally and longitudinally by lati-

tude and longitude, vertically by altitude and with time. Surface movement is a

3DT—lateral, longitudinal, and time [JPDO, 2011].

• RNP — Required Navigation Performance, describes an aircraft’s ability to fol-

low a ground track and/or vertical profile to within some specified tolerance in

nautical miles or feet (±TBD NM, ±TBD ’)
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• RTP — Required Time Performance, describes an aircraft’s ability to reach a

way-point within some specified window of time

• Conformance — Monitoring of the aircraft’s position, altitude, and time perfor-

mance against the agreed-upon 4DT. Monitoring is against performance require-

ments for the flight maneuver or surface movement. Conformance monitoring

occurs both in the air and within ground automation. Alerts are generated if the

aircraft is not meeting its 4DT performance [JPDO, 2011].

These definitions allude to the fact that TBO relies not only on accurate state infor-

mation but also on accurate prediction and navigation capability. In addition to these

important considerations, note again that one of the goals of TBO1 is to grant increased

autonomy, flexibility, and equity to both individual users and operation centers. All

of these factors represent a major shift in (1) the types of information gathered and

exchanged, (2) technologies used to generate and transmit this information, (3) the

roles and authority of the various actors.

In addition to the major technological and administrative challenges facing the de-

velopment and implementation of NextGen, there are general research objectives that

this thesis is intended to address. Section 2.1 (p. 23) describes the informality and

lack of rigor often present during concept generation, and Section 3.1 (p. 54) describes

some of the challenges specific to generating and analyzing a Concept of Operations.

The TBO Concept of Operations [JPDO, 2011] shares many of the problems typically

found in a ConOps: lack of a specification or requirements, prevalence of undocu-

mented or implicit assumptions, and description of the concept using informal text or

graphics.

4.2 Analysis of TBO

The basic steps of the proposed approach described in Chapter 3 are shown again

in Figure 15. This section demonstrates the two highlighted boxes in Figure 15, namely,

the identification of hazards and safety constraints. This section also develops the

general air tra�c management control hierarchy, using concepts and theory from the

previous chapter.

1 This goal of TBO is also an important goal of NextGen in general.
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Figure 15: Methodology—Top-Level Systems Engineering

Top Level System and Safety Engineering

Table 8 on page 87 depicts the relationships between safety-driven design activ-

ities and their counterparts in general systems engineering. The first safety-related

activity involves identifying a set of accidents and high level hazards (see Table 9 for

definitions).

For example, in air tra�c management, the accidents would be aircraft loss, equip-

ment damage, and injury or loss of life. A few example hazards that could lead to these

accidents are listed below. This list represents a sub-set of hazards used for the cer-

tification of TCAS [Leveson and Reese, 1994] and the analysis of several aeronautical

applications [Fleming et al., 2013].

[H-1] Aircraft violate minimum separation (LOS or loss of separation, NMAC or

Near midair collision)

[H-2] Aircraft enters uncontrolled state

[H-3] Aircraft performs controlled maneuver into ground (CFIT, controlled flight

into terrain)
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Using these hazards, then define a set of safety-related requirements (constraints)

and responsibilities. The system-level safety constraints relate directly to the hazards;

conforming to the safety constraints should prevent the associated hazard from occur-

ring. The following constraints are based on the three hazards above.

[SC-1] Aircraft must remain at least TBD nautical miles apart en route2 " [H-1]

[SC-2] Aircraft position, velocity must remain within airframe manufacturer de-

fined flight envelope " [H-2]

[SC-3] Aircraft must maintain positive clearance with all terrain (This constraint

does not include runways and taxiways) " [H-3]

The next step involves defining a high-level system control structure. As described

in Chapter 3, in STAMP the system is represented by a hierarchical, functional control

structure. In a Level of Decision Complexity hierarchy, higher level responsibilities are

concerned with slower aspects of the system operation, the disturbances take place at

a lower frequency, and the dynamics of concern are slower.

Among the hazards and constraints listed above, the lowest level function involves

aircraft attitude control ([H-2],[SC-2]). That is, control of the aircraft’s speed, heading,

and altitude occurs on the (relatively) shortest time scale, involves the least amount of

uncertainty, and requires the least amount of information. This level of control occurs

via changes in thrust and manipulation of aircraft control surfaces. The next level

involves avoiding terrain ([H-3],[SC-3])—the aircraft must use its control systems, but

there is added complexity associated with identifying both the terrain and potential

changes in trajectory in order to avoid those obstacles. Not only are the control de-

cisions more complex, but also this function occurs on a slower time scale than the

manipulation of aircraft thrust and control surfaces. Finally, the top level of the hi-

erarchy involves the separation of two or more aircraft ([H-1],[SC-1]). Separation of

aircraft represents the highest level of complexity among the listed hazards. Sepa-

ration assurance necessitates not only knowledge and prediction of multiple aircraft

states but also the identification of, and selection among, multiple actions required to

avoid a conflict.

The basic functions required to safely manage the airspace and prevent the above

2 Similar constraints could be developed for other phases of flight.
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hazards from occurring, then, are route planning3 and piloting4. The route planning

functionmust provide conflict-free trajectories and sequence the flow of aircraft, while

the piloting function must navigate the aircraft along its assigned path. From a hier-

archical, control-theoretic perspective, this example system takes the structure shown

in Figure 16. The safety-related responsibilities are also stated in that figure. A hierar-

chy of route planning, guidance, and control is a typical decomposition in engineered

systems (see for example Leonard et al. 2007).

These functions and responsibilities are intentionally solution neutral and are ap-

plicable to any air tra�c management concept. That is, these functions are not (yet)

assigned to a human or computer, aircraft or air tra�c controller, or any combination

of these and other potential solutions. While the TBO ConOps has made some as-

sumptions about these assignments, the level of generality, neutrality, and abstraction

in Figure 16 is important in systems engineering, particularly during the architecting

phases.

These activities provide a reference and context upon which one can develop a

model of the system using control- and systems-theoretic processes. In safety-driven

design, the development of the model and subsequent analysis of the model should

ultimately be traceable to system hazards and high level safety-related responsibilities

and functions. Again, these activities and artifacts closely parallel general systems

engineering.

In fact, identifying hazards and safety-related responsibilities should be done in

conjunction with identifying system goals and requirements. This chapter, along with

Chapter 3, describe the safety-driven identification of a system control structure that

is based on control and systems theory. There is nothing preventing the use of a similar

approach for generating a control structure that satisfies other system properties, in

addition to safety.

At this early stage, the hierarchy should be (a) su�ciently general, in order to avoid

overly constraining potential design solutions and (b) account for the system-level

3 “Route Planning” is intended to be a very high level, abstract term. This is the general term for the
entities responsible for managing air tra�c, making ultimate decisions on aircraft routes, identifying
and solving conflicts, etc. Traditionally this has been the responsibility of ATC and associated decision
support tools; in the future this responsibility may be delegated to operators, flight crews, and/or
autonomous systems.

4 “Piloting” is also intended to be a very high level, abstract term. This is the general term for the enti-
ties responsible for navigating and controlling aircraft. Traditionally this has been the responsibility
of the flight crew, in conjunction with flight management systems. In the future, the ‘pilot’ could be
any combination of flight crew and airborne automation, or even ground-based crews or automation.
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Route
Planning

Piloting

Aircraft

Environment

Function Safety-Related Responsibilities

• Provide conflict-free clearances & trajectories
• Sequence the flow of aircraft
• Trajectory management

• Navigate the aircraft
• Provide aircraft state information to route planning func
• Avoid conflicts with other aircraft, terrain, weather
• Ensure that trajectory is within aircraft flight envelope

• Provide lift
• Provide propulsion (thrust)
• Orient and maintain control surfaces

Figure 16: High Level Control Structure & Responsibilities

losses that stakeholders want to avoid, hazards associated with those losses, and con-

straints that will prevent those hazards. That is, the hierarchy should be relatively

simple and concise, and yet these steps are important because they provide the frame-

work and context for developing and analyzing the model. The following sections

describe model generation (4.3) and analysis (4.4) for TBO Conformance Monitoring,

one important aspect of the overall TBO concept.

4.3 Model Generation

Recall from Chapter 3, (see also Figure 17) the description and theory used to

generate a model from textual or graphical descriptions of a concept. That theory is

now applied to one chapter of the TBO ConOps, which describes the Conformance

Monitoring function, while Appendix A contains further example analyses of TBO.

In the TBO ConOps [JPDO, 2011], there is a chapter dedicated to conformance

monitoring, which is the degree to which an aircraft follows its agreed-upon trajectory.

This example is intended to show how these control-theoretic concepts can be used to

(1) query a certain aspect of a concept—it could be a sentence, paragraph, or figure—
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Figure 17: Methodology—Identifying Control Concepts

and then (2) to use the resulting information to build a control-theoretic model of the

system. The following quote is one of the first sentences dedicated to conformance

monitoring:

I–1 TBO conformance is monitored both in the aircraft and on the ground
against the agreed-upon [trajectory]. In the air, this monitoring (and
alerting) includes lateral deviations...(actual lateral position compared
to intended position), longitudinal based on flight progress in the FMS
[aircraft software], vertical based on altimetry, and time from the FMS
[aircraft software] or other “time to go” aids. [JPDO, 2011]

To begin, the analyst must ask: What is the primary source, subject, or actor in the text,

and in what way does this source relate to control theory? The quoted text describes

conformance, or conformance monitoring.

Next, what is the source’s role in control theory? Conformance monitoring acts

as a sensor, and in this text there appear to be two versions of the sensor: one in the

aircraft and another on the ground. Of the three generic roles that a sensor can take

in the proposed framework, the conformance monitoring sensor provides two. See

Table 10 on the following page for a summary of this brief example analysis, and note

that a separate model will be developed for the ground conformance monitor shortly.
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Table 10: Example Analysis of Text—TBO Conformance Monitoring

Subject Conformance monitoring, Air automation
Role Sensor

Behavior
Type

Transmits binary or discretized state data to controller (i.e.
measures behavior of process relative to thresholds; has algorithm
built-in but no control authority)
Synthesizes and integrates measurement data

Context This is a decision support tool that contains algorithms to
synthesize information and provide alerting based on some criteria.

With this high-level picture of conformance monitoring and its role in the context

of control theory, the rest of the information from the quoted text can be used to fill

out further details about the control model. From the text we can identify that confor-

mance monitoring has directly to do with identifying an aircraft’s position (latitude,

longitude, altitude, at a given time). The text also suggests that this position will be

compared with the aircraft’s intended position. A sensor is used to inform a controller’s

process model. Therefore, it can be assumed that these position variables are related

to a process model.

Next, the conformance monitor uses the FMS (aircraft software) and associated

equipment to measure these process model variables. Finally, from the high level

control structure and responsibilities, shown in Figure 16 on page 99, it can be inferred

from the text that the airborne conformance monitor is related to the control function

of piloting the aircraft.

Table 11 shows these results in tabular form, relating to each control loop element

necessary for ensuring control and coordination. Notice that the table is incomplete.

Although much of the missing information can be inferred, particularly by an expert

on this system, the table cannot and should not be completed without further in-

vestigation into the rest of the ConOps or other NextGen documentation. Also, it is

important to bear in mind that this incompleteness does not imply that the ConOps is

“incomplete”. Rather, this is simply the first step in the systematic, recursive process

and completeness can only be considered when this process has been applied over the

entire concept, or system boundary.

Table 11: Preliminary Control Model of Conformance Monitor Example

See Fig. 11 Description

1. Controller Piloting function
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See Fig. 11 Description

2. Actuator

3. Cntl’d Process Aircraft

4. Sensor Altimeter, FMS, Aircraft conformance monitor

5. Process Model Intended latitude, longitude, altitude, time;

Actual latitude, longitude, altitude, time

6. Cntl Algorithm

7. Control Actions

8. Controller Status

9. Control Input

10. Controller Output

11. External Input

12. Alt Controller

13. Process Input

14. Proc Disturbance

15. Process Output

Figure 18 (page 106 at the end of this sub-section) graphically depicts how the

natural language text can be mapped onto a control loop. While a database format

of Tables 10 and 11 assists in data storage, analysis, and retrieval, a graphical repre-

sentation improves a user’s ability to visualize the control-theoretic elements of the

concept. Both formats—databases and graphical control loops—lend themselves to a

formalism that allows for automatic checking of consistency and completeness.

Finally, quote I–1 on page 100 also mentions conformance monitoring on the

ground. Though its role is notionally the same, ground monitoring represents a di↵er-
ent source of information. The model should reflect this di↵erence. Because the rest

of the quoted text describes conformance monitoring in the air, little can be inferred

about the ground version of conformance monitoring and thus the analyst must look

for additional detail elsewhere in the ConOps. The initial model for ground-based

conformance monitoring has very little detail and is shown in Table 12.

Table 12: Initial Control Model of Ground Conformance Model

Subject Conformance monitoring, Ground automation

Role
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Behavior Type

Context This is a decision support tool that contains algorithms to

synthesize information and provide alerting based on

some criteria.

+
1. Controller

2. Actuator

3. Cntl’d Process Airspace

4. Sensor

5. Process Model

6. Cntl Algorithm

7. Control Actions

8. Controller Status

9. Control Input

10. Controller Output

11. External Input

12. Alt Controller

13. Process Input

14. Proc Disturbance

15. Process Output

Consider the next sentence in the TBO ConOps:

I–2 Independent of the aircraft, the ANSP uses ADS-B position reporting for
lateral and longitudinal progress, altitude reporting for vertical, and tools
that measure the time progression for the flight track. Data link provides
aircraft intent information. Combined, this position and timing infor-
mation is then compared to a performance requirement for the airspace
and the operation. ...precision needed...will vary based on the density of
tra�c and the nature of the operations. [JPDO, 2011]

Prior to the above text, the analysis thus far only reveals that there is a ground-based

conformance monitor, it performs the role of sensor, and the controlled process is

the aircraft. The quote reveals several additional things about ground-based confor-

mance monitoring: the behavior type, the type of sensing used by the ANSP, the pro-
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cess model states to be used, as well as additional sources of information used by the

ground (ANSP) entity. See Table 13 for a summary of this brief example analysis, and

note that a separate model is developed for the ground conformance monitor.

Table 13: ANSP/Ground—TBO Conformance Monitoring

Subject Ground automation
Role Sensor

Behavior
Type Synthesizes and integrates measurement data

Context This is a decision support tool that contains algorithms to
synthesize information and provide alerting based on some criteria.

The information in Table 13 on page 104 is similar to that in Table 10. However,

the information contained in this particular quoted text is much di↵erent than that in

I–1 on page 100, and the resultant control model is much di↵erent. Table 14 shows

that the ground-based conformance monitor may be using a di↵erent set of tools to
monitor conformance than airborne conformance monitoring, and the ground-based

monitor also has a di↵erent process model and controlled process.

Figure 19 on page 107 represents the graphical form of the same model.

Table 14: Preliminary Control Model of Ground Conformance Monitor

See Fig. 11 Description

1. Controller Ground ⌘ ANSP

2. Actuator

3. Cntl’d Process Airspace

4. Sensor ADS-B, altitude reporting, “tools”, Data-link - trajectory

intent information

5. Process Model All (all aircraft under ANSP jurisdiction) Intended lat,

long, alt, time; All Actual lat, long, alt, time; tra�c

density; operation type; performance requirement

6. Cntl Algorithm

7. Control Actions

8. Controller Status

9. Control Input

10. Controller Output

11. External Input
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See Fig. 11 Description

12. Alt Controller

13. Process Input

14. Proc Disturbance

15. Process Output
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1. Controller
- Piloting Function

7. 5. Process
Model
(x,y,h,t...)

2.

3. Controlled
Process
-Aircraft

4. Sensor -
Altimeter, FMS,

aircraft
conformance

monitor
Alt.

Controller

Adapted from [JPDO, 2011]:
conformance is monitored both in the (1.),(3.) aircraft and on the ground against
the agreed-upon [trajectory]. In the air, this monitoring (and alerting) includes
lateral deviations...(5.) actual lateral position compared to (5.) intended

position, longitudinal based on flight progress in the (4.) FMS [aircraft

software], vertical based on altimetry, and time from the FMS [aircraft software]
or other “time to go” aids.

(4.)

(1.,5.)

(3.)

Figure 18: Graphical Control Model of Airborne Conformance Monitor
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1. Controller
- ANSP/Ground

7. 5. Process Model (x,y,h,...)

2.

3. Controlled
Process

-Piloting Function
& Aircraft

4. Sensor -
ADS-B, Alt Rep,

time, grd
conformance

monitor

Alt.
Controller

8. Datalink

Adapted from [JPDO, 2011]:
Independent of the aircraft, the (1.) ANSP uses (4.) ADS-B position reporting for
(5.) lateral and longitudinal progress, (5.) altitude reporting for (5.) vertical,
and (4.) tools that measure the (4.) time progression for the flight track. (8.)
Data link provides aircraft (5.) intent information. Combined, this position and
timing information is then compared to a (5.) performance requirement for the
airspace and the operation. ...precision needed...will vary based on the (5.)
density of tra�c and the (5.) nature of the operations.

(4.)

(1.,5.,8.)

(3.)

Figure 19: Graphical Control Model of Ground Conformance Monitor
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Recursive Application of Method—Conformance Monitoring

The following presents a recursive application of the method over the remainder

of the chapter in the TBO ConOps dedicated to conformance monitoring. After each

iteration the control model is updated, and the updated aspects of the model are de-

picted as bold and underlined, while the parts of the model from previous iterations

are depicted using standard font.

The following quote adds more detail about performance requirements and their

relation to conformance monitoring. The updated control model is shown for the

ground automation only in Table 15, although similar results hold for the airborne

automation.

I–3 In framing the required performance..., TBO recognizes that tra�c den-
sity drives needed performance. There may be departures where a lateral
precision of RNP 0.3 is required close in to the airport, and where time
is measured in seconds. RTP is used as a tool to separate crossing tra�c,
and where vertical altitude restrictions are necessary. All of these factors
must be considered in defining the parameters for conformance monitor-
ing. [JPDO, 2011]

Table 15: Updated Control Model for I–3

See! I–3 of CTBO

Subject Conformance monitoring, Ground automation

Role Sensor

Behavior Type Synthesizes and integrates measurement data

Context This is a decision support tool that contains algorithms to

synthesize information and provide alerting based on

some criteria.

+
1. Controller Ground ⌘ ANSP

2. Actuator

3. Cntl’d Process Airspace

4. Sensor ADS-B, altitude reporting, “tools”, Data-link
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See! I–3 of CTBO

5. Process Model All (all aircraft under ANSP jurisdiction)

Intended lat, long, alt, time; All Actual lat,

long, alt, time; tra�c density; operation type;

performance requirement RNP, RTP

6. Cntl Algorithm Crossing vs flow tra�c

7. Control Actions

8. Controller Status

9. Control Input

10. Controller Output

11. External Input

12. Alt Controller

13. Process Input

14. Proc Disturbance

15. Process Output

The following information (I–4) from the TBO ConOps describes the predicted

aircraft state information in slightly di↵erent terms than the previous descriptions.

Therefore Table (16) includes the new text along with the text it replaced.

I–4 Conformance monitoring has an expected ground track, climb perfor-
mance (based on known aircraft type, weight, and preferred profile), and
time performance. In conformance monitoring, the aircraft is on a closed
trajectory. [JPDO, 2011]

Table 16: Updated Control Model for I–4

See! I–4 of CTBO

Subject Conformance monitoring, Ground automation

Role Sensor

Behavior Type Synthesizes and integrates measurement data

Context This is a decision support tool that contains algorithms to

synthesize information and provide alerting based on

some criteria.

+
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See! I–4 of CTBO

1. Controller Ground ⌘ ANSP

2. Actuator

3. Cntl’d Process Airspace

4. Sensor ADS-B, altitude reporting, “tools”, Datalink

5. Process Model All (all aircraft under ANSP jurisdiction)

Intended ground track, climb performance,

time performance lat, long, time; All Actual

ground track, climb performance, time

performance lat, long, time; tra�c density;

operation type; performance requirement RNP,

RTP; aircraft type, weight, performance profile

requirement

6. Cntl Algorithm Crossing vs flow tra�c

7. Control Actions

8. Controller Status

9. Control Input

10. Controller Output

11. External Input

12. Alt Controller

13. Process Input

14. Proc Disturbance

15. Process Output

The next quote from the TBO ConOps (I–5) describes separation in terms of the over-

lap between the protected airspace of two or more aircraft. The protected airspace

is described as an elliptical shape, and the size of these ellipses is dependent on the

certainty of surveillance and navigation information. Importantly for TBO, this char-

acterization of protected airspace is much di↵erent than the current paradigm of pro-

tected airspace, where every aircraft is laterally separated by a fixed distance or verti-

cal separation, depending on the operation and type of surveillance [Ray, 2014].

In the traditional approach, protected airspace is a disc with a radius equal to the

lateral separation and height equal to the vertical separation. Table 17 includes up-

dated information about potentially unsafe actions for both the general functions in

air tra�c management as well as updated information for the process model and con-
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trol algorithm. Table 17 describes only the ground automation portion of the system,

but similar updates are included for airborne automation.

I–5 As the aircraft approaches level-o↵ and cruise, the shape of the protected
airspace morphs into more of an elliptical 3-D shape, where the aircraft is
positioned in the narrow end of the elliptical shape, with the wake vortex
“tail” as its aft bound and vertical, lateral, and longitudinal uncertainty
defining the flexible airspace. No two elliptical shapes can overlap if sep-
aration is to be assured. In this case, Aircraft A and Aircraft B have
crossing trajectories. Aircraft A’s protected space is smaller because it
has less uncertainty than Aircraft B. The trailing area of protection may
reflect wake turbulence requirements. The lateral protection is the un-
certainty in navigation performance, while the leading distance along the
flight path represents the time uncertainty. In level flight, the vertical
altitude dimension is quite small. [JPDO, 2011]

Table 17: Updated Control Model for I–5

Subject Conformance monitoring, Ground automation

Role Sensor

Behavior Type Synthesizes and integrates measurement data

Context This is a decision support tool that contains algorithms to

synthesize information and provide alerting based on

some criteria.

Potential unsafe control action for trajectory generation

function: Approving a 4DT that will lead to LOS or not

modifying a 4DT that will overlap

Potential unsafe control action for piloting function:

Aircraft is following a 4DT that will lead to LOS

+
1. Controller

2. Actuator

3. Cntl’d Process Piloting function and aircraft, Airspace

4. Sensor ADS-B, altitude reporting, “tools”, Datalink
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See! I–5 of CTBO

5. Process Model All (all aircraft under ANSP jurisdiction)

Intended ground track, climb performance,

time performance; All Actual ground track,

climb performance, time performance; tra�c

density; operation type; performance

requirement RNP, RTP; aircraft type, weight,

performance profile;Wake turbulence; Ellipse,

uncertainty (shape of conformance tolerance)

6. Cntl Algorithm Crossing vs flow tra�c; Overlap of 2 or more

4DTs (Ellipses)

7. Control Actions

8. Controller Status

9. Control Input

10. Controller Output

11. External Input

12. Alt Controller

13. Process Input

14. Proc Disturbance

15. Process Output

The TBO ConOps also describes an alerting function for the conformance mon-

itoring automation for both the ground controller (I–6) and flight crew (I–7). The

basic idea of the alerting function is to allow the user—either ATC or flight crews,

independently—to set alerts for measuring an aircraft’s progress against its assigned

4DT. below). Table 18 contains the updated model information for the ground con-

troller, developed from quote I–6.
I–6 Alerting is triggered by automation and alerts the controller to transgres-

sion from the conformance airspace, and may be set as alerts for mea-
suring progress. By setting progress alerts, the controller has an aid to
measure progress in meeting the 4DT. [JPDO, 2011]

Table 18: Updated Control Model for I–6

Subject ATC
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See! I–6 of CTBO

Role Controller

Behavior Type Processes inputs from sensors to form and update process

model

Context ATC measures progress via conformance monitoring

automation

Potential unsafe control action for trajectory generation

function: Approving a 4DT that will lead to LOS or not

modifying a 4DT that will overlap

+
1. Controller ATC (controller)

2. Actuator

3. Cntl’d Process Piloting function and aircraft, Airspace

4. Sensor ADS-B, altitude reporting, “tools”, Datalink,

alerting automation

5. Process Model All (all aircraft under ANSP jurisdiction)

Intended ground track, climb performance,

time performance; All Actual ground track,

climb performance, time performance; tra�c

density; operation type; performance

requirement RNP, RTP; aircraft type, weight,

performance profile; Wake turbulence; Ellipse,

uncertainty

6. Cntl Algorithm Generate or compute conformance

monitoring airspace volume [automation];

compare actual position with monitoring

volume [automation]

7. Control Actions

8. Controller Status

9. Control Input

10. Controller Output

11. External Input

12. Alt Controller
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See! I–6 of CTBO

13. Process Input

14. Proc Disturbance

15. Process Output

Table 19 contains the updatedmodel information for the ground controller, re-framing

quote I–7 in control-theoretic terms.

I–7 From the cockpit, the pilot can monitor performance, as well. Most of the
tools are already used. Altitude alerts exist. RNP can be monitored, and
the progress can be provided by the FMS. What is needed is the cockpit
display of tra�c information (CDTI) with tools for merging, spacing, and
separation. These tools will help the pilot monitor other tra�c as well as
progress in meeting the 4DT. The pilot sets the alerting parameters in the
respective automation. [JPDO, 2011]

Table 19: Updated Control Model for I–7

Subject Flight crew

Role Controller

Behavior Type Creates, generates, or modifies control actions based on

algorithm or procedure and perceived model of system

Processes inputs from sensors to form and update process

model

Processes inputs from external sources to form and update

process model

Context Crew measures progress via conformance monitoring

automation

crew makes decisions for merging, spacing, separation

Potential unsafe control action for piloting function:

Aircraft is following a 4DT that will lead to LOS

+
1. Controller Flight crew

2. Actuator Not specified; assume FMS and manual control

3. Cntl’d Process Implied; Aircraft control surfaces, thrust
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See! I–7 of CTBO

4. Sensor CDTI, FMS, Altitude alerts, conformance

monitoring automation

5. Process Model Ownship Intended ground track, climb

performance, time performance; Ownship

Actual ground track, climb performance, time

performance; tra�c density; operation type

{climb,cruise,arrival}; performance

requirement RNP, RTP; aircraft type, weight,

performance profile; flight object

6. Cntl Algorithm Implied: Other aircraft (relevant, all?)

Intended ground track, climb performance,

time performance; Ownship Actual ground

track, climb performance, time performance;

tra�c density; operation type

{climb,cruise,arrival}; performance

requirement RNP, RTP; aircraft type, weight,

performance profile; flight object

7. Control Actions

8. Controller Status

9. Control Input Not specified; related to merging, spacing,

sequencing, and assuring conformance

10. Controller Output

11. External Input

12. Alt Controller ATC (ANSP)

13. Process Input

14. Proc Disturbance

15. Process Output

The final text (I–8) regarding conformance monitoring in the TBO ConOps is con-

cerned with open versus closed trajectories. This is the essence of what conformance

monitoring is intended to achieve: the determination of whether or not an aircraft is

following its assigned 4DT. That is, conformance monitoring determines whether an

aircraft is on an open or closed trajectory.

The language used in I–8 is slightly di↵erent than the previous conformance-
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related text (I–1 through I–7). First, the text simply says “Automation”, and it is re-

ferring to the more general TBO-related automation beyond the conformance-related

automation. Next, the text mentions downstream conflicts and not just immediate

overlaps of di↵erent trajectories; earlier quotes from the text mention only the overlap

of elliptical airspace ( I–5 on page 111). Finally, the text states that open trajectories

can “even lead to a conflict requiring intervention”.

Though the model developed in Table 20 does not include such explicit terms, the

emphasis on “intervention” for only open trajectories implies that (1) TBO automation

will generate conflict-free, closed trajectories; (2) the automation cannot handle open

trajectories (stated in weaker terms in I–8); and (3) that intervention should be rare.

Furthermore, from elsewhere in the text it is inferred that this intervention will come

from ground controllers, but the possibility exists that on-board collision avoidance

systems will also provide this intervention function.

I–8 It is di�cult for automation to deal with open trajectories. The uncer-
tainties that open trajectories introduce a↵ect more than just the aircraft
in question and may impact downstream flows, and even lead to a conflict
requiring intervention to assure safety. [JPDO, 2011]

Table 20: Updated Control Model for I–8

Subject Automation

Role Controller

Behavior Type Creates, generates, or modifies control actions based on

algorithm or procedure and perceived model of system

Processes inputs from external sources to form and update

process model

Context I–8 does not specify whether there is a human user of this

automation, or the user and location (e.g. ground or flight

deck). It does imply, however, that it is the general

“Trajectory Generation Function” that is in control

It is assumed that controller / ANSP “intervention” is

intended to be rare

+
1. Controller ANSP or Flight Crew
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See! I–8 of CTBO

2. Actuator

3. Cntl’d Process Piloting function and aircraft, Airspace

4. Sensor ADS-B, altitude reporting, “tools”, Datalink,

alerting automation, TBO Trajectory

automation

5. Process Model All (all aircraft under ANSP jurisdiction)

Intended ground track, climb performance,

time performance; All Actual ground track,

climb performance, time performance; tra�c

density; operation type; performance

requirement RNP, RTP; aircraft type, weight,

performance profile; Wake turbulence; Ellipse,

uncertainty; Downstream flows (flow model,

in addition to “All Intended trajectory”

model)

6. Cntl Algorithm Generate or compute conformance monitoring

airspace volume [automation]; compare actual

position with monitoring volume [automation];

Decision about aircraft conformance vs

non-conformance [automation]

7. Control Actions

8. Controller Status

9. Control Input

10. Controller Output

11. External Input

12. Alt Controller

13. Process Input

14. Proc Disturbance

15. Process Output

It is important to again emphasize that the model development process should be lim-

ited, to the extent possible, to the individual information element that is currently

being analyzed. Because the proposed method is easily repeatable and should be ap-

plied to the entire set of information elements, I 2 C, the control model represented
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by Table 20 contains only the assumptions that can be gleaned from I–8, while also

documenting additional assumptions or inferences in the “Context” row.

Conformance 
Monitor

Conformance 
Monitor

GNSS

   ATC PM
   Flight 
   Crew PM

Aircraft

ADS-B
Airspace

Aircrafti Aircraftj

(a) (b)

Figure 20: Individual Control Loops derived via Analysis

At this point there are two separate control models under development—one of

the aircraft as a control entity and another of the ground as a control entity. Again,

any distinction among pilots or aircraft avionics (e.g. FMS) as having control of the

“airborne” function is unnecessary at this point in the analysis. However, the TBO

ConOps development of conformance monitoring implies that pilots and air tra�c

controllers will still have control authority inmid- and long-term TBO systems. Figure

20 provides a high-level depiction of these separate feedback loops.

Because this research is concerned with identifying behaviors that emerge due to

the interactions between and among various components, it is important to determine

if and how these individual control loops relate to each other. Some of this work

has already been done, as Section 4.2 on page 95 laid the groundwork via a general,

hierarchical decomposition of the functions required to maintain safe airspace.

These distinct control models, then, can be synthesized via a mapping to the func-

tional control structure and hierarchical safety responsibilities derived earlier. In par-

ticular, the TBO ConOps states elsewhere that the “ANSP’s authority over the airspace

and the flight crew’s authority over the aircraft’s trajectory do not change” [JPDO,

2011]. It is therefore appropriate and intuitive to map the ground-based conformance
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monitoring loop to the ‘Trajectory Management Function’ and the airborne loop to the

‘Piloting Function’ of Figure 16 on page 99.

Figure 21 depicts the control structure that results from analyzing only the chapter

dedicated to conformance monitoring in the TBO ConOps, with the rest of details

identified in Tables 11–20. Appendix A contains the rest of the model generation

results for other aspects of the TBO Concept of Operations.

Aircraft

ADS-B

Conformance 
Monitor [Gnd]

Conformance 
Monitor [Air]

Alert parameter (A)

{x,y,h,t}

GNSS

Alert parameter (G)

GROUND (ANSP / 
ATC)

AIR (Flight Crew)

{x,y,h,t}

{4DT} 
(Intent)

Route, Trajectory 
Management 

Function

Piloting 
Function

Altitude
Report

{h}

CDTI

Data
Link

FMS; 
Manual 

PMACAA

PMGCAG

Figure 21: TBO Conformance Monitoring Control Structure

Following is a description of each element in the synthesized model (Figure 21).

GNSS, ADS-B, CDTI, and FMS are not included in the development here because they
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have already been developed thoroughly elsewhere.

Though conformance monitoring functions clearly have a model of the process and

an algorithm for determining if an aircraft conforms to its prescribed trajectory, con-

formance monitoring is not a controller. Rather, conformance monitoring is a lower

level function that maps refined state information into more abstract state informa-

tion. That is, conformance monitoring takes detailed surveillance information (among

other things), and in its simplest form outputs a binary datum to a higher level control

function. The control functions, which could be other forms of automation or human

operators, ultimately have to decide whether an aircraft conforms and then determine

an action based on this understanding of aircraft conformance. It is for these reasons,

as well as the preceding analyses (Tables 10–20), that the conformance monitors are

depicted as sensors in Figure 21.

Because the conformance monitors are modeled as sensors, the control functions

in Figure 21 may be modeled with relatively high level, abstract process models and

algorithms.

Ground-based Conformance Monitoring Model

Qualitatively, the conformance monitoring consists of a comparison between the

measured state of an aircraft in 4 dimensions and its intended state, also in 4 dimen-

sions (three positions and time). If the aircraft deviates from its intended state by

more than some tolerance, the conformance monitor will alert the ground controller.

The ground-based monitor should have a model of every TBO-enabled aircraft within

its jurisdiction.

The TBO ConOps recognizes that navigation performance will never be perfect, so

there is a tolerance bound, within which the aircraft can still be considered to “con-

form”. Therefore, in addition to 4D states, the ground-based conformance monitoring

model is a function of tra�c density, the operation type, and required navigation per-

formance. The tolerance bounds will also be a function of a wake turbulence model,

and predicted downstream tra�c flows. Finally, the ground control agent may set an

“alert parameter”. Table 21 summarizes the content of the model.

Formal Conformance Monitoring Model

Following is a more rigorous, mathematical formulation that can be used later in the

systems engineering process for more detailed analysis, to develop a formal specifica-

tion, or to generate and integrate into MBSE tools.
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Table 21: Conformance Monitoring Model Variables

Measured latitude, longitude, altitude for all aircraft

Intended latitude, longitude, lltitude for all aircraft

Measured Tra�c Density

Type of Operation (e.g. cruise, descent)

Navigation Performance (RNP, RTP)

Wake Turbulence Prediction, Measurement

Elliptical Conformance Volume

Downstream, Predicted Tra�c Flow

Conf. Monitoring

Alert Parameter

The process model for the ground-based control agent (i.e. the ANSP) is simply,

PMG := {Confi , ẋi} (46)

where Confi represents whether each aircraft, i, in the ANSP jurisdiction is conform-

ing with its prescribed trajectory, and ẋi represents some prediction of the future states

of each aircraft. The ground-based control actions are unspecified in the TBOConOps’

chapter regarding conformance monitoring, but it can still be inferred that the ANSP

control algorithm is a function of conformance and that the ANSP will generate an

action that enforces conformance. This analysis is for demonstration purposes, and

additional analysis of the TBO ConOps reveals other details about ground-based con-

trol algorithms, available actions, and models of the airspace. Appendix A contains

further analysis regarding ground-based control agents.

Similar to a control agent, conformance monitoring develops a model of the system

and contains an algorithm to determine whether certain criteria are met. However,

conformance monitoring functions as a sensor and does not have control authority

based on what is proposed in the TBO ConOps. The sensor behavior is a mapping

frommeasured variables to controller inputs (see equation. 17). For the ground-based

conformance monitor, this mapping is

BLG := VmG! IGc. (47)

IGc, is the signal going to the ground control agent regarding conformance, and the
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functional behavior of the sensor is

VmG = LG ⇥Dc,i (48)

where LG is a model of the airspace state and Dc,i is the decision criteria regarding

conformance of aircraft i. The “ground”, (or ANSP) conformance model is defined as

the set of dynamic variables,

LG :=
�

zint,i , zact,i ,⇢,⌧,Pr ,W ,Ecm,FD ; i 2G
 

(49)

where

zint,i := {G,C,t}int,i
zact,i := {G,C,t}act,i

⇢ := Tra�c density

⌧ := Operation type

Pr := {RNP,RTP}

W := Wake turbulence model

Ecm := Elliptical conformance model

FD :=
�

F, zint,i
 

and G is the ground track, C is the climb performance, and t is time of arrival, con-

stituting the aircraft state, z. The int and act subscripts represent intended and actual

performance, respectively, for the ith aircraft within ANSP jurisdiction, which is the

set G. RNP and RTP represent standard definitions of navigation and time perfor-

mance, and FD is a downstream flow model consisting of a general flow model (F) of

a particular airspace and a prediction of aircraft arrivals into that space.

Criteria for determining whether an aircraft conforms with its assigned trajectory

are,

Dc,i =
n

zact,i
�

�

�zact,i < z̄i
�

zint,i ,Ecm,aG
�

, 8i 2G
o

(50)

where z̄i is an allowed volume for aircraft i, as a function of the intended aircraft state

in time, the elliptical conformance model at a given time (Ecm), an alert parameter

set by the operator (aG), and G is the set of aircraft under ANSP jurisdiction. Evalua-

tion of Equation (50) to True indicates that aircraft i does not conform to its assigned
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trajectory. This is a relatively primitive form of conformance monitoring that simply

alerts the user—either a ground controller, flight crew, and/or other software func-

tions that require information about conformance—whether the aircraft is following

the assigned trajectory. More advanced forms of conformance monitoring could be

developed, but the definition in equation (50) is consistent with the TBO ConOps.

Returning to the ground-based control agent (ANSP) in Figure 21, its control al-

gorithm consists of—at a minimum—use of some decision on conformance alerting.

That is,

CAG ◆ Confi (51)

where Confi is obtained, according to equation 9 on page 65, via signal processing of

the input signal IGc.

Airborne Conformance Monitoring Model

The qualitative description of the airborne model is similar to the ground-based

model. The significant di↵erences are that the airborne monitor is responsible only

for monitoring its own conformance, as opposed to the entire airspace. Conformance

alerting is a function of flight crew input, rather than air tra�c controller input. See

Appendix A.1 for a similar, formal model of the airborne component.

Summary of Conformance Monitoring Models

In addition to the di↵erences between ground and airborne models, conformance

monitoring also assumes that other sources of information such as tra�c density, op-

eration type, performance requirements, and other factors are derived from the same

sources as the ground-based conformance monitor. Further refinement of the pro-

cess model variables reveals other common sources of information. For example,

the TBO ConOps and NextGen in general prescribe ADS-B (Automatic Dependent

Surveillance—Broadcast) and GNSS (Global Navigation Satellite System) as the pri-

mary sources of aircraft state and intent information for both ground and airborne

avionics.

Before performing an analysis of the above model, a few observations can be made

about the conformance monitor, its models, and its algorithms. With respect to the

conformance model, the TBO ConOps provides a relatively detailed accounting of

some of the variables, but little about others. For example, it is well documented

that both actual and intended aircraft states will be derived primarily from ADS-B
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surveillance data. Actual position is measured via satellite surveillance (GNSS), but

the intended trajectory is ill-defined in the referenced chapter of the ConOps5.

Tra�c density is an important factor in determining whether to alert the relevant

agents about non-conformance. The conformance monitoring concepts lacks a de-

scription of how tra�c density is calculated, updated, and which agent(s) has respon-

sibility to do so. It is beyond the scope of this research to determine this parameter,

but the point here is that this method of modeling provides a rigorous way to catalog

all the components, identify the relationships between components, and compare the

relative fidelity of definition of these components and relationships.

The preceding model development made as few assumptions as possible regard-

ing the allocation of control tasks, mechanisms for information exchange, authority,

and other factors. The model development method has used only the information

documented explicitly in the TBO ConOps section on conformance monitoring, and

this information has been parsed in order to refine the functional control hierarchy

presented at the beginning of this chapter (Figure 16 on page 99).

The following section describes the analytical process, but that analysis requires a

more complete model in order to represent a valid demonstration. Refer to Appendix

A, which applies this control-theoretic modeling approach to the larger TBO concept.

The recursive application of this approach results in the allocation of roles and hier-

archy among the various control agents, including further definition of the roles of

human operators and automation. The modeling e↵ort in Appendix A also captures

additional information exchanges, available control actions, and data sources beyond

conformance monitoring.

Upon completion of a hierarchical control model, the approach proceeds with a

systems- and control-theoretic analytical process.

4.4 Analysis of the Model

This section applies the principles and theory developed in Section 3.3 to the con-

cept of conformance monitoring in TBO. Hazardous scenarios and causal factors are

identified according to three general categories—completeness of the control loops,

analysis of safety-related responsibilities, and coordination and consistency. Figure

22 depicts this part of the e↵ort, relative to the overall process.
5 Other parts of the ConOps describe how the trajectory—and thus the intended aircraft states—will
be negotiated and agreed-to, although the actual definition of a 4DT is left relatively vague. Other
references define a 4DT with more detail, e.g. [Ballin et al., 2008; Jackson, 2010].
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Figure 22: Methodology—Identifying Hazardous Scenarios

Simply applying these concepts to the model developed above (see Figure 21 on

page 119) would certainly result in a set of potential causal factors. However, the

model in Figure 21 is intentionally incomplete and represents only a subset of ele-

ments described by the entire TBO ConOps, and an analysis of such a model could

result in the identification of potentially invalid or misleading causal factors. Ap-

pendix A documents the more general TBO model, which fills in some of the obvious

gaps in the Conformance Monitoring model in the previous section.

The following analysis uses the more general model from Appendix B (see Figure

35 on page 191). For the purposes of demonstration, the analysis continues to fo-

cus on conformance monitoring but uses the more complete model in order to avoid

identifying causal factors that arise simply because of an unfinished modeling e↵ort.

4.4.1 Completeness Criteria for Individual Control Loops

Ignoring the flight operations centers, the model consists of two general control

loops. The first model involves ANSP control of the airspace (Figure 23), and the

second involves flight deck control of aircraft state (Figure 36). Each loop is analyzed

for completeness individually, with the ANSP analysis included below and the flight
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deck analysis in Appendix A.

ANSP (Ground) Control Loop

The model represented in Figure 23 contains more refined control structure infor-

mation than the relatively abstract, functional model developed in the previous sec-

tion. Elsewhere in the ConOps, the allocation of control tasks are assigned to var-

ious entities—for example trial planning automation, strategic TBO evaluation au-

tomation, tactical controller (i.e. human air tra�c controller). Humans will be given

choices to consider, negotiations to accomplish, agreements to be reached, and thus

ATC is the primary control agent, while TBO automation is an input and feedback to

the human [e.g. JPDO, 2011, p.41].

Because the ANSP is responsible for all the aircraft in its jurisdiction, individual

aircraft are abstracted into a more general "Airspace" component. Upward informa-

tion arrows in Figure 23 denote this using the i subscript.

• Goal Condition — what are the goal conditions, and how can they violate safety

constraints and safety responsibilities?

The conformance monitoring information in the TBO ConOps alludes to goals

of merging, sequencing, and spacing, as well as assuring conformance. Confor-

mance monitoring alone does not describe or specify how these goal conditions

are generated or identified; the referenced chapter does, however, specify the

information needed in the algorithm in order to support merging, spacing, and

sequencing. See the description of Model Condition and Observability condition

below.

There are discussions and descriptions of merging, sequencing, and spacing else-

where in the TBO ConOps, but it is left relatively vague in terms of algorithms or

procedures6. There is nothing inherently negative about this lack of detail with

respect to algorithms and procedures; however, the TBO concept emphasizes the

goal of TBO being an improvement over current technologies and procedures for

merging, sequencing, and spacing. Thus, the policy for how to achieve this goal

must be made explicit. More important for the purposes of this demonstration,

however, is the relationship between the goal of merging, sequencing, and spac-

ing and the concept conformance monitoring.

6 Other NextGen improvements that support TBO describe algorithms for merging and spacing, such
as interval management and time-based metering.
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Figure 23: ANSP (Ground) Control Loops

The TBO ConOps implies a policy (and thus a goal) of assuring aircraft confor-

mance in order to meet merging, sequencing, and spacing requirements. There-

fore, it can be inferred that the Goal Condition related to conformance moni-

toring is to ensure conformance. However, the TBO ConOps provides relatively

little information about the necessary policies (or goals, or algorithms) for sce-

narios where aircraft do not conform, to what extent they do not conform, and

how non-conformance a↵ects spacing.

In safety-driven design, it is not only important to identify the goal conditions

for the various control agents but also to identify how goals can conflict with

(or improve) safety. TBO emphasizes conformance and so-called “closed” tra-

jectories. “A closed trajectory is one where the pilot, aircraft automation, the
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controller, and ground automation all have the same view of what the aircraft is

doing, from start of taxi through termination of flight operations” [JPDO, 2011,

p.5]. This goal is potentially hazardous if adherence to the trajectory will lead to

a hazard. Thinking in terms hazards and safety-driven design reveals the under-

lying assumption that the TBO system7 will only generate trajectories without

conflicts and can identify conflicts when they do occur.

However, an aircraft may have a good reason for not conforming, for example if

the aircraft senses loss of separation or that conformance will exceed its capabil-

ity and ground automation does not have access to this information. The goal of

assuring conformance should therefore have the caveat that conformance is only

desirable if the 4DT itself does not present a hazard to the aircraft or airspace.

This caveat is intuitive and perhaps obvious, but it is either missing from, or

obscured in, the TBO ConOps.

• Action Condition — how does the controller a↵ect the state of the system? Are

the available actions and actuators adequate or appropriate given the process

dynamics?

The ANSP controls the airspace using negotiated 4-dimensional trajectories as

well as traditional clearances, which arementioned elsewhere in the TBOConOps.

The “action” is a 4DT delivered via data link or a clearance delivered via voice

communication. Are the actuators appropriate for the controlled process?

Another important factor to consider is that 4DT actually implies 6-dimensional

action. Aircraft are inertial systems with three dimensions of motion (when air-

borne), so their state space representations have six degrees of freedom. In tra-

ditional air tra�c management, the six aircraft states are modified using speed

controls, altitude modifications, and heading modification (i.e. vectors). Tra-

ditional clearances represent a relatively direct control input to the six aircraft

degrees of freedom, while a 4DT represents a mapping to that six-DOF space.

That is, 4-dimensional trajectories (may) require an extra step of mathematical

or cognitive manipulation in order to obtain speed, heading, or altitude controls.

The Action Condition is thus satisfied with the delivery or acceptance of a 4DT

7 Based on the TBO ConOps, the responsibility is most likely allocated to automation.
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by the ANSP. The Action Condition is satisfied completely with the assumption

that the ANSP can issue a 4DT for every aircraft in its jurisdiction (and that the

aircraft can actually receive and execute the 4DT). For mixed equipage, the Ac-

tion Condition is not fully satisfied in the TBOConOps because not every aircraft

in the airspace can be issued a 4DT. Likewise, in delegated airspace, the ANSP

does not issue commands to self-separating aircraft under nominal conditions.

In terms of the conformance monitoring, the action condition is satisfied by the

generation of a new, closed 4DT based on the current (non-conforming) aircraft

state or by a traditional clearance that causes the aircraft to return to its original

4DT parameters.

• Model Condition—what states of the process must the controller ascertain? How

are those states related or coupled dynamically? How does the process evolve?

As described in theAction Condition analysis, the most basic states that the ANSP

must understand in order to control the airspace are each aircraft’s position and

velocity. The TBO ConOps chapter on conformance monitoring specifies several

aspects of the conformance model, for example tracked versus intended aircraft

state and additional information necessary to make predictions about intended

state. What is not clear, in part because the concept is ill-defined with respect to

human operators, is how a model—in this case a “mental model”—of a 4DT can

be supported by a human agent.

The ConOps implies a binary output from the conformance monitor, for exam-

ple a Yes/No conformance alert. This approach only supports a primitive model

of conformance. This binary type of model, and the type of sensing that results,

does not align with the action and goal conditions described above. That is, the

control agent is expected to issue a 4DT or clearance, as a function of some pol-

icy or algorithm, but conformance feedback (i.e. Yes/No, see also Observability

Condition below) alone does not provide the information necessary to carry out

an action that spans multiple dimensions.

Clearly TBO automation will have access—and presumably the ability—to assess

current and predicted states, but it is unclear how this approach supports appro-

priate human behavior. The law of requisite variety [Ashby, 1957] suggests that
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a binary action condition is only appropriate for processes of two dimensions.

Furthermore, a binary model condition can only support an action space of two

dimensions.

Based on this analysis, it is unclear whether conformancemonitoring satisfies the

Model Condition. Because the model should support the execution of a goal and

implementation of an action, conformance monitoring should (a) aide in deter-

mining whether spacing goals are being met and (b) assist both the TBO automa-

tion and the air tra�c controller in generating new trajectories or clearances. If

the air tra�c controller is expected to issue clearances to non-conforming (or

even conforming) aircraft, (s)he must be provided information about not only

which aircraft do not conform but also the degree to which they do not con-

form and how it a↵ects separation goals. Perhaps most importantly, and this is

a distinguishing feature of human versus computer control agents, an air tra�c

controller will perform much better if (s)he knows why the aircraft is not con-

forming [e.g. Rasmussen, 1986; Leveson, 2000b; Dekker, 2013].

• Observability Condition — how does the controller ascertain the state of the sys-

tem? Are the sensors adequate or appropriate given the process dynamics?

From the perspective of the control agent, conformance monitoring alone does

not satisfy the Observability Condition. Given the Goal Condition (Merging,

Sequencing, and Spacing) and Action Condition (4D Trajectories, Traditional

clearances), more is required than simply an alert about non-conformance. TBO

automation will (presumably) have access to the process variables that underlie

conformance monitoring, and thus the observability is satisfied by direct access

to current and intended aircraft state information.

Given the fact that ATC will still be able to issue traditional clearances, it may

be assumed that the controllers will have access to information similar to that

used in current and past operations. It is unclear how existing tools will help

air tra�c controllers manage 4D trajectories, however. Thus, conformance mon-

itoring does not satisfy the Observability Condition for human operators or even

higher level decision support tools or automation that do not have direct access

to aircraft state and intent.
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The TBO ConOps emphasizes the importance of achieving the contracted 4D

trajectory, which is the essence of conformance. Conformance monitoring repre-

sents one important feedback mechanism for determining if an aircraft is main-

taining a “set point”.

In control theory, a robust control system is one that can reject a wide range of

disturbances and maintain a set point. Non-conformance—the inability of an

aircraft to achieve or maintain a set point in four dimensions—could be due to

any number of disturbances, and the type of disturbance will e↵ect the control

policy. For example, a medical emergency to one of the passengers (or pilots)

should elicit a di↵erent response than an unexpected change in wind direction.

Again, it is important to know why the aircraft is not conforming, which could

have an impact on both the action and goal condition, as well as the model con-

dition.

While the TBO ConOps does not specify the role of human operators and their in-

terface with TBO automation in great detail, it explicitly states in the description of

conformance monitoring and elsewhere that human operators will be part of airspace

management in the future. In fact, the TBO ConOps states that human operators will

be able to issue traditional clearances. Reasons for providing a vector, for example, are

because of non-conformance, conflicting trajectories, or the inability of TBO automa-

tion to converge on a viable trajectory. The human operator therefore needs more than

just a binary “Yes/No” feedback mechanism to make decisions from a near-infinite set

of alternatives. Currently air tra�c controllers achieve this with radar, progress strips,

and other decision support tools. However, one of the goals for TBO is to increase ef-

ficiency, and reducing current margins may render existing tools and mental models

obsolete.

If the system will allow human operators to give clearances in order to solve prob-

lems with non-conformance, along with other issues, then the system must also sup-

port their ability to e↵ectively issue these clearances. Although conformance monitor-

ing is not the only tool that air tra�c controllers will use for TBO, it is proposed as a

primary source of information. The above analysis of the four control conditions calls

into question whether this is appropriate. The analysis suggests that ground-based

controllers must be made aware of non-conformance, but also the degree to which the

aircraft does not conform along with information about why it is unable to conform.

Thinking in terms of process control and completeness assists in reasoning about hu-
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man roles, interfaces with automation, and possible control structures as the model in

Figure 23 is refined.

This section describes the process and questions used to determine whether and

how the model is complete with respect to the four control conditions. More spe-

cific scenarios and associated requirements will be presented in the next chapter. Ap-

pendix A provides additional details about causal factors and control structures re-

lated to these factors and other aspects of TBO beyond conformance monitoring. The

Appendix also includes the analysis of the airborne control loop.

4.4.2 Analyzing Safety–Related Responsibilities

For every hazard there must exist at least one control agent that has responsibility

for enforcing the related safety constraint. The control-theoretic corollary is as fol-

lows: for every hazardous state variable, there must exist (1) a control policy, (2) an

a↵ordance or available set of actions that can regulate the state, and (3) an observer

of that state. The above analysis focused on completeness of the control loops, and

now the analysis focuses on how the control components enforce (or do not enforce)

safety-related constraints.

The TBO Concept of Operations emphasizes the importance of conformance and

assigns responsibility to both ground and airborne elements in enforcing this con-

straint. But how do these responsibilities actually relate to enforcing safety-related

constraints, i.e. the prevention or mitigation of hazards? How does conformance mon-

itoring support or detract from these responsibilities and hazards? What are the roles

of conformance monitoring in enforcing safety constraints?

The following analysis considers only one of the larger set of system hazards, while

the appendix includes additional hazards.

Hazard—Aircraft violate minimum separation

Generally, loss of separation occurs whenever the protected airspace of any two air-

craft overlap. Traditionally this has been done via a “hockey puck” model, where the

protected airspace is represented by a cylinder with 5NMdiameter and height of 1000’

with the aircraft at its center8. Loss of separation occurs when any two of these virtual

cylinders intersects. The TBO ConOps proposes other models of protected airspace,

which will be discussed shortly.

In safety-driven design, there must be at least one control entity that is responsible

for assuring that this loss of separation hazard does not occur (see equation 34 on
8 This example is typical of en route operations, but separation minima change in terminal operations.
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page 82). The goal of air tra�c controllers, then, in traditional airspace is to generate

clearances such that separation minima are always maintained.

One of the objectives prescribed in the TBO ConOps is to ensure that the aircraft

conform to their assigned 4-dimensional trajectories. In addition to assuring sepa-

ration, in TBO the air tra�c controllers have the additional goal of assuring confor-

mance. TBO thus satisfies the first general rule for Analyzing Safety-Related Respon-

sibilities (equation 34, on page 82). That is, safety responsibility is assigned to at least

one control agent for the minimum separation hazard.

The next aspect of analyzing the safety responsibilities involves identifying po-

tential conflicts (equation 35 on page 82). With respect to conformance monitoring

and loss of separation, the system must ensure that the respective goals do not cause

conflicts. Does the TBO ConOps guarantee that such a condition does not, or cannot

exist?

There is a conflict with safety responsibilities if there exists an action that can si-

multaneously result in the loss of separation hazard and fulfill the conformance con-

dition. Such an action is possible if there are any aircraft (or any other debris or haz-

ardous situation) in the presence of the intended aircraft trajectory or conformance

volume.

Any argument against the previous statement must also make the relatively strong

assertion that there will never be any conflict along the protected trajectory of an air-

craft. An obvious rebuttal to this argument might go as follows. If aircraft ↵ is not

conforming and must “work to close” trajectory, it is equally plausible that aircraft �

is in the same situation. It also plausible that aircraft � is now on the very trajectory

that ↵ is attempting to regain. There are many other scenarios, such as non-TBO air-

craft along the trajectory, inclement weather, aircraft emergencies, and other factors.

The goal of assuring conformance must be tempered by the larger goal of assuring

separation, as well as preventing other hazards.

Appendix A.4 presents a more formal analysis associated with the preceding dis-

cussion, which extends the mathematical foundation developed in Chapter 3.

Clearly there aremany good reasons for conformance, as well as conformancemon-

itoring, and some of these reasons are related to safety. For example, if the ANSP is

planning a crossing trajectory behind the trajectory of another aircraft, it must assure

that this latter aircraft does not lag behind its assigned trajectory. However, safety-

driven development assumes that worst-case scenarios arise, such as attempting to
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close a 4D trajectory while another aircraft is on that trajectory. The key is identify-

ing the scenarios and then reasoning about (a) how to prevent them and (b) how to

mitigate the scenarios if they occur. The following chapter includes a set of example

requirements related to the scenarios described above.

4.4.3 Coordination and Consistency

Conformance monitoring is intended to assure consistency among the various ac-

tors in TBO, including the ANSP, flight crews, and operating centers. Despite its in-

tent, it is actually a source of potential inconsistencies and lack of coordination.

Consider again a conformancemodel, generalized from the development on page 121.

Conformancemonitoring is a mapping from surveillance and other data to a binary (or

discrete set of) signal(s) that indicates whether an aircraft conforms to the desired tra-

jectory. Conformance alerting is a function of current surveillance data in four dimen-

sions and desired aircraft state in four dimensions, some allowed tolerance volume,

and an “Alert Parameter”.

This mathematical formulation of conformancemonitoring and alerting (equations

47–50) helps identify issues with coordination and consistency, in at least three ways.

First, the mapping is a function of an “Alert Parameter”. This parameter is available to

any agent with a conformance monitor, ground or airborne, and is thus independent

and potentially inconsistent. For example, the ground controller sets an alert param-

eter for his or her own monitor, while the flight crew independently does so for their

monitor.

The TBO ConOps does not describe or specify the rationale for including this func-

tion, but it may be assumed that it is to counteract alarm overload or over- and under-

sensitivity. Furthermore, the TBO ConOps does not specify what the alert parameter

entails with respect to human-computer interface design. The ConOps does refer to

existing aircraft functions such as altitude alerts for the airborne monitor, but it is

unclear how either the ground or airborne agents will “set” these parameters.

In addition to independence and potential lack of coordination due to the alert

function, several question arise. These questions also relate to the Model Condition

(page 129) but become increasingly important when considering the coordination of

multiple agents.

• What actually constitutes “non-conformance”?

• Does non-conformance mean that an alert is flagged at any instant the aircraft
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leaves a (continuously updated) elliptical shape?

• Alternatively, does the monitor take an average over a specified time interval and
compare that trajectory to the allowable shape?

• How often is the elliptical shape updated? How do the relevant agents receive
these updates?

• Who derives the conformance model?

• Is a deviation in one direction given greater importance than a deviation in an-
other direction?

Consider a case where the aircraft is flying the correct 3D shape but does so at the

wrong speed. In Figure 24, the aircraft would be flying along the prescribed line but

either fore or aft of the elliptical bubble. Alternatively, the aircraft might fly the cor-

rect speed but incorrect 3D path and would thus be somewhere perpendicular to the

prescribed line. The aircraft’s projection onto the line would lie within the ellipsoid.

While these factors may be important for the overall e�ciency objectives of TBO, they

are not important, in and of themselves, for safety.

To reiterate the concepts presented in Chapter 3, safety is an emergent property

and arises from the interaction among components. Even in Figure 24, non-conformance

by either or both of the aircraft has di↵erent implications for loss of separation, de-

pending on the nature and degree of the non-conformance.Trajectory-Based Operations (TBO) 
Study Team Report 

 

 
Joint Planning and Development Office 

 8

  
 

Figure 2. En Route Uncertainties Defining Conformance Boundaries 
 
On arrival, the shape of uncertainty projects downward, based on the descent profile. RNP controls 
lateral displacement, and time is projected forward to points in space for metering, merging, or 
initiating the approach as needed for separation, sequencing, merging, and spacing. As the aircraft 
moves closer to the airport and landing, the uncertainty of vertical profile decreases and the aircraft is 
now flying in more of a tube-shaped bounded uncertainty, defined laterally by RNP and vertically by 
the altitude restrictions for the arrival.  

Figure 24: JPDO Proposed Conformance Monitoring Model [JPDO, 2011]

A brief, admittedly oversimplified example is given here for illustrative purposes.

Latitude, longitude, and and altitude are measures of length, but their measures are

not of equal importance. One pair of aircraft en route are separated in longitude by
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0.1NM and vertically by 1NM, while another pair of aircraft that are separated in

longitude by 1NM and vertically by 0.1NM. The former pair represents almost zero

risk of collision relative to the latter pair.

This example is intended to illustrate the importance of the models that underlie

the notion of conformance. The TBO ConOps suggests an elliptical shape of protected

airspace, which size, shape and location would be updated at appropriate time inter-

vals to coincide with the intended aircraft operation. Figure 24 illustrates such an

elliptical model. What is unclear is which agent derives and updates the model, or if

di↵erent agents can do this independently. Is the elliptical model prescribed to each

aircraft by the ANSP? If so, how does the ANSP ensure that the flexibility and toler-

ances comply with the goals and capabilities of the aircraft or its operating centers?

Alternatively, do Flight Operating Centers (Airlines) or even the aircraft manufactur-

ers design their own conformance model?

Finally, and perhapsmost importantly, the conformancemonitor is ultimately used

by some control entity to inform its model of the system. As discussed throughout

this chapter, each agent’s model is ostensibly used to generate control actions. Two or

more control agents, each with di↵erent safety-related responsibilities (see Figure 16

on page 99), have a model of the same process but with di↵erent means of updating

that process model. Because the various agents have di↵erent responsibilities, the
di↵erent control agents not only form a potentially inconsistent model of the process

but also have di↵erent means to act on that process.

The next chapter presents scenarios and requirements associated with consistency

and coordination (or lack thereof), along with an option to potentially change the

ConOps or pursue a slightly modified control structure.

Summary

The process described above used systems- and control-theoretic techniques to

build a model of the TBO Concept of Operations, a crucial aspect of tomorrow’s air

tra�c management system. To identify causal factors in the TBO concept, the model

in Figures 21 and 23 were then queried with respect to completeness of the control

components, gaps or conflicts with safety-related responsibility, and coordination and

consistency among multiple control agents. These gaps and causal factors then guide

the identification of requirements and potential alternative control structures, which

is explored in the following chapter.

As will be shown, this approach shows promise in identifying a di↵erent class of
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problems that existing hazard analysis techniques do not. Chapter 6 compares these

results with those found using existing techniques.
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Chapter 5

Using STECA in Early Systems

Engineering

Myth: It’s software—we can fix it later (add safety, security, other “-ilities”)

Fact: “-ilities” must be architected in, and can’t be easily added later.

adapted from [Boehm et al., 2002]

Hazard analyses or safety assessments should not be used to merely state whether

the systems or components are “Safe” or “Unsafe”. The results should drive the de-

sign of the system, particularly during early concept development when decisions to

modify the system or identifying new requirements are most e↵ective and least costly.

The analysis in the previous chapter is not intended to simply point out potential

flaws in the concept. Rather, those results should be used to generate requirements

and constraints that eliminate or mitigate against the potential design flaws, while

also making undocumented assumptions explicit. The results can also be used to

generate and modify the system control structure.

Once the scenarios have been identified, the key to safety-driven design is reason-

ing about (a) how to prevent the scenarios and (b) how to mitigate the scenarios if they

occur.

5.1 Generating Safety Constraints

The following requirements are, to the extent possible, solution neutral. For ex-

ample, requirements related to ANSP control agents do not assume that this function

is performed by a particular entity, only that the function must be performed and

the information given to the control function (which is also solution neutral in these

requirements).

Section 4.4 presented the analysis in three groups: “Completeness of Control Loops”

(page 125), “Analyzing Safety-Related Responsibilities” (page 141), and “Coordina-

tion and Consistency” (page 134). Requirements are presented in the same order and
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are based on the relevant sub-section from the previous chapter, which is depicted in

Figure 25.

GENERAL,
SYSTEMS-THEORETIC
CONOPS ANALYSIS

Identify System Hazards

Identify Control Concepts

Identify Hazardous Scenarios
and Causal Factors
Completeness: see 4.4.1
Analyze Safety Resp: see 4.4.2
Coord & Consist: see 4.4.3

SAFETY-DRIVEN DESIGN

Derive System
Safety Constraints

Derive Refined
Safety Constraints
Description: See 3.4

Refine, Modify
Control Structure

ConOps

Figure 25: Methodology—Refine Safety Constraints

The example scenarios in Tables 22–24 contain links to the relevant analysis as well

as a reference to the related hazard(s). The scenarios are then followed with example

requirements and safety constraints that are based on both the included scenario as

well as the analysis presented in the previous chapter.

Appendix A provides more details about hazardous scenarios and control struc-

tures related to these factors and other aspects of TBO beyond conformance monitor-

ing. The Appendix also includes the analysis of the airborne control loop.

5.1.1 Completeness of Control Loops

The previous chapter describes the process used to determine whether and how

the model is complete with respect to the four control conditions. More specific sce-

narios and associated requirements will now be presented. The example scenario in

Table 22 on page 142 contains a link to the relevant analysis as well as a reference to

the related hazard(s). The scenario is then followed with example requirements and
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safety constraints that are based on both the included scenario as well as the analysis

presented above.

5.1.2 Analyzing Safety-Related Responsibilities

Clearly there aremany good reasons for conformance, as well as conformancemon-

itoring1, and some of these reasons are related to safety. For example, if the ANSP is

planning a crossing trajectory behind the trajectory of another aircraft, it must assure

that this latter aircraft does not lag behind its assigned trajectory. However, safety-

driven development assumes that worst-case scenarios arise, such as attempting to

close a 4D trajectory while another aircraft is on that trajectory. Section 4.4.2 de-

scribes some of the rationale and scenarios, while Section 3.3.2 describes the theory

underlying the "Analysis of Safety-Related Responsibilities".

Conformance monitoring is only part of a larger set of tools and procedures, and

the TBO ConOps recognizes this. Requirements related to the interaction between

conformance monitoring and other aspects of TBO, and air tra�c management in

general, should ensure that separation and basic airmanship take precedence over

conformance.

The preceding analysis (Completeness Criteria for Individual Control Loops on

page 125) suggests some additional sources of feedback that may assist in fulfilling

these requirements. The requirements and mitigations in Table 23 relate to the role

that conformancemonitoring has (or does not have) in fulfilling safety responsibilities.

The emphasis in STECA is explicitly considering hazards and safety-related re-

sponsibilities when developing and analyzing the role of any component. STECA

makes explicit several potentially hazardous assumptions associatedwith conformance

monitoring and its goals. The first hazardous assumption is that it is always desir-

able for pilots to close their trajectories. A second (perhaps more subtle) issue with

the ConOps is that it assumes TBO automation will always generate “safe” trajecto-

ries. Further consideration of other hazards such as on-board emergencies, restricted

airspace, or any other immediate desire to intentionally neglect following a trajectory

reveals the need for other requirements.

1 Conformance monitoring is described in detail in Chapter 4, as well as in the TBO ConOps [JPDO,
2011].
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Table 22: Requirements Related to “Completeness of Individual Control Loops”

Scenario I. The control agent, focusing on achieving or maintaining conformance, issues commands that do not achieve the

overarching goals of merging, sequencing and spacing. "[H-1]

(See page 126—description of Goal, Action, Model, and Observability Condition analysis)

SC-I.1. 4D Trajectories must support merging, sequencing, and spacing objectives. "[SC-1]
Rationale: Self evident based on definition of hazards and top-level safety constraints.

Relevant Causal Factors: This inadequate control agent may occur if the conformance model is unrelated to

the models, procedures, and/or algorithms that must be used to assure separation and achieve merging and

sequencing [Goal Condition, Model Condition].

SC-I.1.a. Trajectories must maintain TBD nmi separation in en route operations

SC-I.1.b. ...<other requirements should be levied here for other types of operations>...

SC-I.1.e. The distance between any two protected conformance zones shall always exceed the required separa-

tion minimum.

Rationale: Aircraft should be allowed to fly at the “edge” of their allowed trajectories, in all directions,

and still maintain separation. Sub-requirements here should ensure that the conformance model is

updated whenever the separation minima are updated.

Relevant Causal Factors: The conformance model is not maintained relative to updated separation re-

quirements or across operations (e.g. on descent when separation minima are typically lower) [Model

Condition].

SC-I.2. Current aircraft state, including current 3D position and velocity, must be made available to ANSP control

agents.
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Rationale: Current state and immediate intent is a significant (the most significant) information needed to

assure separation.

Relevant Causal Factors: Overemphasis on information about conformance may also override the other types

of information needed for merging, sequencing, and spacing (e.g. the location and intent of the aircraft in the

airspace) [Model Condition, Observability Condition].

SC-I.2.a. <Sub-requirements here should ensure that aircraft state information takes precedence over informa-

tion regarding conformance, particularly when there is a conflict> Requirements related to! Scenario

III cover these factors.

SC-I.3. Flight deck must notify ANSP of their intent to deviate from trajectory, including rationale for deviation.

This requirement is primarily for tactical maneuvers, which are required within <TBD minutes (or miles) of

merging operation or loss of separation threat.

Rationale: Reasons for deviation help controllers (particularly human operators) in problem-solving. Because

the ANSP may be negotiating with several aircraft simultaneous, the rationale for the request may help aide

in the decision.

Relevant Causal Factors: The control agent is unaware of the aircraft’s (potentially valid) reasons to avoid the

4DT [Model Condition, Observability Condition].

Scenario II. Separation is lost within trajectory because aircraft is flying di↵erently than expected in intermediate parts of

trajectory. Trajectory definition assures separation at specified 4D waypoints; but waypoints [Goal Condition,

Action Condition]

SC-II.1. ...
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Table 23: Requirements Related to “Analyzing Safety-Related Responsibilities”

Scenario III. ANSP issues command that results in aircraft closing (or maintaining) a 4DT, but that 4DT has a conflict. A

conflict in these responsibilities occur when any 4D trajectory has a conflict (conflict could be with another

aircraft that is conforming or is non-conforming). See also Scenario I. "[H-1]

(See page 141—“Analyzing Safety-Related Responsibilities” for a detailed description of this analysis)

SC-III.1. ANSP should not attempt to close the trajectories (i.e. attempt conformance) if a conflict between trajec-

tories exists and updated trajectories cannot be generated within TBD seconds (or TBD NM of separation)

 Scenario I , "[SC-1]

Rationale: This scenario arises because the ANSP has been assigned the responsibility to assure that aircraft

conform with 4D trajectories as well as to assure loss of separation.

See also: Many of the requirements related to completeness are also relevant here Scenario I

SC-III.1.a. Loss of separation takes precedence over conformance in all TBO procedures, algorithms, and human

interfaces

Relevant Causal Factors: [Goal Condition]

For a human operator these requirements could be levied with respect to how the information is

displayed; for automation the requirement could be levied in the algorithm in terms of the relative

“weight” given to conformance versus generating new clearances.

SC-III.1.a.i. Loss of separation information must be presented to air tra�c controller and/or flight crew

Rationale: feedback and information should support the goal condition [Observability Condi-

tion]
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SC-III.1.a.ii. Loss of separation alert should be displayed more prominently when conformance alert and

loss of separation alert occur simultaneously. This requirement could be implemented in the

form of aural, visual, or other format(s).

Rationale: feedback and information should support the goal condition [Observability Condi-

tion]

SC-III.1.a.iii. Flight crew must inform air tra�c controller of intent to deviate from 4DT and provide ratio-

nale [SC-I.3]

SC-III.1.a.iv. <similar requirements for algorithms; loss of separation should trigger response that takes

precedence over conformance>
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5.1.3 Coordination and Consistency

Section 3.3.3 describes the systems theory underlying Coordination and Consis-

tency, and section 4.4.3 then provides a demonstration of how to apply that theory to

TBO.

The TBO ConOps prescribes multiple conformance monitors, and these monitors

are to be independent. This design decision is consistent with design decisions that of-

ten result from traditional hazard analyses—the TBO ConOps implicitly assumes that

ensuring independence between component behaviors will lead to a safer design. The

next chapter explores some limitations of traditional hazard analyses, but the point

here is that STECA identifies indirect interactions, even when the ConOps assumes

independence2.

Table 24 presents scenarios and associated requirements. The scenarios relate to

potential causal factors that actually arise due to these independence assumptions,

and the requirements are intended to mitigate against these scenarios by ensuring that

the relevant control agents are coordinated. However, modifying the concept might

be a better solution, and thus Table 24 concludes with a suggested modification to the

structure. The next section develops alternative control structures, using a di↵erent
example from the TBO ConOps.

2 The existing TBO Safety Assessment further asserts that this independence will serve as a mitigation
against certain hazards
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Table 24: Requirements Related to “Coordination and Consistency”

Scenario IV. ANSP does not issue a DE-conflicting command because it is unaware that the aircraft is not conforming or
unaware that the flight crew begins taking action to “close” the trajectory. "[H-1]

SC-IV.1. Flight deck must notify ANSP of any changes to velocity (change in heading, airspeed, or altitude)

Rationale: Flight deck typically must request ANSP for a deviation from the filed flight plan, or from the
current trajectory. This type of change to the velocity is actually due to the intent of staying on the trajectory,
but it changes the aircraft’s inertial state (3D velocity); see associated causal factors

Associated Causal Factors: due to the di↵erences in conformance alerting models, the ANSP may be unaware
of the need for change. The ANSP may have a di↵erent “Alert Parameter” setting in general, or may have
adjusted the setting due to other circumstances (e.g. alarm fatigue, managing other conflicts, etc)

Note: This requirement may be levied to either the flight crew or avionics; this design choice would require
further analysis of potentially dysfunctional interactions

SC-IV.1.a. Flight deck must notify ANSP that changes to velocity are due to non-conformance
Rationale: this is not a “nominal” change, e.g. a change in direction that was part of the flight plan.

SC-IV.1.b. ...

Scenario V. Flight crew does not conform to trajectory, pursuant to the ANSP conformance model. This non-conformance
could arise even if the ANSP has instructed the aircraft to do so, and the flight deck has confirmed compliance.

SC-V.1. ANSPmust issue commands that result in the aircraft closing on the ANSP’s own conformancemodel. That is,
the command should directly result in velocity changes that cause the aircraft to enter into desired, protected
volume. This clearance is heretofore called a “Close Conformance”.
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Rationale: ANSP must do more than notify the flight deck that it is not conforming and instruct it to close.
This requirement also assumes that the ANSPmodel of the overall airspace (and thus the conformance model)
takes precedence over the flight deck model

Associated Causal Factors: Flight deck may try to close the trajectory to its own model, or already believe that
it is conforming (and thus believe it is complying with the instruction). See also causal factors in [SC-IV.1]

SC-V.1.a. ANSP must be able to generate aircraft velocity changes that close the trajectory within TBD minutes
(or TBD nmi).
Rationale: TBO ConOps is unclear about how ANSP will help the aircraft work to close trajectory. Re-
fined requirements will deal with providing the ANSP feedback about the extent to which the aircraft
does not conform, the direction and time, which can be used to calculate necessary changes.

SC-V.1.b. ANSP-generated clearances used to close trajectories must not exceed aircraft flight envelope  [SC-
V.1.a], "[SC-2]

SC-V.1.c. ANSP must be provided information to monitor the aircraft progress relative to its “Close Confor-
mance” change request
Rationale: See “Associated Causal Factors” listed in [SC-V.1]
Associated Causal Factors: e.g. ANSP “turns o↵” or changes Alert Parameter once flight deck has con-
firmed that it will comply

Alternative Requirements&Control Structures: Such requirements could be written to eliminate the “Alert Parameter” and
require that the black box models of all conformance monitors—every aircraft and on the ground—are identical. Alternative
control structures could place the conformance monitoring only in the air (or, perhaps less desirably, only in the flight deck).
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5.2 Generating the Control Structure

Recall the definition of a system architecture from Chapter 2. A system architec-

ture is:
an abstract description of the entities of a system and the relationships
between those entities [Crawley et al., 2004],

Alternatively, architectures consist of:
the structure or structures of the system, which comprise...components,
the externally visible properties of those components, and the
relationships among them [Bass et al., 1998].

While there are other definitions of architecture, STECA defines the architecture, or

at least part of the architecture, in terms of the hierarchical control structure. The

control structure developed in the previous chapter provides the structure of the sys-

tem and the relationships between components, like the definition above. These rela-

tionships include not only information exchanges, but also hierarchical and authority

structures. The control structure can serve as part of a broader definition of the sys-

tem architecture. Chapter 3 describes the characteristics of a control structure, and

Figure 26 depicts the inputs and outputs of this aspect of Safety-Driven Design.

All of the preceding model development and analysis focuses on conformance

monitoring. The requirements (examples shown in Tables 22–24) and control mod-

els in Chapter 4 provide the basis for an control-theoretic description of conformance

monitoring. For the purposes of demonstrating how the approach in the previous

chapters can be used to develop a control structure, consider another example from

the TBO ConOps.

In TBO, every approved 4D Trajectory is the result of a negotiation among the

ANSP, the Flight Deck, and Flight Operations Centers. Appendix B documents the

development of the control model of Trajectory Negotiation, which implements the

methods described and demonstrated in previous chapters.

Figure 27 depicts the elements of the control model for Trajectory Negotiation,

where Kx
y represents the action from control agent x to controlled process y, and Lxy

represents the feedback from process y to agent x.

A := Air Navigation Service Provider,

O := Flight Operations Center,

F := Flight Deck, Flight Crew.
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Identify Control Concepts
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and Causal Factors
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SAFETY-DRIVEN DESIGN

Derive System
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Description: See 3.4

ConOps

Figure 26: Methodology—Refine Safety Constraints

The model notionally shows one ANSP, two Flight Operations Centers, and eight

aircraft. However, the model (and thus the airspace) may contain as many service

providers, operations centers, and aircraft as necessary. Table 25 defines several of the

variables in the model, which are omitted from Figure 27 in order to improve visual

clarity.

By focusing on coordination and consistency, it can be seen by inspection of Fig-

ure 27 that aircraft have the potential of receiving control commands from multiple

control agents. These control commands come in the form of approved 4D trajecto-

ries. Because the ANSP negotiates simultaneously3 with flight operation centers and

flight decks, even during flight in some scenarios, there is a potential for lack of co-

ordination or consistency. There could be several solutions in the design of control

algorithms that could mitigate against these inconsistencies, and requirements could

be derived as such.
3 Real-time FOC negotiation with ANSP, i.e. during the aircraft’s flight, is in accordance with the TBO
ConOps.
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Table 25: TBO Negotiation Structure—Information Exchanges

Accept 4DT

Reject 4DT
Generate and deliver new
constraints

KA
O

Accept 4DT

Reject 4DT
Generate and deliver new
constraints

KA
F

Deliver 4DTKO
F

Request 4DTLAO

Request 4DTLAF

Aircraft Type

Est. Takeo↵ Weight

Range

Est. & Actual Fuel cost

Crew availability, allocation
...

LOF

For example, Figure 28 represents a slightly modified structure that mitigates one

of the potential issues with respect to coordination and consistency. A requirement

on the control algorithm might read as follows: if the ANSP begins negotiation with

Aircraft X, then the ANSP must discontinue (and cannot begin) negotiations with the

Flight Operations Center responsible for Aircraft X.

However, this problem is perhaps more easily solved with general, control struc-

ture modifications. One could implement a high-level requirement that the FOC stops

negotiating with the ANSP for all active flights (e.g. within TBD minutes of depar-

ture). Such a requirement changes the control structure, from Figure 27 to Figure

29 on page 154, where the operations center no longer has control authority over ac-

tive flights and only exchanges relevant aircraft state information. IOF in Figure 154

represents bi-directional information exchanges between operation centers and flight

decks, where no control authority exists.
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Figure 27: Nominal TBO Control Model—Trajectory Negotiation
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Figure 28: Modified TBO Control Model—Trajectory Negotiation
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Figure 29: Alternative Control Structure—Trajectory Negotiation
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Summary

The process described above uses systems- and control-theoretic techniques to

build a model of the TBO Concept of Operations, a crucial aspect of tomorrow’s air

tra�c management system. To identify hazardous scenarios in the TBO concept, the

model in Figures 21 and 23 is then queried with respect to completeness of the control

components, gaps or conflicts with safety-related responsibility, and coordination and

consistency among multiple control agents. These gaps and causal factors then guide

in the identification of requirements and potential alternative control structures.

As will be shown, this approach shows promise in identifying a di↵erent class of
problems that existing hazard analysis techniques do not. The next chapter compares

these results with those found using existing techniques.
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Chapter 6

Assessment of Results

The assessment of STECA involves comparing traditional hazard analysis techniques

with the STECA approach demonstrated in the previous chapters. A working group of

subject-matter experts applied existing techniques to develop an early safety assess-

ment of TBO, and this assessment provides the basis for comparison.

Though the TBO preliminary hazard analysis provides the basis for assessing this

new approach, the following analysis is not intended to be a critique of the TBO PHA

working group. Instead, the following analysis asserts that the TBO PHA is represen-

tative of general characteristics of a traditional PHA approach and techniques used

therein. See section 2.2 (on page 27 in the Literature Review) for a description of these

general characteristics.

Recall what is necessary for stakeholders to develop a concept. Two significant ar-

tifacts of systems engineering, particularly in the early phases, are requirements and

the definition of a system architecture. In terms of safety, requirements and architec-

tures should eliminate or mitigate against as complete a set of hazardous scenarios as

possible.

Therefore, a successful safety-driven design approach should (1) identify as many

valid hazardous scenarios as possible, (2) assist in the identification of requirements

and safety-related constraints, and (3) help stakeholders develop a system architecture

that eliminates or mitigates hazards. In STECA, the control structure serves as part of

the general system architecture definition.

6.1 Existing TBO Analysis—CapSA

The Capability Safety Assessment (CapSA) Team membership included individu-

als with backgrounds in aviation safety, commercial aviation, air tra�c control, gov-

ernment regulations, planning andmodeling, and aircraft manufacturing [JPDO, 2012].

Figure 30 shows the approach used by the CapSA team. The following description fo-

cuses on the two highlighted boxes in Figure 30 that most closely parallel the approach

proposed in this thesis.
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While there are other important steps in the CapSA approach, these steps are only

e↵ective if the hazard analysis yields comprehensive results that accurately reflect

the types of accident causality found in modern systems. That is, grouping, rating,

and sorting hazards and the resulting recommendations (the latter steps in Figure 30)

are only as good as the hazardous scenarios themselves. The following analysis thus

focuses on comparing the results of STECAwith the hazard identification found in the

CapSA report.

Form TBO
CapSA Team

Reviewed
TBO Study
Team Report

Hazards and
Mitigations
Identified
by Hazard
ID Subteam

Level
Setting:
Process
Hazard
Review
Timeline

Group
Similar
Hazards
in Matrix

Rate Hazards
(High,

Medium,
Low)

Sort Hazards
by Rating

Overarching
Issues

and R&D
Requirements
Identified and
Described

Figure 30: JPDO Safety Assessment Approach [adapted from JPDO, 2012]

The CapSA team and the example analysis presented in this thesis used the same

primary resource document, the TBO Study Team Report1 [JPDO, 2011]. “The phys-

ical, functional, and procedural elements of TBO were extracted and listed from the

perspectives of a pilot in an aircraft and an air tra�c controller in a ground-based Air

Tra�c Management (ATM) system” [JPDO, 2012, p.16]. This list formed the basis of

the CapSA team’s understanding of the TBO ConOps. Where there is insu�cient in-

formation or detail in the TBO ConOps, the CapSA team achieved consensus on their

assumptions and then did a bottom-up failure analysis of each element; each failure

is considered a “Base Hazard”.

The CapSA team also conducted a top-down analysis, resulting in what is inter-

changeably called upside down hazard trees or fault trees. The fault trees begin with

six “bad outcomes”, which are typically called Hazards (and sometimes Undesired or

Top Events) in the safety literature [Vesely et al., 1981; Ericson, 2005]. These six events
1 The CapSA team used Version 1.9.2 of the TBO Study Team Report as a primary resource document.
This thesis used the “Final Report”; there was a 2.0 version—”coordination with members”—before
the final release. The documents have minor, cosmetic di↵erences.
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include Loss of Separation, Loss of Control—In Flight, Controlled Flight into Terrain,

Runway Collision, Ground Collision, and Wake Turbulence Encounter.

The final step of hazard identification compared the bottom-up failure analysis

with the top-down fault tree analysis; duplicates were eliminated and a combined list

becomes the final result.

6.2 Comparison of Existing CapSA to STECA

Recall from earlier in this chapter the three criteria for e↵ective safety-driven de-

sign2: identify a complete set of scenarios and causal factors, derive requirements, and

develop a system control structure.

The following analysis is intended to be a one-to-one comparison, to the extent

possible. Tables 26, 27, and 28 contain representative artifacts of both the CapSA

results and the results from this thesis.

The first column of each table represents the CapSA results and contains a Hazard

Description, Causes (causal factors related to the Hazard Description), and Assumed

Mitigations (what the JPDO working group identified to mitigate against the Haz-

ard Description). The second column of each table shows the results using STECA

and contain a Scenario (scenarios that lead to a hazard or undesired behavior), Causal

Factors (causal factors related to the Scenario), and Requirements (constraints or re-

quirements intended to eliminate or mitigate against the scenario).

Software Behavior

Table 26, column one, presents the risk assessment related to one of the software

errors. There are at least two shortcomings in this risk assessment. First, the analysis

identifies “design error” as well as “insu�cient software testing” as potential causes of

a software-related hazard, and the associated fault tree (Figure 31) gives no informa-

tion about why certain types of design errors might be present. The biggest problem

in developing e↵ective software is related to specifying proper requirements. Second,

the associated mitigation emphasizes testing. While testing is clearly a worthwhile

and necessary activity, it is unclear how testing will reveal a design error—testing

is intended to demonstrate that software has implements its specified requirements.

Testing also occurs very late in the development cycle when changes can be expensive

and ine↵ective.
2 Guiding the design so that the system is safe and e↵ective is presumably what PHA e↵orts attempt to
achieve.
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Figure 31: Software in Fault Tree Analysis [JPDO, 2012]

The analysis should help identify potential requirements flaws and guide the de-

sign. Because the CapSA analysis focuses on software “failures”, it gives no detailed

account of flawed requirements, incorrect input parameters, inappropriate behavior,

or incorrect algorithm. Software “errors” are only hazardous in the larger context of

the system, and the hazard analysis must be able to capture the software’s interaction

with other components.

The analysis in Chapter 4 identifies how hazardous scenarios arise with respect

to conformance monitoring, and these factors can then be used to derive high level

requirements as well as guide the design of the software and the interface with its

users. The second column of Table 26 presents one scenario, associated causal factors,

and a set of requirements that will drive the software design. Additional requirements

are included in the previous chapter.

As an example, one potential flaw in the design of a conformance monitor is that

the conformance model is not updated when the aircraft operation changes or addi-

tional aircraft join the airspace. This flaw is an example of an incorrect Model Condi-
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tion. To mitigate against this flaw, conformancemonitoring software must be provided

with updated information about separationminima (further requirements would stip-

ulate how and when the separation minima are updated).

Another potential design error identified using the safety-driven approach in this

thesis involves the hazardous interaction among multiple computer systems, which

will be explored later in this chapter (in the sub-section on Component Interaction).

Human Operator Behavior

Human error analysis in the CapSA report contains causal factors typically in-

cluded in fault tree analysis and FMEA. The first column of Table 27 includes one

hazard related to the ground control agent (the analysis also includes pilots), and

the associated cause is “Human error”. There are at least two problems with this

cause. While many accidents have been attributed to human error, many behaviors

that might be considered an “error” do not result in an accident and can actually be

used by the operator to learn and improve his or her behavior [Dekker, 2005]. More

importantly, like the factors associated with software error, the analysis omits any

explanation about why an error occurs and how it might actually lead to a hazard.

Because of this lack of definition, the assumed mitigations are equally vague.

The second column of Table 27 identifies hazardous human behavior3 that may

arise due to conflicting goals, missing information, or confusion in the way that infor-

mation is presented. STECA also leads to specific requirements that can be used to

develop the human-computer interface (see the last row of the table). For example,

the air tra�c controller’s responsibility of separating aircraft should take precedence

over other goals, which include assuring that aircraft remain on 4D trajectories. One

way to enforce this constraint is to ensure that the information presented to controllers

enforces their safety-related responsibilities.

While the failure-based approach seeks to overcome human error via automation—

Assumed Mitigations in row three, column one of Table 27 assert that conformance

monitoring provides a check against the ANSP mistake—STECA takes a di↵erent
view. For example, STECA seeks to enforce safe human behavior by implementing

constraints on the information displayed (ensuring that loss of separation information

takes precedence over conformance information) as well as assisting the air tra�c con-

troller’s understanding of the airspace by requiring additional information that may

3 This sentence intentionally uses the term “hazardous human behavior” instead of “human error”
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Table 26: Comparison of Software-related Results

Traditional PHA Example[JPDO, 2012] STECA (this thesis)
Hazard Description: The software contains an algorithmic or

programming error in its implementation. Software that

negotiates with ground automation system on 4DT,

conformance monitoring, checks for performance capability

and navigates to execute the agreed trajectory.

Scenario: The conformance monitoring model, i.e. the

protected airspace volume, is insu�cient or inadequate to

maintain spacing

Causes: Design error, coding error, insu�cient software

testing, software operating system problem; Poor I V&V

Causal Factors: This scenario might occur when the 4DT

itself has a conflict;

The conformance model is not updated to coincide with

changing operations (e.g. en route vs. approach); [Model

Condition, Observability Condition]

The model does not ensure separation because additional

tra�c has joined the flow and constrained the airspace;

[Model Condition, Observability Condition]

Di↵erent aircraft have di↵erent conformance monitors (see

“Component Interactions” section below)

(continued on next page)
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Table 26: Comparison of Software-related Results

Traditional PHA Example[JPDO, 2012] STECA (this thesis)
Assumed Mitigations: Comprehensive system testing before

certification and operational approval. Other ASAS aircraft,

if involved, and TCAS. Ground Based Automation would

back up in some cases. See and avoid.

Requirements: 4D Trajectories must remain conflict-free, to

the extent possible

Air tra�c controllers, flight crews, and/or operations centers

must be notified within TBD seconds of an overlap between

any two 4D trajectories

Conformance volume must be updated within TBD seconds

of change in separation minima

Conformance monitoring software must be provided with

separation minima information

...
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Table 27: Comparison of Human Operator-related Results

Traditional PHA Example [JPDO, 2012] STECA (this thesis)
Hazard Description: ANSP makes mistake during manual

data load into GBA when negotiating a strategic change to

the 4DT

Scenario: ANSP issues command that results in aircraft

closing (or maintaining) a 4DT, but that 4DT has a conflict.

Causes: Human error Causal Factors: This scenario arises because the ANSP has

been assigned the responsibility to assure that aircraft

conform to 4D trajectories as well as to assure loss of

separation. A conflict in these responsibilities occurs when

any 4D trajectory has a loss of separation (LOS could be with

another aircraft that is conforming or is non-conforming).

[Goal Condition]

Additional hazards occur when the 4DT encounters

inclement weather, exceeds aircraft flight envelope, or

aircraft has emergency

Assumed Mitigations: Pilot will have to accept the change;

Conformance monitoring; GBA tactical separation; TCAS;

Quality of Data check

Requirements: Loss of separation takes precedence over

conformance in all TBO procedures, algorithms, and human

interfaces [Goal Condition]

(continued on next page)
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Table 27: Comparison of Human Operator-related Results

Traditional PHA Example [JPDO, 2012] STECA (this thesis)

Loss of separation information must be presented to air

tra�c controller and/or flight crew [Observability

Condition]

Loss of separation alert should be displayed more

prominently when conformance alert and loss of separation

alert occur simultaneously. [Observability Condition] This

requirement could be implemented in the form of aural,

visual, or other format(s).

Flight crew must inform air tra�c controller of intent to

deviate from 4DT and provide rationale [Model Condition]
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not be contained in a data-link (flight crews provide intent information when deviat-

ing from, or requesting a change in, the 4DT).

Component Interactions

Before directly comparing the analytical results , it may be helpful to begin by

comparing how interactions are treated in the models4 themselves. In Figure 32a, in-

teractions are considered explicitly in the control model, and the analysis proceeds

by interrogating those interactions in addition to individual component behavior. In

Figure 32b, causal scenarios are comprised of “branches” of the fault tree, and for

the most part these branches are independent from one another. By using the control

model, the analysis in Chapter 4 showed that di↵erent users of conformance monitor-

ing may have conflicting goals with respect to conformance and di↵erent models for

how the automation behaves. The fault tree analyses in CapSA assume that errors in

the air and on the ground occur independently, and the only reason for a breakdown

in their interactions is due to communication link failure.

The Loss of Separation fault tree treats interactions in the following ways. There is

a “connection” between automation and human error in which an error in the automa-

tion causes human error (e.g. the connection between Input Error and Error Induced

by GBA in Figure 33). Though there are other similar connections between events in

the CapSA fault trees, most of the causal factors are assumed to be independent.

Additionally, the FTA analysis assumes that the human error will only result from

an error in the automation or because of mode confusion. While these are certainly

valid concerns, they are not very instructive in terms of the design. At the risk of be-

laboring the point, there is no information about why the interaction between humans

and automation may be confusing, and there are many other human factors issues

beyond “mode confusion” [e.g. Rasmussen, 1986; Reason, 2000].

The other CapSA hazards related to component interaction involve communica-

tion, but the example in column one of Table 28 again emphasizes component failures

(other hazards related to communication include data corruption or interference). The

analysis notably omits cases when all components behave nominally but their interac-

tions still result in hazardous behavior.

Table 28 compares specific results side-by-side. STECA finds subtle interactions

4 Due to space and visualization constraints, Figure 32 includes simplified depictions of both the con-
trol structure (a) and fault tree (b). See Figure 24 (page 135) and Figure 33 (page 171) for representa-
tive depictions of hierarchical control structures and fault trees, respectively.
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Figure 32: Comparison of Interactions in Analytical Models (see footnote 4)

that go far beyond failures in direct communication. While the independence as-

sumptions in the TBO ConOps are used in the CapSA report as a possible mitigation,

STECA shows how this very independence can actually become a source of hazardous

behavior. Scenarios in column two of Table 28 illustrate the potential to lead to dys-

functional or hazardous component interactions, and the associated factors seek to

explain how and why such a scenario might arise.

In addition to the requirements generated from this scenario, the previous chapter

described how these results can be used to change the control structure (and thus the

architecture and design of the system).

Summary

The preceding analysis represents a general comparison of STECA to the approach

typically used to perform a preliminary hazard analysis. STECA provides a more

complete analysis because it explicitly considers component interactions and uses a

more sophisticated model of human and software behavior.
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Table 28: Comparison of Component Interaction-related Results

Traditional PHA Example [JPDO, 2012] STECA (this thesis)
Hazard Description: The aircraft communications link used

to send ADS-B messages fails

Scenario: Flight crew does not conform to trajectory,

pursuant to the ANSP conformance model. This

non-conformance could arise even if the ANSP has

instructed the aircraft to do so, and the flight deck has

confirmed compliance.

Causes: Equipment failure Causal Factors: Flight deck may try to close the trajectory to

its own model, or already believe that it is conforming (and

thus believe it is complying with the instruction). [Model

Condition]

Ground and flight deck have independent Alert Parameters

ANSP “turns o↵” or changes Alert Parameter once flight

deck has confirmed that it will comply

Assumed Mitigations: Redundant equipment; Primary radar;

Operational procedures for ADS-B failure

Requirements: ANSP must issue commands that result in the

aircraft closing on the ANSP’s own conformance model. That

is, the command should directly result in velocity changes

that cause the aircraft to enter into ANSP desired, protected

volume.

(continued on next page)
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Table 28: Comparison of Component Interaction-related Results

Traditional PHA Example [JPDO, 2012] STECA (this thesis)

ANSP must be able to generate aircraft velocity changes that

close the trajectory within TBD minutes (or TBD nmi).

Rationale: TBO ConOps is unclear about how ANSP will help

the aircraft work to close trajectory. Refined requirements

will deal with providing the ANSP feedback about the extent

to which the aircraft does not conform, the direction and

time, which can be used to calculate necessary changes.

ANSP must be provided information to monitor the aircraft

progress relative to its “Close Conformance” change of

clearance
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This thesis has demonstrated how STECA can be used to identify missing and con-

flicting information in the Concept of Operations and then to use this information to

derive requirements and generate a hierarchical control structure. Deriving this engi-

neering information during conceptual design is vital to the successful implementa-

tion of tomorrow’s complex systems.
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Chapter 7

Conclusions

This thesis has presented a new approach, called systems-theoretic early concept anal-

ysis (STECA), for performing hazard analysis on a concept of operations and a safety-

driven approach to concept development. STECA is based on systems- and control

theory and its usefulness and practicality is demonstrated on an important aerospace

application, called Trajectory-Based Operations.

Before describing STECA, Chapter 3 begins by describing general systems theory,

upon which the rest of the thesis is built. Chapter 3 then presents a practitioner-

oriented set of steps and heuristics for developing and analyzing models along with

a rigorous theoretical development for academics and systems theorists seeking to

advance the state of the art.

STECA is based on two basic steps. The first step involves recursively applying

control-theoretic concepts using guide words, heuristics, and feedback control criteria

to parse an existing ConOps document, resulting in the development of a hierarchi-

cal control model of the concept. The second step—analysis—consists of examining

the resulting model with the explicit goals of identifying hazardous scenarios, infor-

mation gaps, inconsistencies, and potential trade o↵s and alternatives. That is, the

analysis identifies incompleteness or gaps in the control structure, assures that all

safety-related responsibilities are accounted for, and identifies sources of uncoordi-

nated or inconsistent control.

The model development process itself provides a traceable database that can easily

be queried and referenced back to the original concept documentation.

Chapter 4 demonstrates the principles developed in Chapter 3 on a real example

concept being developed under the FAA’s NextGen program. The model development

and analysis yields important results, including several undocumented assumptions

and scenarios associated with software behavior, potentially hazardous assumptions

about human operator responsibilities, and potentially unsafe interactions among the

various entities involved in TBO.

While Chapter 4 shows how the modeling e↵ort and interrogation techniques can
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identify hazardous scenarios, Chapter 5 uses those results to document specific haz-

ardous scenarios. These scenarios then drive the identification of safety-related re-

quirements as well as the generation of control structure alternatives.

Comparing the TBO results from Chapters 4 and 5 (and Appendix A) to exist-

ing analyses, performed by professional working groups using traditional techniques,

Chapter 6 makes an assessment of STECA.

7.1 Contributions

The primary research contributions are in integrating safety earlier in systems en-

gineering activities (Figure 34) via rigorous, systematic methods.
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Figure 34: Research Contributions [adapted from Young, 2014]

The approach also fulfills many goals of model-based systems engineering. That

is, (1) the approach contains an unambiguous language based on control theory, (2)

behavior is expressed in relationships that represent the “structure” of the system in

terms of a hierarchical control model, and (3) the representation can be expressed

from di↵erent views according to the system hierarchy. While the approach fulfills

general goals of MBSE, the safety-driven nature of the framework achieves specific

objectives related to ensuring that safety is considered while the most important de-

sign and architecture decisions are made.

Specifically, STECA:

• Applies more rigor to the concept development process. The process described

in Chapter 3 is repeatable and can be applied by individuals to understand a

concept in systems-theoretic terms. Alternatively, the process can be used by
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teams and working groups to build consensus on how the system should (and

should not) behave, to allocate responsibilities to various actors, and to define

the interactions between those actors;

• Identifies a class of hazardous scenarios that existing techniques cannot find dur-

ing concept development. Most accidents and incidents in modern, computer-

intensive systems arise due to factors that extend beyond component reliability.

Accidents arise due to unsafe interactions among components, which include

software and human operator behavior, and STECA is more powerful than exist-

ing techniques in identifying these types of interactions;

• Makes explicit the assumptions that are often undocumented or implicit dur-

ing early concept generation. Because ConOps documents are typically devel-

oped by subject matter experts, many details that are obvious to a particular

expert may seem obvious and thus go undocumented. The model development

approach in this thesis forces many of these assumptions to be made explicit,

and often the various subject matter experts who generate the ConOps actu-

ally make competing or inconsistent assumptions about various aspects of the

system. Chapter 4 demonstrates how some of these inconsistencies can be iden-

tified.

7.2 Future Work

There are many potential paths of future research that build upon this work. While

this thesis demonstrated how the results of the analyses can be used to generate al-

ternative control structures, future work should demonstrate how these alternatives

can be compared. Stakeholders identify potential tradeo↵s or synergies, and tradeo↵s
could be made with respect to safety and/or extended to other system properties.

STECAwas used in this thesis to generate and analyze a model of a ConOps. An in-

teresting area of research relates to doing the inverse, or starting from model and gen-

erating a ConOps. The fact remains that many di↵erent stakeholders use a ConOps,

not only engineers, and many of these stakeholders may not be comfortable with or

fluent in the terminology and theory presented in the thesis. While the research pre-

sented here ultimately results in identifying scenarios and causal factors, those very

scenarios can be used to refine the concept and, perhaps automatically, map into a

more traditional format for Concept of Operations.

Tools should be generated to assist in the STECA process. Existing model-based
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systems engineering frameworks could be adapted or integrated into the systems- and

control-theoretic processes described in Chapters 3, 4, and 5.

Although this research focuses on the early phases of systems engineering (far left

side of Figure 34), the framework has potential to applied to the very last phases

of systems engineering (far right side of Figure 34). That is, when systems become

operational, it is unfortunately necessary in some cases to perform accident and inci-

dent investigations. Accident reports typically share similar characteristics to Concept

of Operations documents—they contain informal natural language text, use informal

graphical depictions of events, and are often developed by committees comprised of

potentially disparate views of the system. There exists an accident analysis process,

called CAST (Casual Analysis using STAMP), based on the same systems- and con-

trol theory that has been successfully applied to accidents in a variety of domains [e.g.

Dong, 2012; Hickey, 2012; Spencer, 2012; Hosse et al., 2013]. However, there is not yet

a rigorous way to generate the necessary models from all the di↵erent sources of data
associated with any major accident, and the methods presented in Chapter 3 represent

a potential way to accomplish this goal.
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Acronyms

4DT 4-dimensional trajectory (3-dimensional positions and time-of-arrival at

those positions)

ADS-B Automatic Dependent Surveillance—Broadcast

ANSP Air Navigation Service Provider

ATC Air Tra�c Control

ATM Air Tra�c Management

ConOps Concept of Operations

DIM Di↵erential Importance Measure

ETA Event Tree Analysis

FAA Federal Aviation Administration (United States)

FMEA Failure Modes and E↵ects Analysis
FTA Fault Tree Analysis

GNSS Global Navigation Satellite System

MAUT Multi-Attribute Utility Theory

NAS National Air Space

PHA Preliminary Hazard Analysis

PHL Preliminary Hazard List

RAW Risk Achievement Worth

RNP Required Navigation Performance

RTP Required Time Performance

RRW Risk Reduction Worth

STAMP Systems-Theoretic Accident Model and Process

STECA Systems-Theoretic Early Concept Analysis, based on STAMP accident model

STPA Systems-Theoretic Process Analysis (hazard analysis method based on

STAMP accident model)
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TBO Trajectory-based Operations
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Appendix A: Case Study — TBO Conformance
Monitoring

This appendix continues the analysis from Chapter 4. That chapter focused on the
ground-based component, while the following analysis focuses on the airborne com-
ponent. Following the airborne conformance monitoring analysis, this appendix con-
cludes with a formal presentation of “Analyzing Safety-Related Responsibilities” and
“Coordination and Consistency” that was started in Chapter 4.

A.1 Airborne Conformance Monitoring Model

The process model for the ground-based control agent (i.e. the ANSP) is simply,

PMG := {Confo, ẋo} (52)

where Confo represents whether the aircraft, o for “ownship”, is conforming with its
prescribed trajectory, and ẋo represents some prediction of the future states of the
ownship aircraft. As with the analysis of ground-based systems, the flight deck-based
control actions are unspecified in the TBO ConOps’ chapter regarding conformance
monitoring. It is also assumed here that the airborne control algorithm is a function
of conformance and that the piloting function will generate an action that enforces
conformance.

The conformance model proceeds in a similar fashion as above (equations 47–50).
The airborne conformance monitor is a mapping

BLA := VmA! IAc. (53)

IAc, is the signal going to the piloting function (i.e. the airborne control agent) regard-
ing conformance, and the functional behavior of the sensor is

VmA = LA ⇥Dc,o (54)

where LA is a model of the airspace state and Dc,o is the decision criteria regarding
conformance of the ownship aircraft o. The “airborne”, (or piloting function) confor-
mance model is defined as the set of dynamic variables,

LA :=
�

zint,o, zact,o,⇢,T ,Pr ,W ,Ecm,FD
 

(55)
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where

zint,o := {G,C,t}int,o
zact,o := {G,C,t}act,o

⇢ := Tra�c density

⌧ := Operation type

Pr := {RNP,RTP}
W := Wake turbulence model

Ecm := Elliptical conformance model

FD :=
�

F, zint,o
 

with similar definitions as equation (49) but with the ownship subscript o. Criteria for
determining whether the ownship aircraft conforms with its assigned trajectory are,

Dc,o =
n

zact,0
�

�

�zact,o < z̄o
�

zint,o,Ecm,aA
�

o

(56)

where z̄o is an allowed volume for ownship aircraft o, as a function of the intended
aircraft state in time, the elliptical conformance model at a given time (Ecm), and an
alert parameter set by the airborne operator. Like equation 50, evaluation of equation
(56) to True indicates that the ownship aircraft o does not conform to its assigned
trajectory.

The control algorithm of the airborne control agent (flight crew) consists of—at a
minimum—use of some decision on conformance alerting. That is,

CAA ◆ Confo (57)

where Confo is obtained, according to equation 9 on page 65, via signal processing of
the input signal IAc.

A.2 System-Level Conformance Monitoring Model

The following model (Figure 35) represents all of the development in the previous
section, as well as the main body (section 4.3). This model is a continuation of the
conformance monitoring model developed in the main body but includes relevant
details from the rest of the TBO ConOps. Relevant details to Conformance Monitoring
include the types of actions necessary to close or maintain a trajectory
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Figure 35: General Conformance Monitoring SystemModel

A.3 Airborne Conformance Monitoring Analysis

This section is a continuation of the model development and analysis in Sections
4.3 and 4.4 of the main body.
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Flight Deck (Airborne) Control Loops
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Figure 36: Flight Deck (Airborne) Control Loops

• Goal Condition — what are the goal conditions, and how can they violate safety
constraints and safety responsibilities?

Similar to the ANSP analysis above ( on page 126), the Flight Crew is also respon-
sible for merging, sequencing, and spacing, as well as assuring conformance.
Most of the discussion in the ANSP is applicable here, because the Flight Crew
and ANSP must work together to achieve flow and spacing goals and to imple-
ment achievable trajectories.

In terms of conformance monitoring and the goal of assuring conformance, the
TBO ConOps states that the “pilot must also work to close the trajectory” if the
aircraft does not conform [JPDO, 2011, p.14]. The goal of conforming—closing
a trajectory—should never take precedence over crew or passenger safety. Of
course there are scenarios where conformance will be necessary for ensuring
safety, but any assumption that conformance will always ensure safety is tenu-
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ous. For example, if there is severe turbulence and the TBO automation cannot
update the trajectory, then it should certainly not be a goal of the pilots to close
the trajectory. The high level requirements should thus state that a pilot should
not work to achieve1 the desired trajectory if it causes loss of separation, con-
trolled flight into terrain, flight into restricted areas, loss of aircraft control, or
any of the system-level hazards.

• Action Condition — how does the controller a↵ect the state of the system? Are
the actuators adequate or appropriate given the process dynamics?

The flight crew a↵ects the state of the system by loading trajectory parameters
into the Flight Management System (FMS). Elsewhere, i.e. outside of the chapter
on conformancemonitoring, the TBOConOps acknowledges that a 4DT could be
flown manually, with limited performance. The technical specification of a 4DT
is is relatively ill-defined, and thus it is unclear how this action occurs other than
to “load” the information into the FMS [e.g. JPDO, 2011, pp.11,42,58]. Other
concepts provide higher fidelity information about FMS and the parameters of
a 4DT [e.g. Ballin et al., 2008; Jackson et al., 2009], although issues still remain
with respect to completeness of this control loop.

The ConOps prescribes the use of the FMS to “close” the trajectory. In terms of
the Action Condition, there are several issues with this approach. Not least is
the fact that the FMS is the primary resource used to maintain the 4D trajectory;
it follows that one cause of non-conformance is due to performance of the FMS
itself. In such a scenario, the very thing that is causing the goal to be missed is
then required to correct it. Furthermore, the crew will be required to input new
parameters to enter into the FMS in order to close the trajectory. It is unclear
how the flight crew will calculate these parameters. Again, the ConOps relies on
TBO automation for many of these calculations, but it is (possibly) this very au-
tomation that caused non-conformance to begin with. Finally, it is expected that
flight crews will sometimes be required to fly manually, but the TBO ConOps
itself acknowledges that flight crews cannot be expected to fly with su�cient ac-
curacy in order to achieve some of the 4DT performance parameters.

For the merging, sequencing, and spacing Goal Condition (and given current
regulatory standards), the action condition is only marginally satisfied. Cur-
rently, an aircraft can only control its own trajectory via FMS or manual inputs

1 This discussion involves achieving or closing a trajectory, however similar requirements would be
developed about maintaining or following a trajectory.
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and does not have the authority to issue instructions to other aircraft. Merg-
ing, sequencing, and spacing depend on the actions of every aircraft entering
the airspace or tra�c flow. In the current system, spacing is ensured in part by
collision avoidance systems, but these systems are part of a larger policy that
implements actions on all aircraft involved in a conflict. Likewise, merging and
sequencing must be part of a larger policy that coordinates actions among mul-
tiple aircraft. Such a policy is not necessarily in conflict with the TBO concept,
but it is not explicitly defined. The TBO ConOps mentions “tools” that will help
pilots monitor other aircraft (see below, Observability Condition), but it does not
define action conditions that should result from the use of these tools.

• Model Condition—what states of the process must the controller ascertain? How
are those states related or coupled dynamically? How does the process evolve?

With respect to conformance, the Flight Crew analysis has similar results to the
ANSP analysis. In particular, the Flight Crew will have similar human factors
issues to the ANSP if they simply maintain a binary model of conformance. See
page 129 for analysis of the ANSP Model Condition.

For merging, sequencing, and spacing, the crew (and associated automation)
must maintain not only a model of ownship state but also all the other aircraft
entering its vicinity. This model should contain information about the current
state of all the aircraft along with their intent. Because a flight crew and on-
board automation do not have authority to issue instructions to other aircraft,
the model must also be updated to include any changes in pilot intent, new
clearances from ANSP, and non-conformance of other aircraft in the space. It
is these latter factors that are relatively undefined in the ConOps, and thus the
Model Condition for the airborne control loop is not completely satisfied.

Given that the Flight Crew will still have ultimate responsibility over the air-
craft2, there are further human factors issues with assigning Merging, Sequenc-
ing, and Spacing responsibility. Problems with the Action Condition have al-
ready been described, but it is also unclear how Flight Crews will maintain a
model of both the aircraft itself (and all its complexity) along with the state and
intent of all the other aircraft. The Observability Condition analysis below de-
scribes one proposed approach to this problem.

2 The TBO ConOps advocates for continuing current regulation with respect to crew responsibility:
“the flight crew’s authority over the aircraft’s trajectory (FAR 91.3) do not change with trajectory
negotiations” [JPDO, 2011].
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• Observability Condition — how does the controller ascertain the state of the sys-
tem? Are the sensors adequate or appropriate given the process dynamics?

The observability analysis for the Flight Crew is similar to that of the ANSP on
page 130. From the perspective of the flight crew and its goal of maintaining
closed trajectories, conformance monitoring alone does not satisfy the Observ-
ability Condition. Like the ANSP, the flight crew must have information about
the degree to which the aircraft is not conforming, which requires more than an
alerting function. Many of the early proposals to implement concepts related
to TBO involve time-based metering. In time-based metering, conformance is
relative to a scheduled time of arrival, and feedback simply involves comparing
the estimated time of arrival to scheduled time of arrival and then adjusting the
speed accordingly. As 4DT operations involve more dimensions, including in-
creasingly tight lateral and vertical constraints, the feedback will become more
complex.

For merging, sequencing, and spacing, the airborne component must have access
to all aircraft that will be part of the tra�c flow or entering into the ownship
trajectory. As proposed, this will be done via Cockpit Display of Tra�c Informa-
tion (CDTI). While CDTI systems will display current state information for all
the aircraft in a given vicinity, what is not clear in terms of the flight crew’s Goal
Condition is how the crew will discern the intent of all the aircraft. That is, all
the predicted trajectories may not be directly observable via a CDTI, nor will re-
cent, current, or future clearances or trajectory changes. All of these conditions
a↵ect the ability of a flight crew to achieve merging, sequencing, and spacing
objectives.

The analysis of the ANSP control conditions concluded with a brief discussion about
role allocation, interfaces, and other architectural considerations. Assuming that pi-
lots have some separation authority, and they almost certainly will still have authority
over their own aircraft per regulation, similar factors to the ANSP analysis apply here.

A.4 Analyzing the Safety-Related Responsibilities

The analysis in Section 4.4 describes the systems-thinking that goes into identify-
ing potential flaws and scenarios associated with the ConOps. The following analysis
describes the underlying mathematical formalism that can be used to more rigorously
identify flaws and missing information.

Hazard — Aircraft violate minimum separation
Generally, loss of separation occurs whenever the protected airspace of any two air-
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craft overlap. The loss of separation hazard is thus:

Hs =
n

C , z̄ |Ci ⇥ zi 7! z̄i ,Cj ⇥ zj 7! z̄j , z̄i \ z̄j , ;
o

(58)

where z̄k is a protected airspace volume of aircraft k around the current state zk =
(xk(t), yk(t),hk(t)) and x,y,h represent latitude, longitude, and altitude, respectively.
Traditionally this has been done via a “hockey puck” model, where z̄ is a cylinder with
5NM diameter and height of 1000’ with the aircraft at its center. Loss of separation
occurs when any two of these virtual cylinders intersects. The TBO ConOps proposes
other models of protected airspace, which will be discussed shortly.

Assume now that the responsibility of conformance is fulfilled; that is, an action
is applied to maintain or resume conformance. This conformance condition can be
defined as:

Mc =
n

Ck, Vk | Ck ⇥ zk 7! z0k, z
0
k 2 Vk

o

(59)

whereVk is a conformance volume of aircraft k around the desired state z̃k =
⇣

x̃k(t), ỹk(t), h̃k(t)
⌘

.
Finally, conformance monitoring sounds an alert whenever an aircraft deviates from
the desired state. See the development of equations (47) and (55) on page 189, and ob-
serve that the aircraft state, zk , is a function of ground track and climb performance in
that development. Does conformance alerting enforce safety constraints? The answer
is yes and no.

Reiterating the definition from Chapter 3, let P (x,S) be defined for all pairs (x,S),
where

P (x,S) ⌘ x yields S. (60)

The predicate P (x,S) is true, i↵ S is a defined condition or system state, and x is an
action resulting in that condition. A safety-related conflict occurs if the following
proposition does not hold:

¬9c 2 C [P (c,Hs) ^ P (c,Mc)] (61)

That is, there is a conflict with safety responsibilities if there is an action that can
simultaneously result in the loss of separation hazard,Hs, and fulfill the conformance
condition,Mc. Such an action is possible if there are any aircraft (or any other debris
or hazardous situation) in the presence of the intended aircraft space, Vk .

Any argument against the proposition in (61) must also make the relatively strong
assertion that there will never be any conflict along the protected trajectory of an air-
craft. An obvious rebuttal to this argument might go as follows. If aircraft ↵ is not
conforming and must “work to close” trajectory, it is equally plausible that aircraft �
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is in the same situation. It also plausible that aircraft � is now on the very trajectory
that ↵ is attempting to regain. The goal of assuring conformance must be tempered
by the larger goal of assuring separation.

Hazard — Aircraft enters uncontrolled state
Although there could be any number of reasons an aircraft loses control, consider the
following formal definition of the hazard.

Hc = {C , z̄ |Ci ⇥ zi 7! zi , zi \ ẑi , ;} (62)

where ẑi is the allowable flight envelope of aircraft i. That is, a loss of control hazard
occurs when the aircraft exceeds its flight envelope. This definition omits common
causes of loss of control, but the omission is intentional. Because this analysis fo-
cuses on trajectory-based operations, the definition in equation (62) includes scenarios
where the trajectory itself causes loss of control. There are myriad scenarios leading to
loss of control, and analysis of these scenarios constitutes a lower level in the system
hierarchy. Given the definition of conformance in equation (59), there is a potential
conflict if the following does not hold:

¬9c 2 C [P (c,Hc) ^ P (c,Mc)] (63)

There is a potential conflict with safety responsibilities if an action simultaneously
exceeds aircraft capability, causing loss of control Hc, and fulfills the conformance
condition, Mc. Such an action is possible if the trajectory generation algorithm is
inadequate or if it has inaccurate information about aircraft capability, aircraft status,
and environmental conditions. The TBOConOps thoroughly documents the necessary
parameters for computing aircraft capability and including this in TBO automation.

A.5 Coordination and Consistency

Conformance is intended to assure consistency among the various actors in TBO,
including the ANSP, flight crews, and operating centers. Despite its intent, it is actu-
ally a source of potential inconsistencies and lack of coordination.

Consider again a conformancemodel (generalized from the development on page 121
and included again here for reference). Conformance monitoring and alerting is a
mapping

Bcm := Lcm ⇥Dcm! Icm, (64)

where Lcm is a model of the airspace state and Dcm is the decision criteria regarding
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conformance.

Lcm :=
�

zint, zact,⇢,T ,Pr ,W ,Ecm,FD
 

(65)

zint := {G,C,t}int
zact := {G,C,t}act
⇢ := Tra�c density

⌧ := Operation type

Pr := {RNP,RTP}
W := Wake turbulence model

Ecm := Elliptical conformance model

FD := {F,zint}

Dcm = {zact|zact < z̄ (zint,Ecm,acm)} , (66)

where z̄ is an allowed volume for an aircraft. Conformance alerting is a function
of current surveillance data in four dimensions and desired aircraft state in four di-
mensions, some allowed tolerance volume, and an “Alert Parameter” (zact, zint,Ecm,acm,
respectively, in equation 66).

This mathematical formulation of conformance monitoring and alerting helps es-
tablish issues with coordination and consistency, in at least three ways. First, the
mapping, Lcm ⇥ Dcm is a function of an “Alert Parameter”, acm. This parameter is
available to any agent with a conformance monitor, ground or airborne, and is thus
independent and potentially inconsistent. For example, the ground controller sets an
alert parameter for his or her own monitor, while the flight crew independently does
so for their monitor. The TBO ConOps does not describe or specify the rationale for
including this function, but it may be assumed that it is to counteract alarm overload
or over- and under-sensitivity. Furthermore, the TBO ConOps does not specify what
the alert parameter entails with respect to design. The ConOps does refer to existing
aircraft functions such as altitude alerts for the airborne monitor, but it is unclear how
either the ground or airborne agents will “set” these parameters.

Analysis

In addition to the coordination scenarios described in Section 4.4, there is another
coordination problem from the perspective of the ANSP (Figure 23 on page 127). This
issue arises because the ANSP receives conformance information about every aircraft,
i 2N . Given Aircraft A and B in Figure 24, assume that Aircraft B is non-conforming.
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Aircraft B is early, which represents a potential conflict because it will arrive at a
crossing route with Aircraft A. While their intended trajectories do not conflict, it has
become a coordination problem, particularly if Aircraft B cannot conform quickly.
That is, the ANSP has to coordinate the actions given to A and B (and potentially
other up- and downstream aircraft) in order to avoid a conflict. The TBO ConOps
recognizes such a problem and suggests the use of tactical clearances by air tra�c
controllers along with collision avoidance systems.
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Appendix B: TBOModel Development and
Analysis

This appendix demonstrates how the methods described in Chapter 3 can be used to
store the model in a database and ensure traceability to the original, natural language
text. The model is stored in a di↵erent format than the format used in Chapter 4 and
Appendix A. This appendix also represents a di↵erent aspect of TBO—negotiation of
4D trajectories. The graphical model (Figure 27 on page 152) is included in the main
body in Chapter 5.

The following tables have six columns: (1) text quoted directly from the TBO
ConOps [JPDO, 2011]; (2)–(5) are each element of the tuple (S ,R,B,A), respectively;
and (6) is a description of the updated control model. Abbreviations are used for
various elements of the control model, e.g. “CA” means “Control Algorithm”.

Original Text Source Role Behavior Context Control Model

Quote directly S R 2 {C,K B 2 Bc,BK A := Context, Model Elements
from TBO . . .P ,L} . . .Bp,BL} assumptions, or Abbreviations
ConOps rationale for CA:=Control

choice of Algorithm
model elements PM:=Process

Model
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Table 30: Analysis for Negotiation with ANSP

Original Text [JPDO, 2011] Source Role Behavior Context Control Model
From the ANSP perspective, the main
emphasis will be on planning and en-
hanced system prediction,
with the objective of making most
strategic ATM actions prior to flight
departure or, where this is not

ANSP Controller Generates
actions

CA (policy for strategic
versus tactical [’tactical’
used later])

practical, before the flight is forecast
to enter a block of airspace or an air-
port terminal area where a

PM (block of airspace, ter-
minal, constraints); CA
(determining when to act
relatve to knowledge in
PM)

constraint exists. The ANSP moves
towards “Management by Excep-
tion,” maximizing collaborative

CA (’collaborative’)

pre-flight iterative planning, and re-
fining the proposed trajectory using
all available relevant

CA (what is considered
’pre-flight’ versus what is
not)

information as the takeo↵ time ap-
proaches, minimizing the need for in-
flight intervention. The SESAR

PM (take o↵ time); CA
(policy for what is con-
sidered ’take o↵ time ap-
proaches’)

concept of Reference Business Trajec-
tory (RBT) is useful here because the
RBT represents the best

RBT Actuator Translation Unclear if this is
the proper allo-
cation

Actuator (translate from

compromise between the flight oper-
ator’s objectives for the flight and the
trajectory that the ANSP can

Continued on next page
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Table 30 Analysis for Negotiation with ANSP
Original Text [JPDO, 2011] Source Role Behavior Context Control Model
agree to support. The trajectory that
exists for a flight as it commences in-
corporates all the known

PM (time of flight, all
known constraints, trajec-
tory, criterion for ’com-
mencement’)

constraints for that flight, providing
significantly improved predictability
for the flight over today.

No matter how good the planning,
and even under the most nominal
conditions, nearly all trajectories

Trajectories Actuator Translation

will need revision as the flight pro-
gresses. A continual trade-o↵ exists
between e�ciency, capacity,

CA (policy on tradeo↵s);
PM (model of e↵, cap, flex)

flexibility, and rate of update of
trajectories that also depends on
weather, tra�c density, and the type

PM (Weather, density, op
type)

of operation. 4DT management
and improvedweather predictionwill
support some advance de-

Weather
prediction

Sensor Provides con-
tinuous real-
time and pre-
dicted weather
info; ’intelli-
gent’ sensor

Sensor (in this case, al-
though weather prediction
obviously has its own alg)

confliction of tra�c flows, thus re-
ducing the need for tactical interven-
tions during flight. How this will

CA ([or Cntl Input] reduce
tactical interventions)

Continued on next page
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Table 30 Analysis for Negotiation with ANSP
Original Text [JPDO, 2011] Source Role Behavior Context Control Model
finally be implemented will depend
on research, as well as on mid-term
implementation, but some
general possibilities are provided.

It is likely that most problems,
whether flow management involving
many aircraft or separation

Aircraft &
Airspace

Controlled
Process

Interacts Separation and
flow

PM

management involving two aircraft,
will be solved as early as practical, as
soon as the information

Process (2 or more conflict-
ing aircraft, flow of a/c)

about the problem is good enough to
support deriving an acceptable solu-
tion, with low probability that

PM and CA (PM: ’good-
ness’ of data; CA to deter-
mine what to do with rela-
tive ’goodnesses’)

the “problem” was a false alert, or
that the “solution” fails to solve the
problem. This is to give the best
chance of minimizing deviations
from the operator’s desired trajectory
and to promote overall

CA (objectives: stability,
predictability, early nego-
tiation)

trajectory stability and predictability.
Thus, the ANSP will initiate negotia-
tion earlier rather than later.

ANSP Controller Generates
actions

Continued on next page
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Table 30 Analysis for Negotiation with ANSP
Original Text [JPDO, 2011] Source Role Behavior Context Control Model
The ANSP will generally try to make
minor trajectory changes through
timing or speed adjustments

ANSP Controller Generates
actions

Cntl Algorithm (Policy
for preferring minor traj
changes); Action (Speed
adjustments)

where possible for separation, initiat-
ing airborne merging and spacing or
other aircraft procedures, and

CA (merging / sequenc-
ing algorithm); PM (sep-
aration, spacing require-
ments, merging)

flow management. Path modification
would be used when timing adjust-
ments are insu�cient or not

CA (decision about insuf-
ficiency of spd/tm adjust-
ment); Action (path modi-
fication)

the best solution. The overriding ob-
jective will be to maintain trajectory
stability (and thus the ANSP

Cntl Algorithm (cntl objec-
tives, policy for maintain-
ing traj stability)

prediction functions) and minimize
the need for tactical vectoring, but
how this is achieved will depend

ANSP Controller Generates
actions

CA (objectives: Policy for
minimizing tactical ma-
neuvers)

on the conditions and type of opera-
tion. Minor trajectory updates will re-
place most of today’s open-

CA (decision on ’minor’
traj mods versus open vec-
tor)

loop vectors for spacing or separation.
Vectors are not really a negotiation in
that the flight crew will

Flight
Crew

Controller PM Control Action (Vector);
Safety resp (fc must follow
clearance); Control Action
(Execute heading change,
[FC])

Continued on next page
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Table 30 Analysis for Negotiation with ANSP
Original Text [JPDO, 2011] Source Role Behavior Context Control Model
accept the clearance unless they have
an overriding safety reason to not do
so. Vectors take the aircraft

PM (Open v closed traj)

onto an open trajectory that subse-
quently must be closed with a new
4DT.

P.14-15
The pilot must also work to close the
trajectory. Pilots will need to update
waypoints leading to a

Pilot Controller Actions Control Action (update
FMS/waypoints)

closed trajectory in the FMS, and
work to follow the timing constraints
by flying speed controls.

PM (waypoints/times of a
closed Trajectory); Actu-
ator (FMS); Cntl Action
(speed controls)

Under dense tra�c conditions,
bu↵ers will be needed in the system
so that local trajectory changes can

PM of ANSP (tra�c
density); CA of ANSP
(4DT or other for ensure
bu↵er ->policy a func-
tion of density, desired
stability/propagation)

Continued on next page
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Table 30 Analysis for Negotiation with ANSP
Original Text [JPDO, 2011] Source Role Behavior Context Control Model
be made without propagating beyond
the aircraft initially a↵ected. ANSP
automation will predict

ANSP
Auto

Sensor lower level
cntlr, possible
a “sensor” -
algorithm to
predict aircraft
traj given conds
and capabili-
ties.

PM (constraints, ac type,
weather, ac traj)

conditions when it will become infea-
sible for aircraft to meet future con-
straints, and will propose

Human
ATC

Controller form PM see next line PM (Aircraft capability,
predicted future trajectory
[via automation], alt trajs
[ibid])

trajectory updates to the controller,
possibly before the aircraft start re-
questing them, both to optimize

Human
ATC

Controller form PM CA (policy of preempting
aircraft traj requests)

overall system flows and to reduce
communications. For instance, if
winds are more strongly out of the

CA (objectives: Policy for
reducing communication)

west than forecast at Dallas-Ft. Worth
(DFW), all the flights from the west
coast will be arriving early,

PM (weather, trajectory
prediction)

and those from the east coast will be
arriving late. This will trigger revised
times at the arrival fixes.
Users may include predefined prefer-
ences (similar to the FMS cost index
function) with the filed flight

Users Sensor (actually exter-
nal info)

Input / Feeback (?) (Cost
index; predefined prefer-
ences; flight plan)

Continued on next page
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Table 30 Analysis for Negotiation with ANSP
Original Text [JPDO, 2011] Source Role Behavior Context Control Model
plan for ANSP automation to con-
sider in proposing alternative trajec-
tories.

Controller Ouput (not nec-
essarily a cntl action: alt
trajectories)

The ANSP may negotiate by propos-
ing revised constraints to the aircraft
or the FOC, and let the

ANSP Controller Generates
actions;
transmits
info

PM (necessity of revised
constraints [further ques-
tions]); CA (policy for de-
termining whether to send
rev constr, alt trajs, or new
[single] traj)

operator choose a preferred trajectory
to meet the constraints. This new pre-
ferred trajectory could then

Operator Controller Generates
actions

This is a lower
level controller
than ANSP, but
above FC

PM (preferred traj. Does
’pref traj’ = ’4DT’ [i.e. ’ac-
tual traj’])

become the authorized trajectory that
now has to be renegotiated if a further
change is required. This is
likely to be the case when the ANSP
is using the trajectory for separation
management.

Trajectories Actuator Action (Traj for separation
mgmt)

Performance requirements for
airspace and operations will gener-
ally be set before flight, but

Performance
require-
ment

Actuator Translation PM (performance reqs;
time of application of perf
reqs)

occasionally might be used oppor-
tunistically during flight. This might
occur, for instance, during

Continued on next page
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Table 30 Analysis for Negotiation with ANSP
Original Text [JPDO, 2011] Source Role Behavior Context Control Model
en route convective weather, where
the ANSP negotiates optimal routes
for high-performing aircraft

PM (convective weather, ac
performance)

(data link, low RNP) through gaps
in the weather, and lower performing
aircraft are routed around it.

PM (RNP, communica-
tion type, weather/gaps);
CA (algorithm for deter-
mining optimal vs route
around)

In this example, the better-equipped
aircraft gets the advantage of using
the more direct route.

CA (policy for routes /
equippage)

End of Table 30
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Table 31: Analysis for Negotiation with FOC

Original Text [JPDO, 2011] Source Role Behavior Context Control Model
The dispatcher is typically a person
responsible for managing flights; one
or more dispatchers perform

Dispatcher Controller Generates
actions

Controller (Dispatcher)

their work in a FOC. For single-
aircraft operations, the flight plan-
ning function may be performed by

FOC Controlled
Process

Controller (Collection
of Dispatchers); Action
(Flight Planning); Actua-
tor (Flight Plan)

the pilot in command, member of the
flight crew, or another entity on their
behalf such as a flight

Controller (PIC, FC, Flight
Service Station, 3rd Party
Co); PM (responsible flight
planner)

service station, or to a third-party
company who o↵ers collaborative air
tra�c management (CATM)
service to Part 91 operators.

The flight planner’s horizon for nego-
tiating a flight may vary from tens of
minutes to weeks. Typical

FOC Controller PM (time horizon); Alg
(when to make decision)

reasons for negotiating a trajectory
with the ANSP include the following:

“Reasons” - control algo-
rithm and process model

- For an airline, build and update a
schedule for its overall flight opera-
tion to meet the schedule

Process (Schedule); Ac-
tion (Build/update overall
flight operation)

- Get best initial trajectory for indi-
vidual aircraft before takeo↵

CA (Trajectory [’best’ -
CI]); Process (Individual
Aircraft)

Continued on next page
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Table 31 Analysis for Negotiation with FOC
Original Text [JPDO, 2011] Source Role Behavior Context Control Model
- Prioritize among multiple flights
(under the flight planner’s jurisdic-
tion) entering congested

CA ([FOC] Prioritization
policy); PM (multiple
flights; airspace conges-
tion)

airspace or terminal area
- Re-route, delay or substitute one
or multiple flights around weather or
congestion to maintain

Trajectory Actuator CA ([FOC] Priori-
tization policy, re-
route/delay/substitute
policy); PM (multiple
flights; airspace conges-
tion; weather)

business objectives
- Diversion from original planned
destination due to severe conditions,
weather, fuel needs,

CA ([FOC] Priori-
tization policy, re-
route/delay/substitute
policy; diversion); PM
(multiple flights; airspace
congestion; weather);
Proc Disturbance (severe
condition, weather, fuel
need, aircraft emergency,
passenger consideration)

aircraft emergency, passenger consid-
erations, etc.

Continued on next page
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Table 31 Analysis for Negotiation with FOC
Original Text [JPDO, 2011] Source Role Behavior Context Control Model
The FOC will maintain a model of the
aircraft performance and other key
characteristics to anticipate

FOC PM (a/c performance,
key characteristics, ex-
pected flight progress,
environment, fuel usage)

the expected flight progress in the
given environment, fuel usage, etc.
This information informs the
flight planner of what trajectory op-
tions are feasible for the aircraft when
negotiating a new trajectory

PM (feasible trajectories);
Alg (negotiation); Cntl In-
put (from ANSP)

with the ANSP. New processes and
protocols by which revised trajecto-
ries are negotiated and

PM/Act/Sens/Alg (pro-
cesses and protocols);

approved between the FOC, ANSP,
and aircraft may be needed. This may
include some form of partly

Cntl Input (ANSP); Pro-
cess (a/c)

automated negotiation to replace the
daily and hourly teleconferences be-
tween the ANSP and various

Partly
automated
nego-
tiation
(ANSP,
FOC)

Controller
(or sensor)

FOCs to strategize about weather and
other events.

PM (weather, other
events); Alg (’strategize’)

Continued on next page
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Table 31 Analysis for Negotiation with FOC
Original Text [JPDO, 2011] Source Role Behavior Context Control Model
Preflight planning and flight follow-
ing are key roles of the FOC in order
to develop and maintain the

FOC Controlled
Process

“flight fol-
lowing” is the
controlled pro-
cess; preflight
planning is a
sensor

Process (FOC following
flights)

business plan and business trajectory
of the operator through optimization
of both the individual

Alg (optimization); PM
(individual a/c; fleet); Ac-
tion (Business Plan, Busi-
ness Trajectory)

aircraft and the fleet. This includes
specification of the airframe to be
used to conduct the operation,

Alg (spec of ac, fuel, FC);
PM (capability of a/c, FC;
fuel(?))

fuel decisions, and flight crew assign-
ments. Once payload and fuel deci-
sions have been made and the

Alg (spec of ac, fuel, FC,
payload); PM (capability of
a/c, FC; fuel, payload)

fuel for the flight has been loaded,
flexibility is very limited. This is es-
pecially true for very long haul

PM (time of fuel loading;
route [long v short-haul];
aircraft weight); Alg (haul
length & fuel, loading)

flights limited by weight. Typically,
these decisions are made anywhere
from a few hours before the

CA (determining time [rel
to departure] of decision)

flight up to the time of departure,
depending on the latest payload,
weather, and other related

PM (time of dept, payload,
weather forecast)

Continued on next page
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Table 31 Analysis for Negotiation with FOC
Original Text [JPDO, 2011] Source Role Behavior Context Control Model
information. As with the ANSP, the
objective is to make most strategic de-
cisions before the flight

Alg (decision time [pre- v
post-departure])

commences. Even during the flight,
the dispatcher is the primary and pre-
ferred decision maker for

PM (negotiator [FOC, FC]);
Alg (decision onwho to ne-
gotiate with)

strategic negotiations with the ANSP
because the FOC has access to more
information, and the

Assumes FOC has access
to more information; this
assumption could become
invalid for a wide variety
of circumstances

negotiation can take place over net-
centric operations. The cockpit is also
part of net-centric operations

Cockpit
(Crew or
Automa-
tion)

Controlled
Process
AND
Controller

and works with their dispatcher in
concurrence on changes. The FOC
will generally be negotiating

Net-
centric
ops

Sensor, ac-
tuator

Acts as path for sensing,
actuating flight path via
4DT

trajectories greater than 20 to 30 min-
utes into the future with the ANSP,
and their role in negotiation

ANSP Controller PM (time to “negotiation
even”); Alg (decision on
who to negotiate with; 20-
30 minute criterion)

diminishes relative to the flight deck
as the time gets closer to the event for
which the negotiation was

Assumes 20-30 minute
timeframe constitutes
“strategic” negotiations

Continued on next page
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Table 31 Analysis for Negotiation with FOC
Original Text [JPDO, 2011] Source Role Behavior Context Control Model
initiated. Once a revised trajectory is
negotiated, this new trajectory is con-
veyed to the pilot for

Pilot Controlled
Process

Translate
higher
level ac-
tion into
lower
level one

PM (revised trajectory [for
all controllers - FOC, FC,
ANSP])

approval and execution. The ex-
panded role for the FOC enabled by
the shift to more strategic decision-

CA (execution); Cntl Sta-
tus (approval)

making will need to be refined.

The ANSP provides a forum to fa-
cilitate collaboration between flight
planners representing multiple

Flight
planner

Controller Flight plan-
ner is then in
’control’ of the
multiple FOCs

FOCs when there is a system-wide
event or constraint. Among multiple
operators, aggregate solutions

System-
wide
event

Controlled
Process

Event is ac-
tually a dis-
turbance to
CP

Process Disturbance
(system-wide event or
constraint)

to demand/capacity imbalances may
be proposed to and by the ANSP. They
should provide improved

PM (Demand, Capacity);
CA (comparing imbalance
-); Action (“aggregate solu-
tions”)

operations within the context of the
operator’s business objectives in com-
parison to solutions that

PM (Operator business ob-
jective); CA (policy func-
tion of biz obj, demand, ca-
pacity)

Continued on next page
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Table 31 Analysis for Negotiation with FOC
Original Text [JPDO, 2011] Source Role Behavior Context Control Model
might be individually imposed by the
ANSP. Common situational aware-
ness across the flight planning

Common
situational
awareness

Sensor Continuous,
discrete
data

Assume net-
centric opera-
tions based on
previous data

participants improves the options for
dealing with constraints.

End of Table 31
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Table 32: Analysis for Negotiation with Pilots

Original Text [JPDO, 2011] Source Role Behavior Context Control Model
During the flight, the flight crew com-
plies with the cleared trajectory ex-
cept in emergencies; non-

Flight
crew

Controlled
Process

Translate In Emergencies
it becomes ’top
level’ controller

Process (FC - compliance
w/ traj)

emergency changes are negotiated
and agreed to before being executed.
Flight crews will have access

PM (emergency status [y/n
or continuum])

to 4D weather and NAS status in-
formation relevant to their flight
through network-centric operations.

Network-
centric
Ops

Sensor Provide
binary or
cont info

Sensor is actu-
ally something
else, but net-
centric provides
the “lines” be-
tween blocks

PM (F/C PM: 4D weather;
NAS status; both “relevant
to flight”)

Some aircraft may have sophisti-
cated flight-planning functionality
onboard, including trial planning

Flight
Planning
Avionics

Sensor Provide
binary or
discrete
info

This is an intel-
ligent sensor;
could provide
binary ’Y/N’ for
trajectories as
well as discrete
parts of flight
plan(s)

Sensor (Flt Pln Avionics -
trail plan, eval of trajs); PM
(F/C PM: ’eval of trajs’)

and evaluation of proposed trajecto-
ries. However, even with advanced
airborne decision-support

Advanced
Airborne
Decision-
support
Automa-
tion

Sensor Provide
binary or
discrete
info

See above com-
ment

Continued on next page
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Table 32 Analysis for Negotiation with Pilots
Original Text [JPDO, 2011] Source Role Behavior Context Control Model
automation, pilot-initiated trajectory
negotiations may be limited by work-
load considerations.

Flight
crew

Controlled
Process

Part of the FC
output is also in
terms of feed-
back, in this
case negotiation
or emergency

PM (grnd: neg from F/C)

The pilot monitors progress toward
meeting assigned constraints and ini-
tiates negotiation directly or

Flight
crew

Controller Form,
update
process
model

PM (Assigned constraints,
progress to constraints; ne-
gotiating entity (FC/FOC))

through the FOC if projected to be
unable to meet a constraint. If the air-
craft can still meet the

PM (Able/unable to meet
constraints)

constraints of the 4DT, but would
prefer to renegotiate the constraint
for e�ciency or scheduling

CA (e�ciency or schedul-
ing); Actuator (Constraint)

reasons, the pilot or FOC may request
negotiation of the constraint, or the
preferred constraint changes
may be listed as alternatives in the
flight plan. When a pilot requests a
minor trajectory change that still

Flight
crew

Controller Generate
action

Request is only
a precurser to
actually gener-
ating action on
aircraft

CA (policy for determining
type of change); PM (delta-
Traj meets/doesn’t meet
constraints; status of re-
quest); FB to higher cntl
(change request)

Continued on next page
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Table 32 Analysis for Negotiation with Pilots
Original Text [JPDO, 2011] Source Role Behavior Context Control Model
meets all constraints, this trajectory
change should be a fairly easy process
expedited by local ANSP

Local
ANSP Au-
tomation

Unclear if this
automation
has decision
authority; thus
unclear what
it’s role is.
“Expedited”
implies that
the automation
may simply
approve it.
This statement
also implies
that constraints
are not the
only thing
that defines a
trajectory

Actuator (Trajectory; Con-
straints)

automation. Negotiating a change in
constraints can be much more com-
plex, since constraints have

Constraint
negotia-
tion

Actuator

typically been negotiated and agreed
upon through collaborative air tra�c
management (CATM)

CATM
Procedure

Controller Generate
action

This is in the
general ANSP
controller
function

CA (negotiation, agree-
ment criteria)

procedures.

Continued on next page
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Table 32 Analysis for Negotiation with Pilots
Original Text [JPDO, 2011] Source Role Behavior Context Control Model
For most airspace and operations, tra-
jectories will include some flexibility
(sometimes referred to as

Trajectories Actuator Trajectories are
the constraints
that ultimately
define aircraft
behavior, if
followed

Actuator (Trajectory; Con-
straints; Windows); PM
([both grnd and FC]: traj,
consts; windows)

“windows”) that allows the opera-
tor to optimize within limits without
renegotiating the trajectory.

Operator Controller Generate
action

CA (optimization alg); PM
(cost index/function; lim-
its of window)

This might apply to an aircraft choos-
ing a path in real time between thun-
derstorms. Conformance
monitoring on the ground considers
the range of these windows, so minor
maneuvering is authorized

Conformance
Monitor-
ing

Sensor Provide
binary
and cont
info

Sensor (Aircraft state;
Conformance notifica-
tion); PM ([grnd] Window;
Conformance; 4D Con-
tract); Actuator (4D
Contract)

within the context of the 4D contract.

In 2025, aircraft will vary widely in
their ability to accurately adhere to a
4DT and in their ability to
exchange trajectory information with
the ground. At the lower end of per-
formance, some aircraft are

Aircraft Controlled
Process

Process (Capability, Infor-
mation Exchange)

Continued on next page
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Table 32 Analysis for Negotiation with Pilots
Original Text [JPDO, 2011] Source Role Behavior Context Control Model
only capable of adhering to wide lat-
eral trajectories and flexible timing
requirements (windows), while

Aircraft Controlled
Process

Actuator (Trajectory; Con-
straints; Windows); PM
([both grnd and FC]: traj,
consts; windows; aircraft
capability); Process (air-
craft)

high-performing aircraft can transmit
via data link detailed 4D trajectories
that can be executed with

High-
performing
aircraft

Datalink is the
line between
boxes of con-
trol model,
not an actual
sensor/actuator

Sensor (Datalink air-to-
grnd)

high accuracy. In general, NAS opera-
tions and ANSP decision-support au-
tomation must be designed

NAS Op-
erations

to deal with the entire spectrum of
aircraft capabilities. However, signif-
icant operational e�ciencies

ANSP
decision-
support
automa-
tion

PM (Aircraft capability);
CA (E�ciencies; policy
w/r/t aircraft capability)

can be gained by taking advantage
of the additional information-sharing
capabilities and performance

High-
performing
aircraft

Controlled
Process

Interact
with env

Process (Navigation per-
formance; Info-sharing ca-
pabilities)

accuracies of high-performing air-
craft.

Continued on next page
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Original Text [JPDO, 2011] Source Role Behavior Context Control Model
The far-term JPDO Operational Im-
provements include a self-separation
capability, which may be

Self-
separation

Controller This implies
the pilot/ac as
its own control
agent

restricted to airspace where only self-
separating aircraft can operate or may
include mixed-equipage
environments where some aircraft
are self-separating while others are
ANSP-managed . There are also
a number of pair-wise delegated sep-
aration operations in mid- and far-
term NextGen, such as airborne

Delegated-
separation

Controller

merging and spacing, parallel runway
operations, and oceanic procedures.
Self-separating aircraft

Merging
and spac-
ing, paral-
lel runway
ops,
oceanic
proce-
dures

Controlled
Process

Controlled Pro-
cess (Operation
type)

separate themselves using ADS-B
as the primary means of airborne
surveillance. ADS-B provides the

ADS-B Sensor Transmit
continu-
ous and
discrete
data

Discrete data
is aircraft
plan/trajectory;
continuous is
aircraft state

Sensor (ADS-B [for self-sep
aircraft cntl loop])

Continued on next page
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Table 32 Analysis for Negotiation with Pilots
Original Text [JPDO, 2011] Source Role Behavior Context Control Model
location and velocity vector, plus
the near-term intent of other self-
separating aircraft in the vicinity.

ADS-B Sensor Transmit
continu-
ous and
discrete
data

Discrete data
is aircraft
plan/trajectory;
continuous is
aircraft state

PM (Location, veloc-
ity, near-term intent,
self-separating aircraft,
’vicinity’)

Research is required to determine
how to safely and e↵ectively utilize
the capabilities of these
advanced aircraft in increasing e�-
ciency and throughput of NextGen
operations. When an aircraft has
been delegated some separation re-
sponsibility; there needs to be su�-
cient flexibility in the trajectory

Actuator (Trajectory with
flexibility)

that maneuvers for separation can be
accomplished without trajectory ne-
gotiation. In this case, the

Action ([FC] Manuever in-
side of [ANSP-sanctioned]
trajectory)

trajectory might be constrained only
su�ciently to support tra�c flow
management and would be

PM ([ANSP] constraints);
CA (tra�c flow mgmt
- constraints su�cien-
cy/flexibility tradeo↵)

virtually useless for separation man-
agement decisions. However, these
self-separating aircraft are

CA (decision wrt useful-
ness of constraints for flow
vs separation mgmt)

themselves operating based on highly
accurate trajectories, which are con-
tinuously maintained to be

PM (accuracy of trajectory)

Continued on next page
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Original Text [JPDO, 2011] Source Role Behavior Context Control Model
conflict free using onboard strategic
and tactical conflict detection and
resolution functionality.

Onboard
avionics

Role allocation
is subject to dis-
cussion (CD&R
can be modeled
as a controller
or a sensor for
pilots)

To ensure predictable operations, tra-
jectory changes that result in the near-
term generation of new

Trajectory
change

Actuator CA (control objective: pre-
dictability, no near-term
conflicts), PM (’near-
term’), Action (trajectory
change)

conflicts are not acceptable. To sus-
tain situational awareness, the new
trajectory path is broadcast via

PM (new trajectory path)

ADS-B before the aircraft begins ma-
neuvering. This is especially impor-
tant outside of the range of any
ANSP surveillance. If this highly ac-
curate trajectory were made available
to the ground via data link,

ANSP
Surveil-
lance

Sensor Continuous
data

This implies
that ANSP does
NOT use ADS-
B as a primary
data source

Sensor (ANSP surveil-
lance)

Continued on next page
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Original Text [JPDO, 2011] Source Role Behavior Context Control Model
then the ANSP decision-support au-
tomation could accurately predict the
movement of both self-

ANSP
decision-
support
automa-
tion

PM (prediction of move-
ment; self-, delegated- and
ANSP-separated aircraft)

separating and delegated-separation
aircraft. If future ANSP separation
management decision-support
automation were designed to e↵ec-
tively use this more accurate informa-
tion for conflict detection and
resolution functions, then more e↵ec-
tive use of airspace capacity should
result. Thus, an open research
question is whether there should, in
fact, be two trajectories in e↵ect for
these aircraft: a negotiated

Trajectories Actuator PM ([ANSP] Negotiated vs
“4D Intent” Trajectory);
CA ([ANSP] deciding on
when/if to issue di↵erent
version of traj)

trajectory used for tra�c flow man-
agement that provides su�cient flex-
ibility for self-separation
maneuvers, and a highly accurate
“4DT intent” used for separation
management that is periodically

Continued on next page
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Original Text [JPDO, 2011] Source Role Behavior Context Control Model
updated by the aircraft without ne-
gotiation. NAS operational e�ciency
would probably benefit from
having access to 4DT intent informa-
tion from all aircraft that are capable
of generating, transmitting

Action (performing ’highly
accurate’ 4DT); CA (gen-
erating ’highly accurate’
4DT); PM ([ANSP] All a/c
- ’highly accurate’ 4DT)

via data link, and performing to a
highly accurate 4DT.

Sensor ([a/c - ANSP]
datalink and ’highly
accurate’ 4DT)

End of Table 32
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Appendix C: Formalism of Hazardous Control
Actions

The following definition of a hazardous (unsafe) control action comes from the work
of Thomas [2013]. A hazardous control action in the STAMP accident model can be
expressed formally as a 4-tuple

⇣

Ci ,T ,C ,Co
⌘

where:
• Ci is the source controller that can issue control actions in the system. The con-

troller may be automated or human.

• T is the type of control action. There are two possible types: Provided describes
a control action that is issued by the controller while Not Provided describes a
control action that is not issued.

• C is the control action (i.e. command) that is output by the controller.

• Co is the context in which the control action is or is not provided.
Each element of an unsafe control action is a member of a larger set. The following
properties must hold:
1. Ci 2 S , where S is the set of source controllers in the system (Ci is then the source

of action in each level of the system, per equations (19) and (22))

2. T 2 T , where T ={Provided, Not Provided}

3. C 2 Oa

⇣

Ci
⌘

where Oa

⇣

Ci
⌘

is the set of control actions that can be provided by
controller Ci

4. Co 2 ⇢
⇣

Ci
⌘

, where ⇢
⇣

Ci
⌘

is the set of potential contexts, or process model states,
for controller Ci

To assist in enumerating or aggregating individual contexts, the context Co is further
decomposed into variables, values, and conditions:
• V is a variable or attribute in the system or environment that may take on two

or more values. For example, heading, position, and airspeed are three potential
variables for a aircraft.

• VL is a value that can be assumed by a variable. For example, M0.85 is a value
that can be assumed by the variable airspeed.

• Cd is a condition expressed as a single variable/value pair. For example, aircraft
conformance is a condition.
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• The context Co is the combination of one or more conditions and defines a
unique state of the system or environment in which a control action may be
given.

The following additional properties related to the context of a hazardous control ac-
tion can therefore be defined:
5. V 2 V

⇣

Ci
⌘

, where V
⇣

Ci
⌘

is the set of variables relevant to the system hazards H

6. VL 2 VL (V ), where VL (V ) is the set of values that can be assumed by variable V

7. Cd = (V ,VL) 2 CD
⇣

Ci
⌘

, where CD
⇣

Ci
⌘

is the possible set of conditions for con-
troller Ci

8. Co = (Co1,Co2, . . . ), where each Coi is independent. That is, no two Coi refer to
the same variable V .

Finally, each hazardous control action must be linked to a system-level hazard:
9. To qualify as a hazardous control action, the action

⇣

Ci ,T ,C ,Co
⌘

must be able to
cause a hazard H 2H , where H is the set of system level hazards.

A hazardous control action expressed as a 4-tuple
⇣

Ci ,T ,C ,Co
⌘

must satisfy the above
properties 1-9.
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